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Fore-word 

The project spallation neutrons source (SINQ) has been 
presented in its entirety in the report of last year. - I hence 
refrain from presenting the facility likewise, but rather 
show a set of pictures to give an impression about the 
typical activities during 1994. These should lead us 
towards the final push in 1995. PSI urgently needs the 
neutrons for research. This is also put into evidence by the 
award of the Nobel prize for Physics in 1994 to Bert 
Brockhouse and Cliff Shull for this pioneering research 
with neutron beams in the period from 1947 to 1960. By 
now there is general agreement that the experimental 
method of neutron scattering is still going to be one of the 
most powerful tool for the investigation of condensed 
matter in the most general sense. 

As a contribution of the academic training of young 
scientists PSI organised its 2nd Summer School on 
Neutron Scattering in Zuoz. The general subject was 
"Neutron Scattering From Hydrogen in Materials". A taste 
of the success of this school may be obtained by having a 
glance through the proceedings . 

The Tandem van der Graaff at the Laboratory of 
Ionbeam-Physics served its duty as a working horse for 
accelerator mass spectroscopy for various institutions for 
nearly 2500 hours; about 500 hours have been allotted to 
materials science and developments of new detection 
technique. One of the highlights from this laboratory is 
probably the successful development and experimental 
exploitation of various cluster beams. These open up new 
perspectives in the study of material defects. 

The "aerosols" are a major and central topic in the 
Laboratory of Radiochemistry. Using appropriate 
radionuclei the aerosols are a research object by their own. 
On the other hand they are used as experimental tools for 
the environmental research program of the laboratory. 
Finally they serve in a similar way as vehicles in the gas-
jet technique for the fundamental research activities on 
superheavy elements. Hence a specialised know-how is 
established which finds its application in rather diverse 
fields of scientific activities. 

As already indicated - with the reactor "Saphir" shut down 
and SINQ not yet operational - no neutrons were available 
on site at PSI. Moreover, also the ILL-reactor was still in 
its shut down phase. Hence the Laboratory for Neutron 
Scattering had to seek the neutrons elsewhere, as e.g. at 
HMI (Berlin), ISIS (Rutherford Appleton) or ORPHEE 
(Saclay) and Ris0. We are grateful for the hospitality given 
by these institutes. 
Obviously the staff members invested also much time into 
the development of the new instrumentation of SINQ and 

"Neutron Scattering from Hydrogen in Materials", ISBN: 981-02-1874-5. 
World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. Ltd. P.O. Box 128, Farrer Road. 
Singapore 9128 

its experimental infrastructure. Furthermore some of the 
piled up data could find its way from the desks into the 
journals. The publication list of 1994 might be evidence for 
this effect. 

The Laboratory for Astrophysics was responsible for 
sending a (small) part of PSI into space orbit. The 
radiation environmental monitor (REM) has been launched 
into an geostationary orbit by an "Ariane" rocket from 
ESA. Somewhat later (mid September) a second monitor 
was installed by an astronaut on the Russian MIR-station. 
The project work on the XMM- and EUVITA-systems 
hopefully providing us once with the data in the spectral 
region of UV and soft X-rays proceeds well and the 
development of high resolution X-ray detectors shows 
some progress. 

What concerns the prospective study for a high luminosity 
positron source, we hope to report about an extraordinary 
performance next year. Investigation of nanostructured 
materials, nanosized superconducting filaments, fractal 
dimensions of aerosols, interaction of cluster beams as well 
as the properties of multilayers systems form a class of 
activities in various laboratories of our research 
department. I hope that they might once condense to a 
common (more coherent) task for the whole department. 

Also in the year 1994 two of our collaborators received 
awards. I have the pleasure to congratulate Dr. A. Türler 
from the Laboratory of radiochemistry for the respected 
"Fritz Strassmann"-price from the "Gesellschaft Deutscher 
Chemiker" and Dr. P. Allenspach from the Laboratory of 
neutron scattering for the 1994 ETH-TIT award (Tokyo 
Institute of Technology). Finally I would like to express my 
appreciation to all the collaborators within and outside the 
department, who contribute with their competence to our 
common cause. 

W.E. Fischer 
HeadofDept. F3A 
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SINQ IN 1994 
Progress in Pictures 

W.E. Fischer for the Project Team 

Figure 1: Target station and building for auxilliary 
circuits mid april 1994. 

Figure 2: One month later 
In the centre of the target block the containment 
tank for moderator/target assembly is visible. 
The opening to the right in the target station is 
for the cold source insert. 

Figure 3: Not an aircraft hangar - but the base of the 
services building, ready for the installation of the guides. 

A general view of the facility towards the end of 1994 is shown on the front page of this report! 



Figure 4: Preinstallation of the last quadrupole doublet on 
top of the vertical injection magnet of the proton beam 
line. 

Figure 5: Last quadrupole on its final position below the 
target collimator opening. 

Figure 6: Hans Vogt, Max Hubacher and Hans Frei (from 
left) installing the connection through the drift tube to the 
existing proton beam line in the experimental hall. 

Figure 7: all done 
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Figure 9: First part of the insert (water cooled) attached to the 
-j mounting machine, ready for insertion 

Figure 8: Beam tube box through the bulk 
shield, ready for taking the inserts with the 
neutron beam tubes 

Figure 10: part of the beam tube plugs with their beam 
shutter drums 

Figure 11: Mounting further plug elements 
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Figure 12: Vacuum system for the cold neutron source 
(deuterium source) 

Figure 14: Beautiflcation at the service conduits from the 
cooling plant 

Figure 13: Gas system for the cold source 
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Figure 15: Model of the "day one" spallation 
target ready for hydraulic tests. 

Figure 16: Safety hull of the target 

Figure 17: Dry run at the target head under 
"real" conditions 
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Figure 19: Positioning the neutron guides (supermirrors) 
into the frame of the inshield plug. 

Figure 21: External cover of the neutron 
guide. The six windows of the neutron guides 
are clearly visible. 

Figure 18: Box through the main shield for 
the plug with the neutron guides 

Figure 20: Mario Sala and Heinz Ammann 
load the neutron guide plug onto the 
mounting device. 
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THE PSI POSITRON BEAM AND ITS POTENTIAL OF PERFORMANCE 
UP-GRADING 

Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen-PSI / Switzerland 

W\B. Waeber 

The facility presently being assembled is planned to be 
tested in the first half of 1995. The first beam experiments 
to be carried out (users. Figure 1) will be described in the 
subsequent newsletter [1]. 

Goals. The main objectives were set-out as 

1. to build an instrument with a high potential and flex
ibility in its development perspectives, especially as 
for achieving a high beam intensity. 

2. to achieve a high quality multiuser beam for a va
riety of advanced experimental techniques, including 
methods of positron annihilation, but also methods of 
scattering and diffraction of positrons. 

A new concept of beam production [2], partially based on 
high efficiency moderation [3], together with a high de
gree of beam performance as for intensity, phase space, 
tunability and energy spread, allows the study of [1] the 
chemistry, the electronic structure and the atomic structure 
of bulk samples and of surfaces, including defects and the 
roicrostructure of materials, as well as studies in positron-
ium chemistry, and with a pulsed beam section the study 
of time dependent measurements and dynamical effects. 

Concept. The new method of slow positron production 
at PSI uses the concept of a 'hybrid-beam' which can be 
summarized into three stages: 

Premoderation [4,5], including the slowing-down 
of a /?+spectrum into the energy range of 1-3 keV 
by means of a high field magnetic bottle confinement 
and a thin slow-down carbon foil. The premoderated 
positrons are axially extracted from the confinement 
and magnetically guided to a lower field into the stage 
called 

Field-Extraction [6,7]. This is a simple device con
sisting of a magnetic shield with a beam aperture fur
nished with a magnetically conducting internal struc
ture (magnetic grid). Its function is twofold: it ter
minates the magnetic field (symmetry break) and it 
spreads the radial field components uniformly over 
the aperture area, thus allowing the positron beam to 
pass it in a quasi 'divergency-free' manner. Indeed, 
these are the requirements to obtain efficient focusing 
when performing the subsequent 

Brightness-Enhancement [8]. Although this prin
ciple is not new, this stage employs a rather unusual 
configuration for the electrostatic focusing and the 
subsequent W(100)-foil remoderation in transmission 
mode. By this operation the transverse phase space 
of the slow positron beam is compressed to values 
near a diameter of 100 // x 50 mrad divergency. 

-Figure 1-

POSITRON FACILITY PSI 
1 0 7 - * 1 0 l ° e + / s , 01OO|Jm/5Omrad, 0-60 keV 

user target at ground PSI..WUHAN 

• LT Life time 

• Scanning microprobe 

1993 

1994 

1995 (?) 

1995/96 ® 

1996 (S 
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Table I. PSI positron beam characteristics. V (= 0-60kV) is the potential which determines the beam energy at the 
target. I indicates the useful intensity, based on a primary source strength of 500 mCi 5SCo. The beam energy spread 
at the target is largely determined by the W(l 00) foils used for the remoderation. * = average values. 

source/ after after after after at 
slow-down foil aperture 1st remod. 2nd remod. switch target 

lT/V+10kV OG/V+10kV 0G/V+3.5kV OG/V 0G/V-20kV OG/OV 

T-9 
[mmxrad] 5 X T / 2 55x0.17 4x0.26 0.13x0.26 0.13x0.005 [0.05x0.05]* 

I 
[10ee+/s] 55 47.2 9.4 3.3 2.6 2.6 

E 
[keV] 1 - 3 1 - 3 3 x l 0 " 3 3xl0~ 3 20 eV 

Note that in this way of slow positron production the step of 
fin a/ moderation by solid Neon or Krypton, immediately 
after slow-down and just befor extraction from the confine
ment, can be omitted, leading to enormous simplification 
and reduction of development and beam operational efforts, 
respectively. 

Configuration. In a first step the hybrid-beam facility, 
currently being assembled (see Figure 1), includes 

1. the magnetic beam with the magnetic bottle and a 
5SCo source in the IT center [5], the magnetic guide 
of the beam to 75G, the field-extraction device [6,7] 
followed by 

2. the electrostatic beam [8] with the remoderation 
stages, the beam guiding device acting as a veloc
ity selector and beam switch, the beam tuning device 
and the target station. 

The switch chamber allows to flange on various user 
experiments to which the beam at a constant energy (20keV) 
can be diverted (see Table I as for beam performance). 

The target is at ground potential, thus all the beam guid
ing elements including the source are at high voltage float
ing on the beam energy tuning potential [8], and are en
closed by the UHV tubing and vessel system which, to
gether with all the gate valves, is at ground potential. 

Performance. Based on conceptual tests of the pre-
moderation and the field-extraction operations and on the 
measurements of efficiencies in corresponding experiments 
[5,7], the expected beam performance at various sections of 
the beam line is summarized in Table I. Indicated are the 
transverse phase space, the intensity and the energy spread 
of the beam, as well as indications of the field, the potential 
and beam energy, where appropriate. 

Perspectives. We developed a simple base hybrid-
beam system performing better (as for the moderation effi
ciency) than the best presently in operation existing, con
ventional system *, allowing in further steps to improve 
its overall performance by up to several factors of 104 in 
intensity, while keeping the same beam phase space char
acteristics at the target, with enough flexibility, for example 

1 We have to compare ihe intensity of column 3 of Table I referenced 
to the source strength used (leading to an efficiency of 3.4 X10-3) with 
typical moderation efficiencies of order 10""* in conventional systems. 
However, the first and last concept-specific up-grading points listed 
below would allow to achieve further improvements by factors around 6 
and 25, respectively. 

in relaxing the latter for the benefit of even higher intensity. 
Possible beam up-grading steps include 

• adding E x B plates and moderators on both sides of 
the confining magnetic bottle, 

• replacing the 5aCo by the short lived 1SF isotope, and 
increase the primary source strength to ~ 10 Ci ß+, 

• implementing possibly the field assisted moderation 
and/or remoderation [3], 

• installing the full electromagnetic (100%) confine
ment [5] for the premoderation stage and extracting 
the slow positrons from the confinement as simulated 
in reference [9]. 

This work is partially supported by the Swiss Science 
Research Nationalfonds. We wish to acknowledge H.R. 
Ott, W. Fischer, M. Peter and A.A. Manuel for continuous 
support and active interest in this work, and L.O. Roellig 
and K.F. Canter for many helpful discussions. We are in
debted to D.C. George for help in magnetic coil design and 
manufacturing and P. Gross for design work in the project. 
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HIGH INTENSITY SLOW-POSITRON BEAMS INTERACTING WITH 
MATTER 

Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen-PSI / Switzerland 

M. Shi, D. Gerola and W.B. Waeber 

Positrons at PSI are a real complementary probe to neu
trons and muons. While the latter methods mainly probe 
bulk atomic (magnetic) structure or the dynamics of atoms 
and local magnetic field distributions in atomic environ
ments, respectively, positrons [1] can probe bulk and sur
face electronic structure, as well as the chemistry and the 
atomic structure of surfaces, they can be used for defect 
probing and for microscopic imaging. 

There are 2 broad categories of e+probe-matter inter
actions l: 

1. Annihilation method 

a) detection of annihilation radiation, 
for example by using the techniques DBAR, 
ACAR, BLTS, carrying information about the 
electronic structure of the bulk or of surfaces, 
and information about type and concentration 
of defects, or AMOC to get information on the 
positron state evolution during thermalization, 
diffusion and trapping [2]. 

b) detection of secondary products (when coupled 
with other techniques), with or without coinci
dence detection of annihilation 7 for increasing 
signal to noise ratios, 
for example by using the technique PAES, ob
taining information about surface chemistry and 
surface electronic structure, or e+annihilation 
induced luminescence [3] to study features of 
defects and impurities. 

2. Scattering method 

a) detection of positrons, 
by using techniques such as LEPD, PRS, PELS 
and PRM (microscopy), carrying information 
about the surface crystallography, the surface 
electronic structure and the microstructure of 
subsurface regions, respectively. 

b) detection of secondary products (when coupled 
with other techniques), 
for example Ps-velocity spectroscopy giving in
formation about the surface electronic structure, 
or crossed beam techniques coupled with MS 
and TOF measurements for measuring Ps bind
ing energies in compounds [4], or positron ion-
ization/fragmentation of molecules coupled with 
MS [5]. 

1DBAR=Doppler broadening of annihilation radiation, ACAR=angular 
correlation of annihilation radiation. BLTS=beam lifetime spectroscopy, 
AMOC=age momentum correlation. PAES=positron annihilation in
duced Auger electron spectroscopy. LEPD=low energy positron diffrac
tion, PRS=positron reemission spectroscopy. PELS=positron energy loss 
spectroscopy. PRM= positron reemission microscopy, Ps=positronium, 
MS=mass spectroscopy, TOF=time of (light. EAES= electron impact ex
cited Auger electron spectroscopy. e+SR= positron spin rotation 

This list is not complete, it has only indicative character. 
Most of the techniques mentioned need intense positron 
beams (> 106 e+/s). Especially the la category techniques 
need good knowledge of implantation profiles in solids. De
tection of the response can include time registration if a 
pulsed structure is given to the probe or gated beams cou
pled with TOF measurements are used. Most techniques 
mentioned have a spin polarized counterpart when polar
ized positron probes are used. Maybe with more intense 
polarized beams spin relaxation (e+SR) experiments be
come more readily available for obtaining direct insight into 
the dynamics of thermalized positrons [2]. In both cases, 
for weak interacting probes such as neutrons, and for strong 
interacting probes such as muons or positrons, a good the
oretical back-up is needed for reliable interpretation of the 
response. 

In the following we shall concentrate on some of the es
sential aspects of DBAR, ACAR and PAES, the techniques 
that will be used in the first beam experiments at PSI. 

DBAR. The annihilating e+e~ pair with zero momen
tum will produce two 511keV lines in the annihilation 7 
spectrum, while the pair which has the longitudinal mo
mentum, P||, in the direction of the annihilation 7 emission 
will cause a Doppler shift in energy, 6Ey — \cP\\, which 
will broaden the 51 IkeV line. This effect offers a powerful 
technique for defect studies [6]. The ground state wave-
function of the positron in a perfect crystal is an extended 
Bloch wave, the major part of the density is distributed in 
the interstitial region. If there exist open-volume defects 
in the crystal, a localized positron state can be formed, 
further lowering its ground state energy, and it will affect 
the positron in two ways: reducing its diffusion length and 
decreasing the Doppler broadening of the annihilation 7 en
ergy owing to the smaller velocity of the electron in this 
type of defects. Since a thermalized positron sweeps across 
~106 crystal cells before annihilating with electrons, con
centrations of this type of defects of the order of ppm can 
be detected. 

Generally, the shape of an annihilation 7 spectrum is 
the superposition of the lines of different shapes resulting 
from annihilations of different positron states. In order to 
characterize the overall line shape, a parameter S has been 
defined as the radio of the counts in the centered region 
around the 51 IkeV line to the total number of the counts in 
the peak. From the measured S parameters for differently 
treated samples and/or some fitting procedures, many useful 
quantities can be obtained (e.g. annihilation probabilities 
from different states), which can be used to extract the 
information about the defect. By using a tunable energy 
positron beam to carry out the DBAR measurements, one 
can study subsurface, interface and defect profiles. A beam 
with tunable energy up to 60keV can probe a region with 
a thickness of up to 3 x 10~3 g/cm2. 
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2D-ACAR 
detector 

Figure 1: Schematic set-up for DBAR, ACAR and PAES. An energy analyser is installed for the PAES measurements. 
The Ge detector is used for the Doppler broadening signals. The Nal detector is employed for PAES, but it can also 
be used together with the Ge detector for coincidence DBAR measurements. The 2D detectors will be installed by 
the positron group of the University of Geneva. 

The basic instrumentation for DBAR measurements can 
be very simple as shown in Figure 1. A beam intensity of 
the order ~105 - 106/s at the sample position is enough to 
perform the experiments. Requirements for the detector are 
a high resolving power and a high efficiency at 51 IkeV. The 
high purity Ge y detector available at PSI has the coaxial 
geometry, with a crystal diameterxlength of 52x44mm and 
the relative efficiency and resolution at 1.33MeV 60Co are 
16.7% and 1.65keV, respectively. 

Useful information on the environment surrounding a 
defect can be obtained by a method proposed by Kelvin 
Lynn et al in 1977 [7] for studying core annihilations by a 
DBAR coincidence technique, using the Ge and Nal detec
tors as indicated in Figure 1. 

Diamond membranes with metal coatings could be de
veloped as field assisted positron moderators and a com
bination with the confined premoderation would further in
crease the overall conversion efficiency in the positron beam 
production [8]. Both the diffusion length and the trapping 
effect of the positrons in the membrane, the metal layer and 
the interface play very important roles for the moderation 
efficiency. These will be studied systematically 2 by using 
the DBAR technique. 

ACAR. A positron beam can open new perspectives if 
used for performing the 2 Dimensional Angular Correla
tion of the Annihilation Radiation. We are collaborating 
with the Geneva University that will provide the necessary 
detection system for this technique. The 2D-ACAR spec
trometer [9] measures the deviation from collinearity of the 
two photons coming from the annihilation of the positron. 
Since the deviation angles are related to the components of 
the total momentum by the simple formula px%y = mc8x<y, 
the measurement yields the projection of the two photon 
momentum density N(px,py) = /p2y(p)dpz. The quan
tity p2y (p) is the electron momentum distribution as seen 
by the positron, and it can be related to the electron momen-

2This is in collaboration with CSEM, Neuchatel 

turn distribution when the positron wavefunction is known 
by calculation. Many body correlations have some influ
ence on the momentum distribution but it has been demon
strated that they play no role on the position of the Fermi 
surface breaks. For this reason the technique is a powerful 
tool for Fermi surface studies. 

Since the deviation angles are of the order of a few mil-
liradians, detectors with high angular resolution are needed. 
High density proportional chamber detectors have higher 
angular resolution (~ 0.25 mrad) compared to Anger cam
eras that on the contrary have better energy and time resolu
tion. The count rate depends on several parameters among 
which the strength of the positron source. In the conven
tional 2D-ACAR experiment the positrons are emitted by a 
radioisotope (~ 50 mCi) with a continuum energy spectrum 
and focused with a superconducting coil onto the sample. 
This gives a typical coincidence count rate of the order of 
a few hundred counts per second. A spectrum with good 
statistics has 108 counts. The row data must be handled 
for taking into account several factors (like for example an
gular efficiency, smoothing of the data, correction for the 
background). Subtraction of isotropic background due to 
annihilations in defects is often needed. A careful theoret
ical analysis is then necessary for a correct interpretation 
of the data. Standard techniques for band structure calcula
tions were modified for taking into account the perturbation 
of the positron on the electron distribution. From several 
projections, different methods allow to reconstruct a 3D 
image of the Fermi surface of the material. 

One important result obtained with this technique is 
[ 10] the recent observation of the Fermi surface signal from 
some high temperature superconductors. Unfortunately due 
to the complexity of the materials and the smallness of the 
samples (usually with many defects) for a more deep analy
sis in this area, a high intensity (> 108 e+/s), small diameter 
(less than 0.1 mm) and energy variable (from 0 to 60 keV) 
positron beam would bring a substantial improvement. In 
this case small crystals or portions of it (with better qual-
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ity) can be analyzed leading to a sensible reduction of the 
background contribution from defects. New crystals, diffi
cult to produce with large size or not stable under radiation 
(like some organic superconductors [II]) can also be stud
ied. Another field in which the 2D-ACAR technique can be 
usefully applied using a beam is the study of surfaces [12], 
semiconductor defects in the bulk [13] or at the interface 
in multilayer materials. 

One of the first attempts to use the PSI beam for 2D-
ACAR measurements will be on MBE grown samples, for 
example of COSH on Si, again with view to use such a 
system as a possible field assisted moderator [14]. Since the 
slow-positron beam is monoenergetic and tunable in energy 
the mean depth inside the MBE layer can be adjusted, and 
we can expect a high quality single crystalline sample with a 
very small defect concentration. Such measurements could 
be a test case and complement 2D-ACAR and Compton 
profile measurements carried out by Alfred Manuel et al 
[15] in 1991. 

PAES. After low energy (~ 20eV) positrons are im
planted into a solid, most of the positrons diffuse back 
to the surface. Besides the formation of positronium and 
possibly slow positron reemission. some positrons will be 
trapped in surface states and annihilate almost exclusively 
with electrons in orbitals of the atoms in the topmost atomic 
layer. Due to the overlap between the wavefunctions of the 
trapped positron and the core electrons, a few percent of the 
positrons annihilate with the core electrons which leaves the 
atom in an excited state. Such atoms relaxe via emission of 
Auger electrons. Since the energy of the implanted positron 
is well below the core-level ionization threshold, there are 
no secondary electrons induced in the process of exciting 
the atoms. 

The great advantages of PAES over EAES (electron-
impact-excited Auger-electron spectroscopy) are the sur
face sensitivity and the lack of secondary electrons avoiding 
ambiguities introduced by subtracting an unknown, nonlin
ear background, because of the fact that an electron beam 
of sufficiently high energy is used in EAES for exciting a 
core hole. From PAES measurements one obtains the in
formation of the topmost atomic layer, while the EAES can 
only provide the average elemental composition in the first 
several atomic layers. Because of the low energy positron 
beam, PAES can be performed with charge doses ~ 103 

times lower and energy doses ~ 5 orders of magnitude less 
than the EAES measurements. Additionally, intense high 
energy primary e~ beams can cause damage to organic sys
tems, charging problems in insulators, and desorption of 
adsorbed layers, thus limiting the utility of EAES for such 
systems. A number of successful demonstrations of the sur
face sensitivity of PAES to the topmost atomic layer com
position have been presented by the group of Alex Weiss 
at UTA [16]. Together with theoretical calculations their 
experiments have also given useful information about the 
positron surface states. 

The schematic set-up for PAES experiments is shown 
in Figure 1. The Nal detector can be employed to detect 
the -/ rays which are emitted at the time of the annihila
tion induced excitation of surface atoms. The coincidence 
measurements of Auger electrons and y rays can increase 
the signal to noise ratio. Since PAES probes the topmost 
atomic layer, a good UHV system is needed. A few times 
10'Vs positron beam can produce reasonable PAES spec
tra, but more intense positron beams are preferred because 

it will further increase the signal to noise ratio, and to
gether with high resolution energy analyzers will permit 
PAES to produce accurate Auger line shapes, which con
tain information pertaining to the chemical environment at 
the surface. Furthermore, if polarized positron beams are 
used in PAES measurements, they can provide additional 
information about the surface magnetism. 

Another important factor in the field assisted moderation 
is the zero energy yield of the positrons, which relates to the 
positron surface state and to surface contamination. PAES 
will be used to investigate these surface effects on various 
candidates for metal coatings on diamond and possibly to 
optimize the zero energy yield. 
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VAPOUR-PHASE SYNTHESIS OF NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS 

W. Wagner*, H. van Swygenhoven* and X Löfflcr* 

* Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI 

Nanostructured materials denote a new class of solids on 
the basis of metals, alloys, compounds or ceramics with 
average grain diameters in the range of 5-50 nm. These 
ultrafine-grained materials have properties that are often 
significantly different from those of their coarser-grained 
counterparts [1.2], such as mechanical, magnetic, chemical 
and optical properties, but also kinetic processes like 
interdiffusion, sintering and recrystallization. For example, 
nanostructured ceramics frequently show a pronounced 
ductility, whereas nanostructured metals tend towards an 
increased hardness. 

The property changes result from the small grain size, the 
large percentage of atoms in interfaces or grain boundaries, 
and the interactions between grains. Since the properties 
can be engineered during the synthesis and processing 
steps, nanostructured materials appear to have great 
technological potential beyond the current scientific 
interest. 

It is evident that a well controlled and reproducible 
synthesis of the material is of crucial importance for basic 
studies of the grain size dependent properties. This refers 
to the conirol of the grain size itself, structure and density 
of the interfaces, composition in the case of alloys or 
compounds, and impurities in grains and interfaces. 

Among the various known preparation techniques we have 
chosen the vapour condensation method which combines 
high flexibility for the choice of different materials and a 
good control of impurities. The principle is the evaporation 
of material in an inert gas atmosphere where the material 
condenses and is transported via convection to a liquid 
nitrogen filled cold finger. The main components of the 
PSI-faciliiy which is operating since mid 1994 are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Our UHV-chamber (basic pressure in 
the 10'9 mbar range) contains two independent joule heated 
evaporation sources, combined with a load-lock device, 
and a DC/RF magnetron sputtering source. During 
evaporation or sputtering the chamber is filled with highly 
purified He or Ar at a pressure typically between 0.1 and 
10 mbar. The condensed clusters precipitate on a rotating 
liquid nitrogen filled cold shroud from which they are 
scraped off, collected via a funnel in a small cup and 
transferred to a compaction device connected to the same 
vacuum. There, the powder is consolidated by pressing in 
high vacuum with a compaction pressure up to 2 GPa and 
temperatures up to 600CC. 

After being removed from the compaction unit, and before 
further processing and analysis, the specimens are 
routinely characterized by X-ray diffraction for grain size 

and strains, by gravimetry for their macroscopic density, 
and in the case of alloys and compounds, by SEM/EDX for 
composition and lateral homogeneity. 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the PSI-facility for 
vapour phase synthesis of nanostructured materials. 
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MAGNETIC CORRELATIONS AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF NANO-
STRUCTURED FE AND NI, STUDIED BY SMALL ANGLE NEUTRON 
SCATTERING 

J. Löffler', W. Wagner1, H. van Swygenhoven', A. Wiedenmann3, HJ. Hofler3 

' Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 ViUigen-PSI, Switzerland 
; Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Glienicker Strasse 100, 14109 Berlin, Germany 
3 Rutgers University, Piscntaway, N.J. 08855, USA 

Nanostructured materials, i.e. materials in which the 
grain size is in the range of a few or a few tens of 
nanometers, exhibit a variety of novel and interesting 
properties. Among these are the magnetic properties and 
magnetic correlations. For the study of these properties, 
neutron scattering, in particular small angle scattering, 
provides the unique opportunity to study the magnetization 
of single grains, and the magnetic correlations across the 
interfaces, in relation to the simultaneously determined 
microstructure of grains and interfaces. 

Previous studies of this kind on nanostructured Fe 
[1,2] have shown that the magnetic correlations are not 
confined to single grains, but extend across the interfaces 
and result in a common, localized magnetic alignment of 
several hundreds of grains. This alignment occurs in spite 
of the magnetic anisotropy energy which forces the 
magnetic alignment to follow the crystallographic 
orientation of the grains. 

The new SANS measurements were made at the fa
cility SANS I at BENCE, Berlin. Choosing 8 A neutrons, 
and detector positions of 1.20 m, 4 m, 8 m and 16 m, the 
covered range in momentum transfer was 2.5 x 10" nm' < 
Q < 1.3 nm'' . All measurements were made at room tem
perature. An electromagnet placed around the specimen 
allowed to apply a homogeneous, horizontal magnetic 
field H, perpendicular to the incoming neutron beam and 
parallel to the flat surfaces of the disc-shaped specimens. 
The measurements were done first with the magnet 
switched off (zero-field measurements) and subsequently 
in a field of 9.9 kGauss. In zero-field, the intensity con
tours of the area-sensitive detector were found to be iso
tropic, as expected. With the external field the contours 
had an elliptic shape, with the longer elongation in the 
vertical direction indicating common magnetic alignment 
of the grains in the horizontal field direction. 

Comparing the structure function of each specimen 
measured with and without external magnetization re
vealed that the difference does not only result from the 
magnetic alignment of the grains, but also, and in addition, 
from magnetic correlations across the interfaces. This ob
servation was made in all specimens measured, i.e. in Fe 
(where it was observed before) as well as in Ni (where 
such measurements, so far, have not been done). 

In a second measurement sequence, the field depend
ence of the intcrgranular correlations were followed at a 
detector position of 16 m where the related scattering ef
fect was most pronounced (sec Figure 1). A preliminary 

evaluation showed that the field dependence of these cor
relations is quite different from the common, forced 
alignment of the grain magnetization: the intergranular 
correlations are "softer", i.e. they react to significantly 
lower external fields compared to the collective alignment 
of the grains. 

A quantitative analysis of the effect complemented 
by conventional, bultemagnetization measurements, is in 
progress. 
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Figure 1 : SANS structure functions of n-Fe for different 
magnetic fields applied to the specimen, inclluding re
version to zero field. 
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NANOSTRUCTURED NißAl OBTAINED BY INERT GAS 
CONDENSATION 

H. Van Swygenhoven, W. Wagner 

Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen-PSI, Switzerland 

Nanostructure Ni3Al has been synthesized by means 
of inert gas condensation. The relevance of the 
production of nanostructured intermetallics has been 
explained in the contribution "Nanostructured Ni3Al 
layers and Ni3Al/Ni multilayers obtained by magnetron 
sputtering". 

The advantage of the inert gas condensation 
technique is that one can reduce the grain size below 15 
nm by an interplay of the deposition parameters such as 
the evaporation rate and the inert gas pressure. On the 
other hand, one produces a bulk nanophase material in 
the form of a rather thick pellet (0.5 to 1 mm) from which 
physical properties can be measured in the same way as 
from the coarse grained polycrystalline counterpart. It is 
expected that as nanophase grain sizes decreases and fall 
below the critical length scale for a given mechanism to 
operate, the associated property will be significantly 
changed. The predominant mechanical property change in 
metals resulting from reducing the grain size is the 
significant increase in their strength (up to 500% increase 
in hardness). The observed increased strength is 
analogous to the conventional Hall-Petch strengthening 
observed with decreasing grain size in coarser grained 
materials, but must result from fundamentally different 
mechanisms, which are not yet fully understood. Neither 
is known if there exists a turn over point in this 
strengthening behaviour, i.e. if there exists an ultrafine 
grain size by which hardness decreases again [1]. 

In order to contribute to this resaerch area we 
synthesise nanostructured Ni3Al. We evaporate coarse 
grained polycrystalline Ni3Al in an Helium atmosphere. 
The clusters which are formed condense on a liquid 
nitrogen cooled finger and are than scratched off and 

pressed at room temperature at 1.4 GPa. Chemical 
analysis showed us that the ratio between the atomic 
percentages agrees with the composition of Ni3Al. 
Average grain size and crystallographic structure are 
studied by x-ray diffraction. Our study revealed that when 
the helium présure is low enough, it is possible to make 
pellets with a mean grain size of 6 nm. Fig. 1 shows the 
very braod (111) and (200) x-ray diffraction peaks of a 
pellet evaporated at 0.9 mbar and pressed at room 
temperature compared to the much smaller peak of the 
coarse grained material. If it is supposed that the grain 
boundary is only one lattice parameter thick, a nanophase 
material with a mean grain size of 6 nm has about 20% of 
its atoms in the grain boundaries. Therefore grain 
boundary atoms play an important role in the 
determination of the physical properties and it is our 
purpose to increase its percentage as high as possible still 
keeping a crystalline structure. 

In room temperature-pressed nanophase material no 
diffraction peaks due to the chemical order can be 
observed. When the pellet is annealed in vacuum during 
one hour at 200 °C, chemical order can be observed. The 
annealed specimen has then a mean grain size of 20 nm. 
We made also pellets pressed at 200 °C but untill now 
we did not observe chemical order. It is planned to 
measure the hardness as a function of grain size and 
chemical order. 
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Fig. 2: X-ray difraction of nanophasc Ni3Al (mean grain size 6 nm) and of the coarse grained Ni3Al (few microns) 
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NANOCOMPOSITE Si3N4-SiC, CHARACTERIZED BY TEM AND SANS 

\V. Wagner*, H. Hofmann* and H. Heinrich* 

* Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigcn PSI 
$ Deptm. de Matériaux, EPFL Lausanne, 1015 Lausanne 
+ Institut für Angewandte Physik, ETH Zürich, 8093 Zürich 

One of the key goals in the development of advanced 
ceramics is to achieve a decent ductility without significant 
drawbacks for hardness and other favourable properties. 
One of the ways followed towards this goal is the synthesis 
of nano-composites where one of the components is present 
in the normal, coarse-grained structure and the other one 
in nanometer-sized grains, embedded in the coarse-grained 
matrix or in the interfaces. 

The TEM-micrograph of Fig. 1 illustrates this kind of 
microstructure by means of the composite S13N4-25 wt.% 
SiC, where the coarse-grained matrix of Si3N4 has grain 
diameters between 1 and 5 u.m. Embedded in these grains, 
small, almost spherical particles of SiC are imaged with an 
average diameter of 25 nm and a rather broad distribution 
in size. Further, in the glassy interface between the matrix 
grains, other SiC-particles are found with average 
diameters in the range of 200 nm. Such composites are 
synthesized by milling Si3N4- and SiC precursors, and 
subsequent sintering at 1750°C. 

Besides size and size distribution, the volume fraction of 
'.he SiC particles in the matrix grains and in the interfaces 
is one of the determinative parameters which cannot 
readily be derived by TEM-imaging. In complement, small 
angle neutron scattering (SANS) allows to determine 
average size, size distribution and volume fraction 
simultaneously, giving relevant statistical averages for the 
whole specimen volume. Neutrons as weakly interacting 
probes allow to investigate bulk specimens with volumes of 
mm3 to cm3 without the necessity of destructive 
preparation. 

In the SANS-pattern for a Si3N4-3 wt.% SiC compound, 
clearly two Guinier-regimes could be distinguished, 
separated by a range of Q"4-dependence (Porod-regime). 
The data evaluation following approved procedures [1] 
yields the incremental volume fraction of scattering 
particles shown in Fig. 2. We find two fractions of SiC-
particles; one with particle sizes between 10 and 100 nm 
with a volume weighted average of 57 nm, covering a 
volume fraction of 1.2 %. Making use of the details in 
microstructure determined from TEM-imaging, this 
fraction is attributed to the SiC-particles embedded in the 
Si3N.4-matrix grains. A second fraction of particles sized 
between 1 and 3 nm is found, covering a volume fraction 
about 0.1 %. This fraction is not identified by TEM so far. 
Balancing to the total of 3% SiC, about 1.7% is attributed 
to larger particles embedded in the interfaces. 
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Figure 1: TEM micrograph of the compound S13N4-25 
wt.% SiC 
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50 HZ - ALTERNATING CURRENT LOSSES IN NbTi MULTIFILAMENT 
SUPERCONDUCTORS WITH NANO-SIZE FILAMENTS 

A. Sultan*, S. AI Wakeel* and K. Kwasnitza* 

* Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI 
Introduction 

Because of their intrinsic properties have type II-
superconductors losses, when they carry a time varying 
transport current or when they are exposed to ac magnetic 
fields. Besides the ac-losses in the normal conducting 
ma' ;-x due to the induced interfilament coupling currents 
there occur hysteresis losses in the superconducting 
filaments themselves. The "Critical State Model" predicts 
that these hysteresis losses are proportional to the filament 
diameter. In the last years there has been a technical break
through to NbTi-multifilament wires with mixed Cu/CuNi 
matrix and several ten - or even hundred-thousands 
filaments with filament diameters between 1 iim and 0.1 
urn. These low-loss superconductors allow now new ac 
applications. Further there occur very interesting not well 
understood effects, when the filament diameter becomes of 
the same order of magnitude as the basic superconductor 
parameters, namely the penetration depth X and the 
coherence length £• 

Experiments 

We have investigated the 50 Hz alternating current losses 
of a small magnet wound from such a NbTi-multifilament 
superconducting wire with nano-size filaments. In table 1 
the main data of the wire are given. It has been fabricated 
by the Doneck Physico-Technical Institute (Ukrania) 

outeï- diameter of the insulated wire 
outer diameter of the wire without insulation 
number of filaments 
filament diameter 
matrix composition 
NbTi : Cu : CuNi ratio 
filling factor of NbTi 
twist pitch 

0.44 mm 
0.35 mm 
29 118 
0.87 urn 
Cu/CuNi 
1:0.8:0.39 
0.18 
3.5 mm 

Table 1 

In table 2 some parameters of the magnet are given. On 
this magnet solenoid we measured at 4.2 K by He-gas 
calorimetry the ac losses for 50 Hz transport currents with 
peak-to-peak field amplitudes in the bore of the coil up to 
AB = 2 Tesla. As one needs up to 1300 V and 40 A to 
operate the coil at 50 Hz we integrated it in a LC-
resonance circuit, which in addition to the superconducting 
coil consists of a 96 up capacitor bank, a resistive shunt 
and the secondary winding of a transformer (at room 
temperature). This transformer compensates the losses in 
the circuit, which was operated close to resonance 
conditions at 50 Hz. The resonance circuit has also the 
advantage to be selfprotecting. 

(magnetic field Bo/current I) constant 
magnetic field inhomogeneity B/Bo 
on the distance + 15 mm from the 
solenoid center 
current amplitude corresponding to 
the field B0 = IT 

inductance of the solenoid 

Ko=2.493-10-2T/A 
5B < 0 .1% 

Im = 40,llAn u x 

W = 28.36 Arfr 
L = 0.107 H 

Table 2 

The coil was cycled with 50 Hz at 4.2 K symmetrically to 
B = 0 and never quenched up to AB = 2 Tesla. In addition 
to the 50 Hz investigations we performed ac loss 
measurements on the coil at low frequencies (f S 6 Hz) as 
function of AB and bias field Bs. A comparison to the 50 
Hz losses shows that also at 50 Hz the losses occure mainly 
inside the filaments. The measured losses per cycle at 50 
Hz are displayed in Fig. 1 and the bias field dependence in 
the low frequency range is shown in Fig. 2. 
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The results cannot be explained at all by the "Critical State 
Model" and are completely anomalous. For small AB 
values the losses are still smaller then expected from the 
low filament diameter. A possible basis for the explanation 
of this loss reduction effect is A.M. Campbell's model of a 
limited reversible motion of the whole pinned flux line 
lattice over a distance Xo (socalled ac penetration depth) 
[1]. Another possible explanation is due to dominating 
filament surface effects. Also the proximity effect comes 
into the game. 

We have started magnetizations measurements of a still 
more sophisticated NbTi-multifilament wire with 597100 
filaments and filament diameter = 136 nm (manufacturer 
Alsthom). Fig. 3 shows the hysteretic magnetic moment of 
a short conductor sample for two different cycles of applied 
B, which has been measured by a SQUID at the ETHZ. 
The slope of the hysteresis curve is due to the superposition 
of the magnetic moment of the Cu/Ni matrix, as the 
magnetic moment measurement of the same sample at 12 
K ^ Tc shows (Fig. 4). The huge transition width of the 
minor hysteresis loops in Fig. 3 cannot be explained by the 
"Critical State Model". 
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The excellent performance of the 50 Hz coil is very 
promising for other applications like in magneto optics for 
the measurement of the small Kerr angle in new materials. 
There the lock-in technique is used at several Hz and a 
large AB increases the angle resolution. From this field of 
research interest has already been manifested for the 50 Hz 
coil. 
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Fig.l 

AC LOSSES IN SUPERCONDUCTING HIGH-7C BI-2223/Ag 
MULTIFILAMENT TAPES 
S.Clerc and K.Kwasnitza 

Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI 

The most advanced high-7"c superconductors for technical 
applications are at the moment the Bi-2223/Ag sheathed 
monofilament-and multifilament tapes[l]. The supercon
ductor is (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10. These tapes can now be 
fabricated by a powder metallurgical technique in lengths 
of several hundred meters, allowing at 77K in moderate 
magnetic fields transport current densities of more than 
108A/cm2. This is achieved by a combined pressing or rol
ling and heating procedure, which leads to a good, but not 
yet perfect c-axis alignment of the individual crystals in 
the polycrystalline filaments. 
In several laboratories 50Hz energy transfer lines cooled 
by liquid N2 are under developement from this conductor 
type. At this application in contrast to magnet applications 
the conductor sees only its self-field. 

Measurements 

50Hz transport current loss investigations 

We have measured at 77K the self-field AC-losses on dif
ferent (Bi.PtOjSrjCaoCUjOm /Ag multifilament, tapes from 
American Superconductors and Siemens, and on a monofi
lament Bi2212/Ag wire from CRPP Lausanne. As an ex
ample we show the results of the ASC conductor. In table 
1 its dates are displayed and the insert in fig.2 shows the 
cross section of the multifilament tape. 

Measuring technique: 
The 50Hz AC-losses were measured over a range of se
veral decades by an electrical multiplier method. A 50Hz 
sinusoidal transport current was applied through the sam
ple. From the detected voltage drop the inductive part of 
the voltage measured by a Rogowski coil was subtracted 
and the remaining resistive voltage was then multiplied 
with transport current in a Le Croy Digital Oscilloscope 
This signal was averaged over several hundred cycles and 
finally integrated over the time. The slope of the integra
ted signal gives the mean power loss of the sample. 
In fig.l the different steps in the loss measurement proce
dure are shown as function of time. From top to bottom 
a) transport current, b) resistive voltage drop, c) product of 

I(t)* £/„//) and d) \V*Idt. 
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Overall Ag tape dimensions 
Nr. of Bi-2223 filaments 
Filament dimensions 
Critical current density at 77K 
El. resistivity of Ag matrix at 77K 
El. resistivity of Ag matrix at 4.2K 

4.3x0.22mm2 

19 
540x20um2 

1.23xl08A/m2 

3.0xl0-9nm 
8.0xl0-ufim 

Table. 1 

In fig.2 the 50Hz average power loss is displayed as fun
ction of effective transport current amplitude. The losses 
show a I^3 behaviour as long as the current has not yet 
filled up the superconductor cross section. When / exceeds 
the DC critical current value the AC-losses show an en
hanced increase: The conductor is now in the flux-flow 
regime. 
The same measurements as in fig.l and 2 were also per
formed on this conductor at frequencies of 10, 100 and 
600 Hz respectively until to /„„S14.4A. 
Further for a fixed 7mJ=14.4A we have investigated the 
frequency dependence of the losses in the range of 0.7 -
1000Hz. 
Further the DC and AC ^/-characteristics up to 1000Hz 
were measured on the different conductors with sinusoidal 
respectively triangular transport current. 
The conductors showed even in the investigated flux flow 
range a rather stable behaviour under 50Hz operation. For 
not too large / values the losses are clearly smaller than 
the losses of silver at 77K. 
A theoretical approach to a detailled loss understanding of 
the measured losses is underway. 

AC losses in a perpendicular time varying magnetic field 

There are intentions to use the high-Tc superconductors al
so in superconducting transformers or other pulsed magnet 
applications. 
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Now in the winding of a magnet, the superconductor sees 
not only its self field but also that of the currents flowing 
in the other parts of the winding. In this case the theoreti
cal and experimental approach to the AC losses is different 
from the pure self-field losses. Therefore we have measu
red at 4.2K and partly also at 77K the hysteresis- and cou
pling losses of three different superconducting c-axis ori
ented Bi-2223/Ag multifilament tapes. The inter- and in-
tragranular contributions to the hysteresis losses were ana
lyzed and their dependence on dfl/df was investigated. The 
penetration field of a very flat filament was calculated. 
We could separate the measured coupling losses from the 
also àB/àt dependent hysteresis losses. Using the ASC 
multifilament Bi2223/Ag tape we have measured - world
wide for the first time for a high-Tc superconductor - the 
coupling losses in perpendicular B field over a large cox 
range up to the skin-effect-like region. The measured cou
pling losses can be described by a general scaling law with 
a generalized frequency cox. A skin-effect-like behaviour 
has been found for COT>1 and AC loss saturation occurs for 
large AC field amplitudes. 

We also calculated for the first time the dependence of the 
coupling losses in a high-7^ superconductor on the ex
tremely flat geometry of the filament containing zone in 
the Ag tapes with demagnetization factor close to one. 
Fig.3 shows the measured skin-effect-like frequency de
pendence of the total losses per cycle of two samples of 
the ASC multifilament conductor with different sample 
length / at T=4.2K in a perpendicular magnetic field with 
AS=60mT. 
Our theoretical treatment of the coupling losses per cycle 
gives the following results: 

V 2R0 

«AS F(u), with 

, „ \( sinh«-sinu> 

F(u) = -\ 
lAcoshu+cosK. 

and « = Jt, 

Fig.5 shows for a multifilament conductor from ABB the 
measured frequency dependence of total losses per cycle 
and conductor unit length at 4.2K of two samples with dif
ferent tape length I for a triangular magnetic field varia
tion with AZ?=1.4T. From this the common hysteresis loss 
Qh and the different coupling losses Qc are derived. 
Our main results are compiled in [2]. 
The project was partly financed by the Swiss National 
Science Foundation. 
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with cû=2;tf and x being the coupling current decay time 
constant, c and d are the width, respectively the height of 
the filament zone seen in applied magnetic field direction. 
/(=twist pitch and pe is the effective transverse electrical 
resistivity between the s.c. filaments in the Ag matrix. 
The function F(u) is displayed in fig.4. 
Extending our AC loss measurements to large AB- and 
large cox values we found saturation effects and hysteresis 
like behaviour. 
We investigated hysteresis and coupling losses of the mul 
tifilamcnt tapes also in the low frequency range and achie
ved - also to the first time - for the high-Tc supercon
ductors to separate the coupling losses from the also àBIdt 
dependent hysteresis losses. 
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Field 

A.MS 

Heavy Elements 
Tests 
Subtotal 
Material Science 
Conditioning 
Total 

luBe 
1 4 C 

26 AI 
3 6 C 1 

129J 

1992 
296 
603 
220 
262 
47 

314 
1742 
610 
313 

2665 

Hours 
1993 

2S6 
726 
88 

369 
31 

341 
.1841 

451 
486 

2778 

1994 
414 
740 
258 
349 
63 

26S 
2S7 

2379 
462 
176 

3017 

1992 
11 
23 

8 
10 
2 

12 
66 
23 
11 

100 

% 
1993 

11 
26 

3 
13 

1 

12 
66 
16 
IS 

100 

1994 
14 
25 

9 
12 
2 

10 
10 
79 
15 
6 

100 

Samples 
1992 
1036 
1395 
545 
450 
20 

3446 

1993 
1249 
1554 
200 
714 
40 

3757 

1994 
1244 
1624 
686 
697 
95 

4351 

Table 1: Beam time statistics 1992-1994 

Field 
Oceanography 
Polar ice 
Limnology 
Atmosphere/climate 
Others 
Earth Sciences (Total) 
Meteorite, Cross section 
Archaeology 
Biomedical 
Others,Tests 
Subtotal 
Standards 
Blanks 
Total 

^Be 
103 

9 
481 

54 
214 
S61 
87 

11 
98 

235 
50 

1244 

" C 
243 

37 
102 
196 
578 

482 

256 
738 
211 

97 
1624 

-bAl 

46 
5 

51 
117 

354 
9 

471 
133 
27 

691 

3 0 C 1 

383 

100 
100 
583 
19 

19 
63 
32 

697 

Ui)J 

30 
24 
54 

12 
12 
24 

5 
95 

Total 
346 
392 
518 
317 
562 

2135 
223 
482 
354 
276 

1335 
671 
236 

4351 

8 
9 

12 
8 

12 
49 

5 
11 
8 
7 

31 
15 
5 

100 

Table 2: Compilation of samples measured at the PSI/ETH AMS facility in 1994 

The PSI/ETH tandem accelerator was operated in 1994 
for more than 3000 hours. Compared to 1993, the beam 
time increased by approximately 10%. This means that 
Within the past five years the beam time at had been al
most doubled. Aboui 80% of the total measuring time 
was spent on AMS measurements with 60% of the beam 
time for routine measurements and 20% beam time for 
tests and developments of new detecting techniques. 
These developments were focused on the detection of 
heavy radioisotopes such as 59Ni, 126Sn and 129I. During 
15% of the time, the tandem was operated for materials 
sciences. The portion of beam time that had to be spent 
on conditioning and machine tests could be reduced to 
6%. A detailed compilation of the beam time statistics 
is given in table 1. 

Again the overall number of samples analysed with 
AMS has increased. In 1994, 4351 individual samples 
were measured, about 600 samples more than in 1993. 
The number of measurements of the radioisotopes 10Be, 
14C and 36C1, did not change much compared to 1993. 
A significant increase of measured 2SA1 and I 29I samples 
can be observed for 1994. In the case of 26A1, this was 
due to new biomedical projects. More detailed informa
tion is given in table 2. In measurements at the tandem 
accelerator collaborations with 38 research groups from 
6 Swiss and from 17 international universities were in
volved in 1994. About 30 diploma and PhD students 
are engaged in the different projects at the PSI/ETH 
accelerator facility. More details on the various projects 
can be found in the following contributions. 
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In the 6m long Mediterranean sediment core (CT85-5) 
[1] from 2S33m water depth, we found a l0Be peak with 
an age of 35±3 kyr BP based on its stratigraphie po
sition between two tephra layers originating from two 
volcanic eruptions (Campanian Ignimbrite and Citara), 
dated by K-Ar, 40Ar-39Ar and 14C. A similar peak was 

Figure 1: l0Be (a), 9Be (b) and Zn (c) concentration 
as a function of core depth. Shaded sections represent 
tephra. The double shaded area is the starting phase of 
the Campanian Ignimbrite (C.L) eruption. 

found earlier in Antarctic ice cores [2,3]. 
The core consists [1] mainly of deep sea clays and car

bonates (25 to 50%). 10Be,9Be and Zn were measured 
in about 160 samples of 1 g each at different depths. 
9Be and Zn were measured for comparison, in order to 
estimate biogeochemical and sedimentological processes 
capable of influencing the 10Be concentration. The re
sults are shown in Fig. 1. 

The 10Be profile has a pronounced peak of ~ 2.5 times 
the average value, interrupted by the Campanian Ign
imbrite tephra layer in which it is strongly diluted. The 
9 Be concentration is highly enhanced in the tephra lay
ers and solely there. Zn is relatively constant at all 
depths. In detail, the profiles of 10Be and 9Be show 
three principal regimes, which are characterized by: (I) 
ordinary 10Be and 9Be concentrations: on average (6±1) 
10s at/g and (0.9±0.2) ppm, respectively; (II) increasing 
10Be up to 15 10s at/g and ordinary 9Be; (III) volcanic 
sections. In the thick Ignimbrite event, we see high 9Be 
(>2 ppm) and low 10Be (< 4 • 10s at/g), while in the 
less pronounced Citara eruptions (C. in Fig. 1), high 
9Be and ordinary 10Be. In section II, 9Be is flat and the 
maximum of 10Be (15.1 10s at/g) is at 280 cm near the 
top of the tephra. The different shapes of the Be isotope 
profiles are crucial to investigate the origin of the I0Be 
peak: in fact, the raise of 10Be from the background 
level is clearly concomitant with 9Be ordinary values. 

The successful search for the 10Be peak in a Mediter
ranean sediment core at middle northern latitudes sup
ports the view of a well defined global enhancement of 
the 10Be flux, related to an increase of the 10Be produc
tion rate and not to a redistribution of the 10Be fallout 
between different latitudes. Moreover this peak provides 
a unique relative time marker to synchronize ice cores 
and sedimentary archives. 
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SCAVENGING OF 10Be AT OCEAN MARGINS 
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In order to reliably use 10Be as an océanographie 
tracer, we must understand the physical and biogeo-
chemical processes that influence its transport and fate 
within the ocean. 10Bc is supplied to the ocean pri
marily at the sea surface, via deposition from the at
mosphere. It is removed from the ocean by sorption to 
particulate matter settling through the water column, a 
process referred to as scavenging. Recent studies of ma
rine sediments have demonstrated quantitatively that 
most of the 10Be supplied to the ocean is removed to 
the sediments of a relatively small fraction of the ocean, 
primarily near ocean margins, where fluxes of particu
late matter (i.e., the intensity of scavenging processes) 
are at their maximum. Whereas the spatial pattern of 
10Be removal from the ocean is fairly well established, 
the depth distribution of the scavenging of 10Be from the 
water column has not been characterized so well. Pro
files of dissolved 10Be concentration in the ocean water 
column exhibit near-surface depletions, which have been 
interpreted to indicate that I0Be is scavenged from sur
face waters and, furthermore, that there is a net rem-
ineralization of particulate 10Be in the deep sea, i.e., 
dissolution of particulate 10Be in the deep sea exceeds 
scavenging. Whether or not the condition that dissolu
tion exceeds scavenging of 10Be in the deep sea is true 
everywhere in the ocean has never been investigated in 
detail. Now, with results from a comprehensive study 
of particulate matter collected by sediment traps, we 
can show that for ocean-margin environments, where 
scavenging is most intense, scavenging of 10Be exceeds 
dissolution throughout the water column. 

Evaluating the depth dependency of 10Be scaveng
ing can be best made by making comparison to 230Th. 
230Th is produced uniformly throughout the water col
umn by radioactive decay of dissolved 234U. Thorium is 
one of the most insoluble of elements in seawater and, 
therefore, it is rapidly removed from solution by scav
enging processes. Several studies have shown that scav
enging of 2 3 0Th, like its production, occurs uniformly 
throughout the water column. A consequence of this 
behavior is that the concentration (expressed in activ
ity units) of 230Th associated with particles tends to 
increase linearly with increasing water depth. 

If 10Be is scavenged exclusively from surface waters, 
and if there is no further scavenging at greater depths 
(or, if there is net dissolution of particulate 10Be in 
deep waters), then the particulate l oBe/230Th ratio 
should decrease with depth, following a (1/Z) depen
dency (Z=depth). Indeed, the particulate 10Be/230Th 
ratio does decrease systematically with depth (Fig. 1A), 
from which we may conclude that the scavenging of 10Be 
occurs preferentially in surface waters. However, if there 

were no net scavenging of l0Be from deep waters, then 
normalizing the l oBe/230Th ratios to a constant wa
ter depth (i.e., [10Be/230Th]-[Z/constant]) should elim
inate the depth dependency of particulate 10Be/230Th 
ratio. In fact, this is not the case. Depth-normalized 
10Be/230Th ratios increase with depth in the water col
umn (Fig. IB), a situation that requires that net scav
enging of 10Be occurs at all depths. Two main charac-
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Figure 1: (A) l°Bcf-3ÇiTh ratio in particles collected by 
sediment traps deployed on four moorings in the Mid
dle Atlantic Bight, off ike coast of northeastern United 
States. (B) Particulate wBe/1Z0Th ratios are normal
ized to a constant water depth; here, SSOOm, the average 
depth of the ocean. 

teristics of the transport and fate of 10Be in the ocean 
may be deduced from these results. First, the scaveng
ing of l0Be is, indeed, most intense in surface waters, as 
inferred previously from studies of distributions of dis
solved 10Be in the ocean. Second, there is net scavenging 
of 10Be throughout the water column in ocean-margin 
regions, characterized by high particle fluxes and intense 
scavenging of particle-reactive tracers like Be. 
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Sediments from high latitudes contain small amounts 
or are even barren of biogenic carbonate, thus prevent
ing the establishment of reliable <5180 stratigraphies. In 
order to achieve a reliable chronology high resolution 
230Thex and 10Be profiles were measured at three sed
iment cores from the Antarctic continental margin in 
the area of the southern slope of the South Orkney mi-
crocontinent and north of Atka Bay, eastern Weddell 
Sea (similar to investigations in the Arctic ocean and 
the Norwegian Sea [1]). Average sedimentation rates 
were determined by application of the 230Thex-dating 
method. After comparison to 61S0 measurements of 
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Figure 1: a) InUial23°Th ex and 10Be concentrations of 
core PS1388-3 versus core depth in cm. The shaded ar
eas mark the Holocene and the last interglacial climate 
optima. The numbers indicate the oxygen isotope stages 
together with the corresponding ages in brackets follow
ing, b) Average 230Th and 10Be-fluxes versus age in 
kyr. The vertical lines mark the isotope fluxes expected 
from production. The shaded areas indicate the maxi
mum amount of the isotope fluxes which may be ascribed 
to sediment redistribution effects. 

core PS13S8-3 and lithostratigraphic results a chronos-
tratigraphy for these sediments was established follow
ing the ages given in and a model for the sedimentation 
history of the area was developed [2]. 

The most striking feature of these sediments is the ap-
pearence of marked peaks of the radionuclide concentra
tions and fluxes at the beginning of the interglacial iso
tope stages 5 (130,000 years ago) and in stage 1 (12,000 
years ago) which is shown for core PS1388-3 (Fig. la). 
During these periods of climatic improvement the melt
ing of the sea ice cover in summer and the enhanced 
biological activity of the surface waters resulted in in
creased sedimentation rates. In contrast to our observa
tions in high northern latitude sediments, the radionu
clide concentrations were not influenced by dilution ef
fects. The 230Th fluxes are increased by up to a factor 
of 3 compared to the value expected from production 
in the water column, which can not be caused by in
creased supply from the water column alone. We argue 
that redistribution of mainly biogenic material loaded 
with adsorbed radionuclides at the beginning of the in
terglacials was the reason for the development of the 
observed peaks. The sediment redistribution processes 
were caused by increased bottom water velocities during 
these periods. The peaks of 10Be flux (Fig. lb) may be 
corrected for redistribution assuming that the excess of 
the 230Th flux of production is equivalent to the maxi
mum amount of redistributed material. After correction 
we still observe a 10Be flux higher than average of the 
core which may be ascribed to lateral isotope diffusion 
from areas with low particle fluxes [3]. 

The effects of sediment redistribution have to be taken 
into account for any calculation of paleoenvironmental 
and paleoclimatic proxy element fluxes which might oth
erwise be evaluated too high. 
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luBe is produced in the upper atmosphere by cosmic 
radiation with a present global production rate of (1.21 
± 0.26) • 106 at cm - 2 y~ l [1]. Having reached the ocean, 
it is preferentially adsorbed to aluminosilicates. Biolog
ical activity in the surface waters produces organic par
ticles (e.g., fecal pellets), which incorporate aluminosil
icates and efficiently transport 10Be into the sediments. 
Biogenic opal may be another important carrier phase 
for lOBe. The good correlation of sedimentary barium 
with biological productivity is ascribed to the formation 
of barite in appropriate sulfate-saturated microenviron-
ments forming in decaying silicate microorganisms [2]. 

In order to determine the influence of biological pro
ductivity on the depositional fluxes of 10Be and Ba, we 
performed high resolution measurements on the sedi
ment core GeoB 1008-3 from the Congo Fan in the An
gola Basin. The core has a good 51S0 stratigraphy with 
an excellent time resolution [3]. The terrigenous compo
nents of Ba and of 10Be (particulate 10Be supplied by the 
Congo River and dissolved 10Be scavenged by riverine 
particles) are assumed to be proportional to the AI2O3 
content of the sediment and are subtracted from total 
concentrations. In fig. 1 we show the resulting biogenic 
accumulation rates of 10Be and Ba. Maxima of accumu
lation rates of Ba and of l 0Be coincide with the maxima 
of paleoproductivity which was obtained from Cor5 ac
cumulation rates of the core [3]. Time series analysis 
reveals a strong dominance of the precessional period of 
24 kyrs, which also controls the rates of paleoproduc
tivity in this core. We observe that the. peaks of Ba 
are more pronounced than those of 10Be. For a quali
tative explanation, we have developed a simple two-box 
model. It assumes that the flux of particle reactive el
ements into upwelling areas depends on their residence 
time in the ocean. The longer the residence time, the 
larger is the area from which the dissolved element can 
be supplied to the upwelling zone. Following this model, 
the enhanced flux of biogenic Ba can be attributed to 
the longer ocean residence time of Ba (Ba: 10,000 yrs 
[4], 10Be: 400 - 1,000 yrs [5]). In isotopes stage 2 and 
5b-d the measured 10Be and Ba accumulation rates do 
not follow the predicted relationship. The higher fluxes 
of Ba during isotope stage 2 are probably an artifact of 
an anomalously high sedimentation rate in this section 
of the core. The high deposition of 10Be in isotope stage 
5b-d may be attributed to enhanced supply of dissolved 
10Be with the Congo River, which is quickly removed by 
riverine particles. 

I I 
I i 

100 150 
age(kyr) 

F igure 1: Deposition fluxes of biogenic l0Be (a) and Ba 
(b) versus age. The dashed curve in (a) shows 1 0 B e 
values corrected for magnetic field intensity variations 
[6J. The horizontal lines mark the open ocean deposi
tion of Ba [7] and ofl0Be (J/0% of the production rate). 
Both curves show a significant increase during periods 
of higher productivity, which are indicated by the grey 
bars. 
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l uße is produced in the upper atmosphere and is trans
feree! to the earth's surface via dry and wet deposition. 
Several studies of 10Be in ice cores [1,2] showed remark
able variations in the production of cosmogenic isotopes 
induced by distortion of the geomagnetic field and/or 
varying solar activity. Recently, a synthetic curve of 
the virtual axial dipole moment was calculated from the 
stack of the results of cores from the Mediterranean [3] 
and the Indian Ocean [4]. This profile goes back to 140 
ky B.P. and shows intensity minima in the time interval 
80-140 ky B.P. where the field reached 1/3 of the present 
one. Three further minima were identified at around 60 
ky B.P., 40 ky B.P. and at the last glacial maximum. 

To test, if the variations of the rate of production 
of °Be can be detected in marine sediments, we mea
sured depth profiles of 10Be on a carbonate rich sediment 
core (RNDB 74P) from the Ontong Java Plateau. The 
Ontong Java Plateau is a large mid-oceanic submarine 
carbonate platform which rises up to a shallow water 
depth of 2000 m. For a good part of its Neogene his
tory, the plateau has been located close to the Equator. 
The equatorial region is characterized by an unusually 
vigorous production of biogenic sediments. The shallow 
water depth, lying well above the present day lysocline 
resulted in the accumulation of a thick pile of calcareous 
sediments which have not been affected by dissolution. 
Core RNDB 74P mainly consists of a foraminiferal ooze, 
and a very good <5lsO stratigraphy was established back 
to 300 ky B.P. Additionally, we determined the depth 
profiles of 230Thex and of trace elements, such as Fe and 
Al. From this we derived partial sediment accumulation 
rates on the assumption of constant 230Th (and Al or 
Fe) fluxes, and we were able to calculate the 10Be flux 
(Fig. 1). 

As shown in Fig. 1 the 10Be flux in core RNDB 74P 
differs significantly from the expected flux of the global 
10Be production calculated from the profiles of the ge
omagnetic field intensity [5]. The deviations are largest 
during interglacial stage 5 and during the glacial stage 2. 
The latter is characterized by a lower sedimentary 10Be 
flux, whereas the interglacial 5 shows a 10Be flux which 
exceeds the expected value of production. We propose 
that the observed differences of sedimentary fluxes of 
10Be are caused by variations of the rate of biologically 
scavenging of l 0Be from the water column. If this con
clusion is correct, the low 10Be flux suggests a lower bi
ological productivity at the location of core RNDB 74P 

AK(kyJ 

Figure 1: Relative l0Be production (black line, after [5]) 
and relaiive 10Be flux in core RNDB 1J,P (grey line) ver
sus age; relative means normalized to present day values. 

during stage 2, probably favoring enhanced deposition 
of 10Be somewhere else. The maxima of the 10Be flux in 
stage 5 then indicates higher bioproductivity at the site 
of core RNDB 74P. The depth profiles of Ba and opal, 
other indicators for the intensity of paleoproductivity, 
lead to similar results. Our conclusions challenge, how
ever, the hypothesis of higher productivity during glacial 
stages (especially in stage 6) derived from depth profiles 
of accumulation rate of benthic foraminifera from sedi
ment cores at the same locality (e.g. [6]). 
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The rate of gas exchange between surface waters 
(oceans, lakes, rivers...) is an important environmen
tal parameter. Field measurements are possible under 
only special circumstances. One such circumstance is 
offered by closed basin lakes. The strategy is to mea
sure the buildup of bomb produced 14C. As lakes of this 
type are often large reservoirs of inorganic carbon (per 
unit of surface area), establishing the magnitude of this 
buildup requires a long period of monitoring. But, for
tunately, as the lakes mix frequently only surface water 
need by measured. We have recently updated a long se
ries of 14C/C measurements on the waters of Pyramid 
Lake, Nevada begun in 1958 [1]. A summary of this se
ries is shown in figure 1. The best fit CO2 exchange rate 
obtained in this way is 5 moles/m2 • yr [2], a value con
sistent with that obtained for a similar study of Mono 
Lake and also (when the wind velocity difference is taken 
into account) for the global ocean. 
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Figure 1: The A 1 4 C measured in the waters of Pyramid 
lake. 

A knowledge of the factors controlling the steady state 
1 4C/C ratio in the lake are important in connection with 
radiocarbon dating of tufa and organic matter formed 
in the lake at times in the past. The prenuclear A14C 
value of -70°/oo corresponds to a reservoir correction of 
600 years. 
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It has long been known that radiocarbon ages on bulk 
organics and CaCÛ3 from lake sediments are biased be
cause of lower than atmospheric 14C/C ratios in the lake 
bicarbonate. While it is generally agreed that the origin 
of this deficiency is the dissolution of ancient iimestone 
in the lake's drainage basin, few studies have been con
ducted as to what sets the magnitude of this bias. One 
reason is that the bomb 14C transient confounds the sit
uation; it is difficult to separate the bomb contribution 
from the total. 

We have made a first attempt at such a separation for 

Soppensee, a small (25 hectare) but deep (27 meters) 
pond in the Swiss foreland. As no stream feeds the 
pond, its water comes from rain and seepage. Its salt 
comes ilmost entirely from the seepage. 

We sought to determine the extent of the input (by gas 
exchange) of bomb 14C into the lake. Our strategy was 
to compare the contemporary 14C/C ratio for the lake 
water with that reconstructed for the Holocene based 
on the aged difference between coexisting terrestrial and 
limnic macrofossils from layers in the lake's sediments. 
The results of our study to date are summarized in table 
1. 

Date 

present (1994) 
present (1994) 
present (1994) 
present (1994) 

975±65 yr BP" 
2050±70 yr BP" 

" based on radioc 

Dated material 

water, depth 26 m 
water, depth 26 m 
water, depth 26 m 
water, depth 26 m 
limnic macrofossil 
limnic macrofossil 

irbon age of terrestri 

513C %» 
-15.2±1.2 
-11.6±1.2 
-11.3Ü.1 
-17.3±1.2 
-22.4±1.2 
-22.8±1.1 

<»1 macrofoss 

A14C "loo 
-5±7 
-6±7 

-51±8 
-48±7 

-119±7 
-229±7 

Is 

Table 1: Results of Soppensee study 
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As part of the PhD thesis research of T.L. Liu, a tech- [A] L.V. Benson, Journal of Paleolimnology 5 (1991) 115-
nique was developed to create high quality, optically 126 
transparent thin sections of the 100 micron thick var
nish found on rocks in the Great Basin desert of the 
USA. The exciting result is that an enormous contrast 
exists between layers deposited during wet intervals and 
dry intervals. The pattern of this layering appears to 
be Great Basin wide. Wet intervals are characterized 
by black layers and dry intervals by orange layers. Ion 
probe analyses reveal that this color contrast reflects 
large differences (up to 3G fold) i:: the Mn content of 
the varnish. 

As has already been shown by Dorn and others [1,2], 
an absolute chronology can be built by sectioning rock 
varnish from geomorphic features covering the time in
terval of interest. These features can be dated in two 
independent ways. One is to obtain either radiocarbon 
or in-situ cosmogenic isotope measurements for the ge
omorphic feature on which the rock varnish is found 
(alluvial fans, lake shorelines, moraines...). The other 
is to radiocarbon date lichen remains from pits beneath 
the varnish. Comparisons of these two methods carried 
out to date yield concordant results. 

During the last few months we have carried out such 
a comparison. It involves the dating of Lake Lahontan's 
highest shoreline. Radiocarbon dates on the CaCOß tu
fas which coat this shoreline yield ages ranging from 
12,000 to 13.S0O B.P. [3,4]. One measurement on or
ganic residues contained within the tufa yields an age 
of 12,700 years B.P. A 230Th/234U isochron obtained by 
mass spectrometry yields an age of 16,500±400 calendar 
years which corresponds to about 14,300 years B.P. on 
the H C scale. A sub varnish organic residue yields an 
age of 13.S00 years B.P. While consistent at the 1000 
year level, the differences among these results are sig
nificant suggesting that biases exist (contamination of 
the tufas with younger carbon, finite initial slopes for 
the 230Th isochrons,...). Our hope is to find means to 
establish the correct age and then try to understand the 
origin of the biases. 
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The AMS radiocarbon dating of terrestrial macrofos
sils preserved in lake sediments allows the determina
tion of the precise age of sediment. Selecting only the 
remains of land plants excludes contamination with old 
carbon, which is a common problem for many lake sed
iments. By using the AMS radiocarbon dating of ter
restrial macrofossils we have precisely dated the Laacher 
See Tephra (LST), which is a layer of volcanic ash which 
is found in lake and bog sediments in central and north
east Europe. 

The LST layer provides an unique and invaluable time 
marker in European sediments. The presence of a sig
nal related to the LST event has been suggested but 
not substantiated in the ice core records [1]. The age of 
the LST is especially crucial because of its occurrence 
just before the beginning of the Younger Dryas. As the 
Younger Dryas begins about 200 calendar years after 
the LST was deposited, accurate determination of the 
radiocarbon age of this ash layer will lead to a more ac
curate age assignment for the beginning of the Younger 
Dryas. 

With this goal in mind we dated only short-lived terres
trial plant macrofossils. They were taken from sediment 
as close as possible to the ash layer itself in order to ob
tain a more accurate age for the LST event. Based on 
12 terrestrial plant macrofossil radiocarbon ages derived 
from sediments from Soppensee, Holzmaar and Schlak-
enmehrener Maar (see Table 1) we found an age of at 
least 11,230±40 BP for the LST event. This is 200 years 
older than the oft reported age of 11,000±50 BP which 
have been obtained by dating wood, bulk sediment and 
charcoal [2]. Our results show that radiocarbon dat
ing of macrofossils is the best method for narrowing the 
interval of radiocarbon dates for the LST. 
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ETH-

6930 
6932 
5290 
12617 
12615 
12613 
12610 
7250-1 
7250-2 
12471 

12475 
5741 

SITE 
Soppensee 
Soppensee 
Soppensen 
Soppensee 
Soppensee 
Soppensee 
Soppensee 
Holzmaar 
Holzmaar 
Holzmaar 

Holzmaar 
Schalken-
mehrener 
Maar 

CORE 

SOS9-17 
S089-17 
S086-14 
S091-13 
SO91-10 
SO91-20A (a) 
SO91-20A (b) 
HZM B/C (13a) 
HZM B/C (13b) 
HZM B/C 
(30.1+2) 
HZM B/C (32.1) 
SMM 2 

14C age, BP 

11.190± 80 
11,160± 60 
10,760±105 
11,040± 90 
11,370± 90 
11,220±90 
11,180±100 
11,210± 95 
11,380± 95 
11,250±110 

11,600±140 
10,900± 65 

613C "ho 
-30.Ü1.1 
-27.2Ü.0 
-31.4Ü.2 
-27.4Ü.5 
-27.0±1.2 
-19.7±1.2 
-17.0±1.2 
-35.4±1.6 
-28.5±1.6 
-29.5±1.5 

-16.5±1.2 
-20.2±2.0 

relation to LST 

60 years below 
140 years below 
20 years above LST 
contains ash layer 
contains ash layer 
contains ash layer 
contains ash layer 
100 years above 
100 years above 
35 years below 

540 years below 
300 years above 

material dated 

M 
M 
M 
M+W 
M+W 
M+W 
M+W 
W 
W 
M 

M 
W 

Table 1: Results of AMS measurements of14C ages and 6l3C for the macrofossils and wood samples 

M=macrofossils 
W==wood (or bark) 
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Figure 1: Timing of ike YD estimated by varve counting (Soppensee, Gosciaz), dendrochronology (German Pine) and 
counting annual bands in ice cores (GRIP, GISP 2) is shown on a common time scale of calendar years BP. The 
shaded area corresponds to the 10 kyr 1 4C plateau (11 to 11.6 kyr cal BP) 

The radiocarbon ages given for the boundaries of the 
Younger Dryas (YD) placed this cold event between 11 
and 10 kyr BP. These were the most common radiocar
bon ages to find when the transitions from the warm 
AUer0d to the cold YD and then to the warm Preboreal 
were dated. Soon, however, it became clear that these 
ages are not precise enough to give a satisfactory answer 
to the question of the timing and duration of this event. 
For an understanding of the mechanism which is behind 
the abrupt cooling, a reliable time scale is required. As 
the YD has been recognised around the globe, precise 
dating of the event is essential for the link between both 
hemispheres. Recently, the duration of the YD, the cal
endar age of the onset and the end of the event have 
been determined by studies of various high resolution 
records, e.g. ice cores, laminated sediments and tree 
rings. A comparison between them (Fig. 1) shows cer
tain similarities but also differences, which are not yet 
explained. 

Sediments of many lakes provide records of climate 
changes which took place in the past. Precise radio
carbon dating of lake sediments is now possible with 
application of the AMS dating method. Samples of ter
restrial macrofossils (all of milligram size) have been 
selected from sediments of laminated lake Soppensee 

(Switzerland). Radiocarbon ages of terrestrial macro-
fossils provide time scale for climatic events recorded in 
sediments. Duration of the YD based on these results 
is 1140 years [1]. This is comparable to the results from 
the GRIP and GISP2 ice cores where the duration of 
the YD was is 1150 [2] and 1300±70 years [3], respec
tively. A comparable duration of 1140 years is found in 
annually laminated lake sediments of Gosciaz (Poland) 
W-
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The timing of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and 
events of the Late Glacial have been fairly well con
strained by using the 14C method of dating of organic 
remains [1,2]. But in the Alps themselves 14C cannot be 
applied because of the lack of vegetation, i.e. suitable 
dating material. To address such problems as the tim
ing of advance or retreat of the Swiss glaciers, the only 
possible method is surface exposure dating using in-situ 
produced cosmogenic isotopes (10Be and 26A1). With 
this method rock surfaces themselves can be dated. 

In 1994, we obtained the first accelerator mass spec
trometry (AMS) results from our exposure dating pro
ject in the Swiss Alps (Table 1). These preliminary re-

Rock 

J18 

JIS 

J12 

Isotope 

10Be 

26 Al 

10Be 

Ratio 

5.5 • 10"13 

1.3 • 10"12 

6.4 • 10"13 

atoms/gram S1O2 

(3.6 ± 0.4) • 105 

(1.8 ± 0.3) • 10s 

(3.6 ± 0.5) • 103 

Age [years] 

11,300 ± 1,200 

12,100 i 2,100 

11,300 i 1,500 

Table 1: 10Be and 26Al results from 2 boulders in the 
Younger Dryas moraine ai Julier Pass 

suits indicate a 10Be exposure age of around 11,300 years 
for the moraine at Julier Pass, Graubünden (Figure 1). 
The agreement of the 10Be ages from two completely dif
ferent boulders and the general agreement of the 26A1 

Figure 1: Sketch map shoxuing the J973, 1S50 and 
Younger Dryas extent of the Vadret Lagrev at Julier 
Pass (modified from [J,] and [5]) 

and 10Be measurements from the same boulder are very 
encouraging. The moraine at Julier Pass is the stark 
expression of the maximum extent of the Vadret Lagrev 
glacier during the Egesen stadial [3,4]. Egesen moraines 
are defined by a 200 m drop in the glacier's equilibrium 
line altitude from the 1S50 reference glacier elevation [5]. 
Coupling of the Egesen in time with the Younger Dryas 
(YD) climatic deterioration has been well-founded but 
never directly dated. The association is based on the 
fact that both the Egesen and the YD are the most sig
nificant cold events following full massive decay of the 
LGM glaciers from the foreland of the Alps (e.g. [6]). 

The beginning and end of the YD in Switzerland have 
been the most precisely determined by AMS 14C dating 
of macrofossils from Soppensee [1]. Using the varve time 
scale as calendar time, the YD as defined by the pollen 
signal, lasted from 12,000 to 11,000 cal BP. If one as
sumes that time measured using 10Be is most similar 
to calendar time, the agreement with our first results is 
striking. 

This preliminary but successful measurement of a YD 
moraine opens up not only a wide range of dating pos
sibilités but also a number of questions. In order to un
ravel spatially and temporally close events such as the 
separate events represented by a double-walled moraine, 
we need better precision and better resolution. The 
moraine at Julier Pass provided an ideal test; its age was 
generally known to be YD, but until now there has been 
no method of directly dating it. Our preliminary dates 
are important because they show that many of the dif
ficulties inherent in surface exposure dating, especially 
possible meteoric 10Be contamination, can be overcome 
and rocks with exposure times as short as 10,000 years 
can be dated using 10Be and 26A1. 
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The landscape of the Dry Valleys can be envisioned 
as an assemblage of erosional surfaces, rectilinear slopes 
and valley benches [1,2]. This topography was formed 
not by the action of glaciers but by fluvial erosion in 
a semi-arid environment [1]. "10Ar/39Ar ages from vol
canic ashes [3] indicate minimum ages of ca. 14 Ma for 
many of the landscape elements. We are predominantly 
here concerned with the so-called upper surface which 
is the oldest, topographically highest surface. The Sir
ius Group deposits are found on this upper surface and 
thus belong to the oldest part of the Dry Valleys land
scape. Although the precise dating of ash layers led to 
age bracketing for many of these surfaces, direct dating 
has not been possible and can only be attacked with 
exposure dating using in-situ produced cosmogenic iso
topes (10Bc and 26A1). 

Using accelerator mass spectrometry we have mea
sured saturation concentrations of 10Be (exposure ages 
must be then greater than ca. 5 Ma) for silicified sand
stones from the Beacon upper erosional surface at Table 
Mountain. Companion 2GAI measurements prove that 
the l0Be is not meteoric. As shown in Figure 1, the 
results for these samples cluster at the lower right in
dicating they are in saturation for both 10Be and 26AI. 
We also measured 10Be and 26A1 in granite clasts col
lected from the fringes of the Sirius deposits at Table 
Mountain and obtained ages ranging from 0.7 Ma to 
2.6 Ma. As shown in Figure 1, the results for 3 of the 
granites plot along the lower boundary of the erosion 
island implying that they are in erosion saturation and 
the measured ages are absolute minima. These rocks 
may constitute a lag deposit collecting on the surface 
of the Sirius drift, which formed as the fine-grained ma
trix slowly weathered back. Models discussed by Hallet 
and Putkonen [4] and Zreda et al [5] have shown that 
on older moraines skewing of the data towards younger 
ages is not unusual. From a single silicified sandstone 
from the surface of the Sirius Group sediments at Mt. 
Fleming we have measured 10Be in saturation. 

The erosion rates we can determine from our 10Be and 
26Al data range from 0 to 30 cm/Ma. Sugden et al. [2] 
noted that in the framework of the Webb and Harwood 
model [6,7] during the last 2.5-3 Ma, a slice of rock up 
to 4 km thick must have been removed to give the Dry 
Valleys their present shape. But according to our mea
surements, in 3 million years only up to about one meter 

Be atoms/gram 

Figure 1: The erosion island whose upper boundary is 
the evolution with time of the 26

J4//105e ratio with no 
erosion . The lower line connects the ratio at erosion 
saturation for various erosion rates. Data for sand
stones are shown as open symbols and for granites as 
filled symbols. 

of sandstone has been removed. Our exposure ages from 
the silicified sandstones provide the first direct dating oï 
the Sirius at Mt. Fleming and the upper erosional sur
face at Table Mountain reinforcing the view that these 
surfaces formed prior to 5 Ma [1,2,3]. 
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Cosmogonie nuclides provide a unique record of col
lision, exposure and terrestrial histories of meteorites. 
The determination of terrestrial ages is of particular im
portance for meteorites which are found in large num
bers in hot and cold deserts. In the course of a project 
to study meteorites from hot and cold deserts, we in
vestigate the nuclides 10Be, 14C and 26A1 in meteorites 
from Antarctica and from the Sahara [1]. Here we report 
results for Sahara meteorites and discuss some aspects 
of their interpretation on the basis of production rates 
derived from physical model calculations. 

Procedures for the separation of 20Be, I 4C and 26A1 
from stony meteorites and for the preparation of AMS 
samples were established at Hannover for the first time. 
The AMS measurements are made at the ETH/PSI 
AMS laboratory at ETH Hönggerberg in Zurich. A sep
aration scheme of Vogt and Herpers [2] for 10Be and 26A1 
was modified in order to avoid use of perchloric acid and 
to improve purities and yields of the BeO and AI2O3 
products for the AMS measurement [3]. After adding 2 
mg Be carrier and 2 mg AI carrier to the crushed mete
orite material, pressure digestion by a mixture of nitric 
acid, hydrochloric acid and sulphuric acid is performed. 
After evaporating the solution and pressure digestion of 
the residue with hydrochloric acid, an aliquot is taken 
for determination of the total Al by ICP-OES. After 
this, Fe is extracted by methylisobutylketone. Be and Al 
are separated by cation exchange (Dowex 50 WXS) and 
precipitated as hydroxides, which are glowed in quarz 
crucibles to oxides. The oxides are mixed with cop
per for AMS measurement. All steps of the separation 
scheme were investigated in detail by ICP-OES before 
meteorites were analyzed. 

The quality of the 10Be and 26A1 determination was 
checked by analyzing a number of meteorite falls [3]. 
The results are in good agreement with literature data. 
In order to investigate the precision of the analyses, a 
meteoritic standard was prepared from the LLG chon-
drite Dhurmsala. 74 g of Dhurmsala, split 2/3a, were 
crushed to a grain size of less than 125 mm. Metal 
grains (about 1 g) which could not be crushed to this 
size were removed. The resulting material now serves 
as an interlaboratory standard for the laboratories at 
Cologne and Hannover. Repeated analyses of this stan
dard resulted in averages of 21.4Ü.1 dpm/kg for 10Be 
(n=lS) and 69.7±3.3 dpm/kg for 26A1 (n=9). The total 
1er uncertainties were 5.1% and 4.7% for 10Be and 26A1, 
respectively, chemistry and AMS contributing to these 

errors with 4.7% and 2.1 3.3% and 3.4% in case of 26A1. 
For the determination of 14C, carbon is extracted from 

meteorite samples by high frequency heating and trans
formed to C02- Meteorite samples of about 150 mg are 
placed in single use AI0O3 crucibles between two high-
purity tungsten rods for proper coupling of the high fre
quency. In a first step, a sample is heated for 30 min to 
1000 °C to remove terrestrial contamination and weath
ering products. Then a first fraction of the gas is taken 
as a control for AMS measurement. Afterwards the sam
ple is kept melting for about 2 min at 1700 °C. Then the 
temperature is lowered to 800 °C and this temperature 
is maintained for about 20 min. This second fraction is 
used to determine the cosmogenic 14C. Both fractions 
are completely oxidized, the CO2 is purified and diluted 
with about 6 mg 14C-free CO2. Further details of the 
procedure are given elsewhere [3]. The reduction of COo 
to C and the subsequent AMS measurement are made 
in Zuerich. Details on the reduction process and on the 
AMS measurements of 14C can be found elsewhere [4-6]. 

The 14C analyses were checked by analyzing sam
ples of the Bruderheim chondrite. Specific activities of 
9.7±0.4 dpm/kg and 47.6±2.0 dpm/kg were found in 
the carbon fractions taken below and above 1000 °C, re
spectively. According to pyrolysis experiments on some 
ordinary chondrites from the Acfer region (Sahara), per
formed at the Friedrich Schiller Universität Jena, the 
fraction above 1000 °C can be interpreted as carrying 
the cosmogenic 14C. The value of 47.6±2.0 dpm/kg lies 
right inbetween the AMS results of 46.8±1.4 reported 
by .lull et al. [7] and of 50.1±0.3 [3] by Beukens et 
al. [8]. A 14C analysis of Dhurmsala, split 2/3a, re
sulted in 53.0±2.3 dpm/kg for the fraction above 1000 
°C. Both our results for Bruderheim and Dhurmsala lie 
in the range of 14C concentrations observed in stony me
teorite falls, i.e. between 38 dpm/kg and 60 dpm/kg as 
reported by .lull et al. [7], 

Earlier calculations of depth and size dependent GCR 
production rates by a physical model [9,10] are extended 
with respect to coverage of cosmogenic nuclides, mete-
oroid classes and sizes [11, 12]. In this work, we make use 
of production rate depth profiles of 14C in H-chondrites 
(Fig. 1) and of correlations between 14C/10Be and 
26Al/10Be production rate ratios (Fig. 2). 

Model calculations of 10Be and 26A1 are from our re
cent work [11,12]. They represent an improved status 
as a consequence of the analysis of results from a simu
lation experiment in which an artificial meteoroid made 
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METEORITE 

Acfer 023 
Acfer 129 
Acfer 022 
Acfer 02S 
Acfer 039 
Acfer 066 
Acfer OSO 
Hamm. 004 
IM. 013 
Tanez.006 

CLASS 

H3 
H3 
H3.7 
H3.S 
L3 
L3 
L3.9 
H3 
H3 
H3 

luBe 1 J0A1 | 14C | P1 4 

(dpm/kg) 
20.4±1.5 
21.0±1.4 
17.4±1.1 
20.4±1.5 
17.6Ü.2 
17.6Ü.2 
14.5Ü.1 
13.0±0.9 
9.1±0.7 

16.2Ü.1 

61.4±4.7 
SS.7±6.4 
53.7±4.2 
53.2±4.5 
46.3±4.1 
51.9±5.0 
40.6±3.4 
2S.9±2.3 
31.1±2.5 
47.0±3.9 

3.5±0.2 
4.4±0.2 

13.5±0.6 
14.7±0.6 
lS.liO.S 
5.9±0.3 

1S.O±O.S 
10.5±0.5 
22.2±1.1 
13.2±0.7 

47.9 
56.7 
42.1 
40.S 
35.2 
39.1 
30.7 
21.5 
25.2 
36.5 

•Merr 
(ka) 
21.6 
21.1 

9.4 
8.4 
5.5 

15.6 
4.4 
5.9 
1.0 
8.4 

Table liCosmogenic radionuclides i0 Be, 14C, and26 Al in ordinary chondrites from Sahara and their terrestrial ages. 
The ' C specific activities were derived from the extraction above 1000 "C. The terrestrial ages Tterr are based on 
depth- and size corrected 1 4C production rates (P\i). For Acfer 129 the maximum production raie Pu was assJimed 
since ~eAl is probably affected by SCR produced -6Al. 

of gabbro (R=25 cm) was irradiated isotropically with 
1600 MeV protons. The calculations of 14C have still 
lower quality than those of the other isotopes, because 
of a considerable lack of thin-target production cross 
sections for proton-induced reactions. Moreover, a val
idation of the model calculations by analyzing results 0 

from simulation experiments is not yet available. <? 

P. go 

I" • ' • • ' • • • • i • ' i • 

14C in H-chondrites 

I 

50 

DEPTH 

100 

[cm] 

Figure 1: Depth profiles ofuC production rates in H-
chonrites (meieoroid radii from 5 cm to 120 cm and for 
a 2it irradiation geometry. 

In table 1 results for ten ordinary chondrites from Sa
hara are presented, for which we analyzed 10Be, 14C and 
26Al. Rare gas measurements do not yet exist. There 
are some 10Be and 26A1 data which fall outside the sys
tematica. Extremely low l0Be concentrations are found 
in Hammadah al Hamra 004 and Ilafegh 013. For these 
two meteorites the 26A1 concentrations are also low. The 
data for Acfer 129 can only be explained as production 
rates. The high 10Be value of 21 dpm/kg proves 26A1 
and 14C to be production rates. 2GA1 of S8.7 dpm/kg is 
exceptionally high and our only explanation is that we 
have some 26A1 produced by solar cosmic rays in this 
meteorite. 

All 14C concentrations measured in the 10 ordinary 

H-chondrites 

5 cm <. R <. 120 cm 

2 S A l / 1 0 B e 

Figure 2: Three isotope plot of10Be, 14C and 2GAl pro
duction rates in stony meteorites (H-chondritcs) with 
radii between 5 cm and 120 cm. The strict correlation 
between ^C^Be and 26/i//105e production rate ratios 
allows to determine depth- and size-corrected terrestrial 
ages from measured 10Be, 1 4C and -6Al abundances. 

chondrites from the Sahara are substantially lower than 
for falls. A comparison of the measured 10Be activities 
and the 10Be production rate ranges makes sure that 
1-1C was in saturation in all meteorites at time of fall. 
In order to analyze these data with respect to terrestrial 
ages, 14C production rates have to be assumed. Accord
ing to our model calculations the 14C GCR production 
rates in chondrites vary between 18 and 57 dpm/kg in 
H-chondrites (Fig. 1) and between 19 and 60 dpm/kg 
in L-chondrites. Therefore, depth- and size-corrected 
production rates should be used for the determination 
of terrestrial ages. Such production rates can be ob
tained by model calculations from correlations between 
HC production rates and production rates of other ra
dioactive and/or stable cosmogenic nuclides. 

In Fig. 1, calculated production rates of 14C, 10Be and 
26A1 are presented in the form of a three-isotope plot, 
plotting 14C/1QBe versus 26Al/ l0Be. There is a nearly 
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linear correlation between these production rate ratios 
for meteoroid radii between 5 cm and 120 cm. Both ra
tios increase with depth inside a given meteoroid. Fur
ther the ratios in the center of meteoroids increase with 
radius. The correlation is ambiguous since the ranges 
of production rate ratios overlap for different meteoroid 
radii. But it allows to derive depth and size corrected 
terrestrial ages if same-sample measurements of 10Be, 
1 4C, and 26A1 exist. One can derive from it the proper 
production rate of 1 - ,C, provided 10Be and 26A1 are in 
saturation. Then we can calculate from the production 
rates depth and size corrected terrestrial ages. This pro
cedure needs a rare gas measurement of the meteorite 
to assure saturation, but this measurement must not 
necessarily be a same-sample measurement. 

Though we do not yet have the rare gas measure
ments, which could assure that 10Be and 26A1 are in 
saturation, the new 1 0Be, 1 4 C and 26A1 data of the Sa
hara meteorites were interpreted exemplarily as if 26A1 
and 10Be were in saturation (table 1). The terrestrial 
ages vary between 1 kaand 21.1 ka with three meteorites 
having substantial terrestrial ages of 21.1, 21.6 and 15.6 
ka, while the others are all below 10 ka. 

With the help of these da t a some remarks consider
ing pairing can be made. VVe cannot exclude pairing of 
Acfer 129 and Acfer 023 having the same terrestrial age. 
Both have similar 1 0Be, but slightly different 26A1 and 
different 1 4 C. The differences in 26A1 could be the re
sult of Acfer 129 coming from the surface and Acfer 023 
from the interior of the same meteoroid. This matter 
can only be settled after rare gas data become available. 

Combining the terrestrial ages and the radionuclide 
data, for the other meteorites there are no indications 
of pairing and it can be proposed that these meteorites 
are from different falls. For meteorites from hot deserts 
with their moderate terrestrial ages, 1 4C is a good tool 
to distinguish different falls and to exclude pairing. If 
we use shielding corrected terrestrial ages, the time res
olution should be sufficient to exclude pairing for these 
meteorites. 
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Within the joint interdisciplinary project "Marmara" 
of ETH Zürich and the Istanbul Technical University, 
the effects of active tectonics, as evidenced by geology, 
geodesy and seismology, on groundwater circulation and 
on the heat flow pattern are studied. For groundwaters 
of tectonic active regions the problem of determining the 
residence time beyond the range of the tritium method 
arises. The isotope techniques usually applied are of
ten not appropriate because of i) the high amount of 
water-rock interaction, ii) the subsurface production of 
nuclides in crystalline, fissured rocks under geothermal 
conditions, iii) the occurrence of highly saline waters at 
boiling temperature affected by water-rock interaction 
processes and iiii) the high fluxes of CO2. 

With its half-life of 301:000 years. 3GC1 is one of 
the most promising isotopes for environmental studies. 
Since its detection became possible with the develop
ment of the accelerator mass spectrometry, it has been 
used as a dating tool in various, hydrologie systems. 
However, 3GC1 evolution will be affected by the above 
mentioned processes. Nevertheless, it gives an indepen
dent tool to investigate groundwater evolution. 

For the 30C1 measurements of this study three selected 
areas along the North Anatolian Fault Zone which have 
active crustal movements and very high seismicity [1] 
have been investigated. The}- are Kuzuluk/Adapazari, 
Bursa and Canakkale (fig. 1). For the application of 
the 3CC1 method to groundwater studies, in principle, 
detailed knowledge of all the different processes within 
the water cycle is needed. All sources and sinks of 36C1 
which influence the 36C1 concentration have to be eval
uated. Finally, the various processes which affect the 
3GC1/C1 isotopic ratio and the 36C1 concentration have 
to be considered. The evolution can be solved in a mass 
balance approach as proposed by Bentley [2J. 

By considering for each area the sources of 36C1 and 
the water-rock interaction with respect to the chloride 
cycle, information on the ongoing processes of ground
water circulation and evolution have been derived. In 
addition, ranges of residence times ( « 105years) of these 
waters were obtained which are compatible with the re
sults of geological, hydrogeological and hydrochemical 
investigations [3, 4], as well as with already developed 
conceptual groundwater flow models. 

From the results for the three different areas the fol
lowing first conclusions can be drawn. Dating with 3GC1 
is only possible, if the exact evolution is known. This 
includes a detailed knowledge of the rock environment 
along the flow path and the geological evolution of the 
area. The main subsurface processes which affect 36C1 in 

BULGARIA _ J Y .^.^ Ï 
/ TURftY ' . ' d 

— • t 

Figure 1: Geological and hydrological study areas of the 
Marmara Project 

groundwater in tectonic active areas are: (1) subsurface 
production, (2) leaching of rock salt and fluid inclusions 
due to water-rock interaction processes, (3) dissolution 
of limestone, especially in areas of high COo activity and 
(4) mixing of fluids of different origin/evolution caused 
by active tectonic processes. 

Additional information, such as independent hydro-
dynamic and coupled geothermal modelling as well as 
the results of other environmental isotopes gives inde
pendent support to the given interpretation. 
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The London Basin is a broad, easterly-plunging syn
clinal structure located in the London area of southeast 
England. The Chalk aquifer, which is the most impor
tant aquifer in Britain, is in hydraulic conductivity with 
the Basal Sands but confined by the London Clay above 
and the Gault Clay below[l]. Although the Chalk ma
trix is highly porous (20-50%) the permeability within 
the matrix is similar to that in the London Clay and con
sequently water flow within the Chalk is dominated by 
flow in sub-mm-scale fractures which are concentrated 
in the upper 50m of the Chalk. 

The first " modern" hydrochemical study of the Lon
don Basin was completed by Ineson and Downing 
[2] who noted down-gradient chemical changes in the 
aquifer. The most noticeable of these is the "softening" 
of water towards the centre of the Basin which was at
tributed to exchange of Ca ions for those of Na. The 
first dating of London Chalk groundwater using radio
genic techniques was attempted by Smith et al. [3] who 
studied groundwater in the northern parts of the Basin. 
These authors used W C dating techniques and tritium 
concentrations to conclude that the water in the centre 
of the Basin is in excess of 25:000 years old and there
fore originated during the Pleistocene. Because hydro
gen and oxygen isotopic signatures indicated that Chalk 
waters were recharged at temperatures less than 1°C 
cooler than present conditions the authors concluded 
that recharge occurred only in the summer months. 
Detectable concentrations of thermonuclear tritium at 
some sites in the central basin were problematical be
cause they indicated a component of recent recharge at 
sites yielding very old 1'1C ages. The data from Smith 
et al. [3] were re-interpreted by Downing et al. [4] and 
the UC groundwater ages were revised upwards to val
ues of approximately 10*000 years BP for central Basin 
sites. These younger ages are more in agreement with 
observed 1S0 and 2H isotopic signatures. 

36C1 is another natural groundwater tracer which has 
not been use in connection with groundwaters of the 
Chalk aquifer of the London basin. Since the other hy
drochemical investigations result in ambiguous interpre
tation of the groudwater evolution tracer studies with 
3CC1 may provide an independent tool to explain possi
ble scenarios. Within this study 16 groundwater sam
ples have been prepared for AMS analysis at the Zürich 
AMS facility. The chlorine content of the sample range 
between 14 and SO0 ppm. The highest CI - values have 
been observed in the centre of the basin. The results 
of the AMS mesurements are shown in figure 1, where 
the isotopic ratio 36C1/C1 and the 3eCl concentration 
are plotted against the CI - content of the samples. In 

10 100 1000 

CI- [ppm] 

Figure 1: Results of the 3GCl measurements of ground
water samples of the London Basin. 3GCl/Cl ratios: 
dots. 3GCI-concentrations open circles. The solid and 
dashed lines are dilution lines for chlorine admixtures 
with 3GCl/Cl ratios of 0, 10, 30, 50 and lOOxlO'15 

the centre of the basin isotopic ratios of 10-15 x lO - 1 5 

are observed. The corresponding 36C1 concentrations of 
these waters are well below the observed recharge con
centrations, but the observed results do not follow a 
simple dilution modell. Therefore, subsurface 36C1 pro
duction, radioactive decay and mixing with modern sea 
water has to be considered. A sustainable interpreta
tion is in progress. It requires a detailed modeling of 
the groundwater evolution taking into account all hy-
drological constraints. 
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The mechanisms of renal aluminum (AI) handling and 
excretion are poorly understood. Due to difficulties in 
defining glomerular ultrafilterability of Al there are few-
studies on the tubular processes involved. The major 
problems in Al trace analysis of biological materials are 
analyte contamination, due to natural ubiquity of Al, 
and lack of a tracer isotope with a half-life amenable to 
traditional tracer studies. The primary aim of this re
search project was to elucidate the factors affecting the 
handling and excretion of Al by the healthy mammalian 
kidney through a study in laboratory rats. Further ob
jectives included elucidation of mechanisms and sites of 
renal Al transfer, and investigation of the biokinetics 
of physiological levels of Al. To overcome the above 
analytical problems, stable 2l Al studies (atomic absorp
tion spectrometry, AAS) were complemented with 26A1 
data (accelerator mass spectrometry, AMS). We hoped 
to gain insights into how the Al body burden is affected 
by dietary factors under physiological conditions. Such 
mechanistic insights would contribute to basic under
standing of Al toxicity. 
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with normal renal function. Each of the four groups 
(n = 6) given commercial diuretics received either ac-
etazolamide (AAA), furosemide (FUR), hydrochloroth
iazide (HCTZ) or triamterene (TRTN). Controls (CTL) 
received methyl cellulose vehicle and one group received 
water (WAT) by gavage. Five treatment days were sepa
rated by 4-day washout periods. The effect of oral citric 
acid on renal Al excretion in diuresis was investigated. 
26A1 was analyzed in urine by AMS. Citrate and cre
atinine were assayed in urine by established methods. 
Furosemide and water diuresis increased renal Al excre
tion to varied extents. Furosemide produced a signifi
cant increase in renal Al excretion. The results suggest 
that the thick ascending limb (TAL) of Henle's loop is 
the primary site of renal Al transfer. There is a strong 
case for reabsorption of filtered Al but current evidence 
does not preclude tubular Al secretion. Neither proxi
mal tubules, late distal tubules nor collecting ducts are 
involved in Al handling. Oral citrate reduced diuretic-
induced increases in renal Al excretion. The goals of this 
study elucidation of renal Al handling and identification 
of renal sites of Al transfer have been achieved. These 
findings open the way for further mechanistic studies in 
Al toxicokinetics. Since the kidney is important in the 
physiological response to Al loading and in regulating 
body Al, understanding the renal physiology of Al may 
provide new insights into its toxicology. Further work 
is needed at the level of cellular transport of Al to en
able the underpinnings of Al toxicology to be unravelled. 
We have successfully combined information gained with 
AAS with studies using AMS in mechanistic studies with 
physiological levels of Al. 

WAT 

Figure 1: Urinary 26Al excretion in rats following oral 
diuretic treatment. Values are percentage fractional ex
cretion of administered daily 26Al dose. " Differs signif
icantly from controls by A NO VA at 95% (Fisher PLSD, 
p<0.O5) 

The study involved the use of diuresis to elucidate the 
mode and site of renal Al transfer. 26A1 was adminis
tered subcutaneously with osmotic pumps. We investi
gated the effect of four commercial diuretics, active in 
different tubular sites, and of water following adminis
tration of 26A1 (0.73 ng kg - 1 body wt day -1 , 28 days) 
on renal Al excretion in adult male Sprague-Dawley rats 
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Due to its sensitivity for rare isotope detection accel
erator mass spectrometry (AMS) has become a valuable 
technique to study problems of biological or clinical na
ture. There is a growing interest [1,2] to study aluminum 
(Al) kinetics in animals and human patients using AMS 
and the long-lived 26A1 because these studies can now be 
performed without disturbing steady state conditions by 
using trace quantities of aluminium only. Furthermore, 
these measurements are practically free from problems 
of environmental contamination. 

Measurements of the tissue aluminum content in man 
and animal has indicated that the body burden of alu
minum is very small despite the fact that aluminum 
is the most abundant metal in our environment. The 
total body burden for an average human is calculated 
to be ~0.3 grams [3]. It appears that gastrointesti
nal (GI) absorption is usually low (—0.1-5% of the total 
load) making the GI tract an effective barrier to Al ab
sorption. Furthermore, absorbed Al is readily excreted 
by the kidneys, so there is little chance for toxic ef
fects of aluminum overload. Evidence from the past two 
decades, however, indicates that tissue Al can increase in 
the presence of an aluminum overload such as may occur 
in renal failure patients treated with Al-containing phos
phate binders. In response to enhanced tissue uptake of 
Al in such cases, toxic effects of Al become manifest such 
as in osteomalacic bone disease, dialysis encephalopathy 
and micocytic anemia. 

Experiments initiated by University of British 
Columbia scientists in collaboration with our laboratory 
use trace quantities of 26A1 to investigate the questions 
about enhanced GI absorption and possible enhanced 
tissue uptake in uremia. In a pilot study with one uremic 
rat and one normal animal it was reported [4] recently 
that the uptake of 26A1 by a mixed sample of bone (tra
becular and cortical) was greater in the uremic animal 
following a similar intravenous dose of 26A1. The uptake 
by other tissues was minimal in comparison with bone 
and did not appear to differ much in the two animals. 
The purpose of the present study was to expand this ini
tial pilot study. We have now examined tissue uptake of 
26Al in 5 normal (used as healthy controls) and 8 ure
mic rats (removal of 5/6 of kidney to induce moderate 
renal failure). Furthermore, we have administered the 
isotope orally to determine, if possible differences in GI 
absorption may affect the subsequent net tissue uptake 
of the isotope in the two groups of rats. 

After determining baseline plasma and urine param
eters in the two groups, each animal was administered 
by gavage 40 Bq of 26A1 as aluminum citrate in a total 

volume of 0.5 ml. In 2 normal rats and 2 uremic ani
mals, all urine was collected over a three-week period 
and pooled for each of the four animals. At the end of 
this period all animals were sacrificed and tissue sam
ples were then removed from each animal. These tissue 
samples included muscle, liver, kidney, intestine, brain, 
cortical bone and tabecular bone. Tissue sample sizes 
ranged from ~0.5g to ~2.0g wet weight, while bone 
samples ranged from 0.5-1.0g. Tissue samples were dis
solved in 6-molar HCl and aliquots of the solution were 
then prepared for AMS (addition of 5 mg of stable Al 
as carrier, followed by precipitation and ashing) as pre
viously described [5]. Measurements of 26A1:2'A1 were 
performed at the PSI/ETH Tandem accelerator and are 
currently beeing analysed. Preliminary results indicate 
that GI absorption of 26A1 was less than 1% in the ure
mic rats as compared to ~ 3 % in normal animals. This 
result is in contradiction to Ittel et al. [6] who reported, 
in a study performed with stable 2l Al, that uremic rats 
absorb more aluminum than normal rats. To determine 
more precisely the relative tissue uptake of isotope in 
the normal and uremic rats for a given absorption of 
aluminum we have to include the results of ashed whole 
rat samples which are not yet available. 

In summary, we have performed a tissue study in nor
mal and uremic rats in order to assess the relative tissue 
uptake of 26A1. It is the first tissue study using this iso
tope. The inclusion of samples of urine and whole rat 
will enable us to determine net absorption of the isotope 
and also its relative disposition between whole animal 
tissue and urine. 
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In accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) measure
ments of long-lived radioisotopes such as 10Be, 3"C1, 
a9Ni and 12bSn the interference of the stable isobars l 0B, 
3 6S. 59Co. 126Te is a limiting factor. In the past, pri
marily gas ionisation chambers have been used for the 
final identification. Ionisation chambers use the Z- de
pendence of the stopping power to discriminate between 
isobars. The separating power of this technique depends 
strongly on the ion energy. Projectile X-ray detection 
(PXD) was recently presented as a new heavy ion detec
tion technique [1,2,3] operating with a nearly energy in
dependent isobar discrimination. Here the characteristic 
X- rays emitted by the ions stopped in a target foil are 
measured. By the appropriate choice of the target ma
terial, molecular excitation processes can be utilised to 
maximise the X-ray yield. For 36C1 and 1J6Sn measure
ments a 6 /ira Ti foil was used, for 59Ni 10 /im Zn foil. 
Based on X-ray yield data and discrimination factors 
the detection limits of both techniques are compared. 

D e t e c t i o n l i m i t s 

In general, the detection limit for a given radioisotope 
in an AMS measurement is determined by two factors. 
First there is the background level LOG' 

LBG = 
c/ 

(1) 

c/: relative abundance of the isobar 
s: discrimination factor for which experimental values 
for PXD were obtained from blank sample measure
ments [1,2]. For gas detectors values were calculated 
according to the model described in [4] using energy 
loss and straggling data. 

Second, the number of radioisotope counts needed 
within a defined measuring time sets an additional lim
itation. For 10% counting statistics within a 1 hour 
measurement, a minimum counting rate of 0.03 Hz is 
required. This defines the efficiency detection limit Lc: 

L< = 
CR 

(2) 
' C-ILE-T 

CR: minimum counting rate 
IiE'- stable isotope current extracted from the ion 
source 
T: accelerator transmission 
e: detector efficiency: e Ä 1 for gas ionisation; 
c = V • Q • TA- for PXD with: 
V": X-ray target yield, following a V' ~ E3 law [5], fitted 
to experimental data [3]. 
fi: Solid angle covered by the X-ray detector (3%) 
Tx'- X-ray transmission through the target foil 

In fig. 1 the detection limit (LBG °r Lc, whichever is 
the limiting one) for 36C1, 59Ni and l 2 sSn for gas ionisa
tion counters and PXD are shown. The values used in 
the calculations are listed in tab. 1. 

Conclusion 

PXD opens the possibility for small AMS machines (ter
minal voltage < 3 MV) to measure radioisotopes like 
36C1, 59Ni and 126Sn with Z-identification. The detec
tion limits are above the natural concentrations of these 
isotopes. The application is therefore confined to sam
ples with anthropogenic radioactivity like nuclear waste 
samples. 
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Figure 1: Detection limits for 36Cl, s9Ni and l-6Sn 
measurements for gas ionisation detectors (dashed) and 
PXD (solid lines) 
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s(PXD) 
IS 
97 
15 

Table 1: Parameters for the calculation of the detection 
limits as shown in fig.1 
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Beams of MeV cluster ions are of great interest in ma
terial sciences applications [1]. They can be produced at 
tandem accelerator facilities. To improve the quality of 
cluster experiments some properties of the production 
of negative cluster ions and their acceleration have been 
investigated. Mainly small carbon clusters, but also sil
icon and germanium clusters, have been used in these 
studies. 

To produce the negative ions needed for the injec
tion into tandem accelerators, cesium (Cs) sputter ion 
sources are used. They have a high efficiency and can 
deliver high currents. At the Zurich tandem accelerator 
two Cs source types are installed. One is characterized 
by the Cs beam hitting the target under 30° with re
spect to its surface. It can deliver up to 30/iA of 12C 
[2]. In the other type, a high current - ion source, the 
Cs is ionized on a hot spherical surface and focused as 
a beam perpendicular to the target surface [3]. Beam 
currents of typically more than 100/iA of 12C can be pro
duced. The negative ions are accelerated to 40 keV and 
mass analyzed in a magnetic sector field. Fig. 1 shows a 
mass spectrum of negative clusters ions from a graphite 
target. The cluster size distribution, i.e. the decrease to 
higher masses, depends on the angle of incidence of the 
Cs ions and the target temperature. 
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Figure 1: Mass spectrum obtained from a graphite target 
(high current ion source) 

The high - energy cluster beam current was measured 
after energy analysis with the 15° electrostatic deflector 
after the accelerator. Low target densities of the stripper 
gas at the high voltage terminal are necessary for a high 
transmission of clusters ions. A titanium sublimation 
pump was installed at the stripper canal housing to keep 
the pressure low, there and inside the acceleration tubes. 

The cluster ion transmission was measured as a function 
of the target density for different cluster sizes. A typical 
result is given in figure 2. It can be described by a 
rate equation formalism taking into account the collision 
induced charge transfer from the inital charge state -1 
to the final state +1 and the clusters destruction. 
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Figure 2: Transmission of Cs (7Me V) as function of 
stripper gas target density f-iV2/). The solid line is calcu
lated based on a rate equation formalism 

Maximum currents up to several nA have been ob
tained. Table 1 gives the current for different cluster 
ions. Recently it was also possible to produce some 10 
pA Cj0 from a target of fullerene powder introduced in 
the high current ion source. The transmission through 
the accelerator will be measured soon. 
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1.2 
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Si3 

0.6 

Cs 
0.4 

c9 0.009 
Cio 

0.008 

Table 1: Typical high - energy cluster ion currents (nA) 
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The line of cluster irradiation experiments performed 
at the PSI/ETH Laboratory for Ion Beam Physics has 
been described in reports in a previous PSI nnnunl re
port [I]. While, at that time, very little was known 
about the basic processes involved in MeV polyatomic 
impacts, international experimental efforts in this field 
have rapidly increased since then. It has become clear 
now that the most spectacular phenomenon is the ex
tremely high density of energy deposition that can be 
obtained in the near surface region of the particle track, 
where the ionized cluster fragments are still close to
gether. In Fig. i the stopping power of a C„ cluster of 
0.8 MeV per C atom is compared to the stopping power 
of single atoms in the MeV and GeV range. This com-
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Figure 1: Electronic (Se) versus nuclear (Sn) stopping 
power in Si for single atomic ions throughout the peri
odic table. The electronic stopping power of a C25 clus
ter of only 20 MeV is higher than the maximum for Pb 
ions at approx. 4 GcV. 

C atom) and measured the saturation defect density pro
duced below the sample surface. As Fig. 2 shows, two ef-
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Figure 2: Saturation defect density n0 produced in sil
icon by Cn clusters (O.SMeV per atom) as a function 
of cluster size. The defect density is normalized to that 
produced by single atom irradiation. 

fects can be observed. For small clusters the defect den
sity produced per atom is reduced by an annealing effect 
induced by the high electronic energy density (soften
ing of silicon bonds along the track). Above a certain 
threshold in electronic stopping (approx. 6 keV/nm) en
hanced damage production sets in. Defect production 
by electronic stopping in resistive materials has so far 
only been observed in high energy heavy ion irradiation. 
It seems possible that MeV cluster tracks can even find 
applications in producing e.g. columnar defects in thin 
high-Tc superconducting layers (flux pinning) or in sin
gle ion exposure of photoresist. 

parison shows that cluster bombardment brings some 
very interesting experiments well into the reach of even 
small accelerator laboratories. A closer look at the 
structure of the particle tracks produced [2] shows that 
not only the deposited energy per track length can be 
very high, but also the diameter of the tracks are smaller 
than those of GeV heavy ions because of the reduced 
range of the secondary particles (6-electrons and recoil 
nuclei) induced by the relatively slow clusters. There
fore, it is expected that tracks with small diameters and 
extremely high energy densities are produced. 

We irradiated monocrystalline silicon with carbon 
clusters at constant energy per constituent (O.S MeV per 
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A very pictorial and quite spectacular demonstration 
of the interaction between the fragments of a polyatomic 
particle incident on a surface has been observed by ir
radiating silicon with MeV Ge„ molecules produced by 
the PSI/ETH tandem accelerator facility. 

When an MeV molecule impinges on a surface some 
of its electrons are immediately stripped ofTand the dis
tance between the fragments increases due to the mutual 
Coulomb repulsion and angular straggling. As long as 
the fragments are close together interaction between the 
individual tracks is possible. This means that the vol
umes into which the atomic ions deposit their energy 
by emission of recoil nuclei, 5-electrons, phonons and 
electronic excitation overlap. It is expected that this 
interaction stops at a certain depth below the sample 
surface where the particles have straggled fj.ir apart and 
behave like individual ions. 

Depth / /im 
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 

velocities of the particles. Fig. 1 shows the defect pro
files obtained at 2.8 MeV per Ge atom and an irradiation 
fhiener; of.3-1014 atoms per cm2. The general increase of 
the defect density with depth (to the left of the graph) 
is due to the broad stop distribution of the ions (average 
range is 2/zm). The surface damage peak that extends 
to about 200 nm for Geo and Ge3 is explained by the 
sketch below the spectrum. In the overlap region of the 
tracks the crystal lattice collapses due to the high den
sity of displaced atoms (about 5 per nm track length 
for a single Ge ion). The nuclear slopping is approx. 
50% of the total stopping. The degree of amorphisation 

Figure 1: Damage depth profiles in silicon after irradi
ation with 2.S MeV per atom Ge, Ge2 and Gez (chan
neling yield J corresponds to fully amorphised silicon). 
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Figure 2: Degree of amorphisation at the sample surface 
for an equal number of incident Ge atoms (3-1014 cm~2) 
as a function of the cluster size. The energy per Ge 
atom is kept constant at 2.8 MeV. 

in the surface peak is plotted versus the cluster size in 
Fig-2. After irradiation with an equal number of atoms 
it increases linearly with the cluster size, i.e. the number 
of produced defects per incident cluster grows with the 
square of its size which points to an increased divacancy 
formation. By calculating the average distance between 
the fragments as a function of depth a value for the inter
action radius r,- between the tracks can be obtained from 
the width of the surface damage peak (Fig. 1). Indepen
dent of the energy (between 1 and 4 MeV per atom) we 
find : 1 nm. 

We irradiated monocrystalline silicon with Ge, Geo 
and Ge3 ions with energies ranging between 1 and 4 
MeV per Ge atom. The resulting defect profiles were 
measured by channeling RBS and compared for equal 
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A. major area of interest for the application of focused 
ion beams (FIB) has recently become the microfabrica
tion in which the FIB is used to mill a material of inter
est in a specific design. The FIB of PSI/ETH has been 
used to make first attempts to fabricate a microscopic 
extraction lens for a miniaturized electron beam column 
(MEED). MEBCs are now of great interest in lithog
raphy, since it is possible to build an array of several 
electron beam writers allowing parallel writing, which 
reduces the time for exposure. 
A MEBC is currently under development at the Uni
versity of Basel in collaboration with the IBM Research 
Lab. in Riischlikon, Switzerland. The existing setup 
is shown schematically in figure 1. The cathode is a 

field emission tip 

V 
• = • — I - — — , 

extraction lens 

Figure 1: Schematic view of the extraction region of a 
MEliC. 

scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip for highly ac
cural, positioning. It is operated in field emission mode, 
'file elecrodes of the extraction lens consist of two sil
icon membranes, which are separated by thin, insulat
ing Pyrex spacers. The membranes, spaced at approx
imately 50 (tin, are 1.5 jiin thick and have center bore 
diameters of 1 fan and 10 fim, respectively. 
A critical issue in the fabrication of microlenses is the 
alignment of each hole with respect to the optical axis 
of the full system. Especially for the objective lens, any 
misalignment will lead to coma aberration. At IBM Res. 
Lab., several attempts have been made with optical po
sitioning or alignment under electron beam lithography. 
Improved alignment, however, has lately been achieved 
with a combination of reactive ion etching (RIE) and 
FIB milling. In this process a 10 fim hole was etched 
into a single membrane using electron lithography fol
lowed by RIE. A second membrane was then placed over 
the first and bonded via the Pyrex. The resulting sand
wich structure was placed in the FIB system with the 
10 ßiv bore hole at the top. The FIB parameters were 
first optimized by imaging the existing hole. 
With the attached ion lithography system it was possible 

to center the beam in the 10 fim hole with an accuracy 
better than 100 nui and mill a hole with 1 jmi diameter 
(figure 2) in the underlying membrane. This procedure 
is possible because of the high focal length of the Ga+ 
ion beam at 30 keV. With an ion beam current of SO pA 
and a diameter of approximately 50 nm the second bore 
was completely milled within 75 sec resulting in a total 
ion fluerice of 5-10ls/cma. 

Figure 2: 1 fim hole in a single silicon membrane willed 
with a focused 30 keV Go+ ion beam. 

Figure 3 shows an image which was achieved with the 
so fabricated micro extraction lens by scanning the elec
tron beam over a 1000 mesh copper grid. The extraction 
voltage was -470 V producing an electron beam diame
ter of about 2 fim. 

25 um 

Figure 3: Scanning electron beam image of copper grid. 

Work continues now on the improvement of the extrac
tion lens and on the fabrication of an objective lens. 

R e f e r e n c e s 

[1] M. Despont et al., Proc. of MNE '94, Davos, Switzer
land, Sept. 1994 
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The structuring of semiconductor surfaces with sub-
micron size, focused ion beams (FIB) is a major area of 
application and interest. A limiting factor is the crystal 
damage induced by keV ions, which causes serious ef
fects on the electrical and optical properties of the crys
tal and, hence, put severe restrictions on the applica
bility. The most promising way to decrease the crystal 
damage is to use low energy ions assisted by a reactive 
gas. To systematically investigate these processes one 
has to be able to image the damaged region with sub-
micron resolution-
Several methods have been tested. A focus was set to 
Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC) and Cathodo-
luminescence (CL) measurements. 
EBIC [1] measurements were applied on a p-type Si sam
ple (5 ficm), which was exposed to a test pattern and 
later evaporated with Ti to a thickness of 40 nm to form 
a Schottky contact. As a backside ohmic contact, 500 
nro Al, was evaporated and thermally diffused. The 
electrons from a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
generate electron hole pairs in the semiconductor, which 
are separated in the depletion zone due to the intrinsic 
field. The resulting current is converted to a voltage, 
and the amplified signal is used as the video input for 
the SEM. AS a first test, 2 fim broad lines were exposed 
in Si by a Ga+ ion beam to a fluence of 5 • 10l4/c7n2 

and 2 • l015/cm2 at two different energies. Figure 1 
shows EBIC pictures of these lines. The EBIC current 

2-10'Vcm2 

Ê a. 

5-lo,4/cm2 

30keV 6keV 

Figure 1: EBIC images of Si exposed to Ga+ ions of 
different energies and different fluences. 

is determined by the nonradiative recombination life
time. Crystal defects in semiconductors introduce new 
energy levels in the band gap, and therefore the lifetime 
of electron hole pairs decreases, which results in a lower 
EBIC signal (darker regions). 
Since the properties of Schottky contacts are difficult to 
reproduce and may depend on various factors, it turned 

out to be a problem to carry out reproducible and quan
titative measurements. 

CL tests were carried out on a n-type GaAs sample 
Si doped 10 i s/cm3 and exposed to a 30 keV Ga+ ion 
beam. Figure 2 shows the fluence dependence of CL in
tensity at 300 K measured on and between irradiated 
lines. The inset shows a secondary electron (SE) image 
of the 2 fim wide lines spaced at 10 urn interval. Even at 
a low fluence of 4-1012/cm2, a 40 % reduction of the CL 
signal between the irradiated lines was found indicating 
damage as far as 4 ßm away from the region irradiated 
by an ion beam focused to about 100 nm. The damage 
is considered mainly due to tails in the beam profile. 
Because of the introduced crystal defects the recombi-
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Figure 2: CL intensity of GaAs exposed to 30 keV Ga+ 

ions versus fluence. 

nation lifetime decreases, which results in a lower lumi
nescence intensity. Since deep levels in the band gap do 
not contribute to the radiative recombination processes, 
only defects, which cause shallow level traps, can be de
tected by CL. Therefore, CL is a very sensitive method. 
Down to the fluence of 4 • 1012/cm2, there is no signifi
cant increase in the luminescence intensity. 
Since no special sample preparation is required for CL 
measurements, a higher reproducibility can be achieved. 
Investigations will now focus on effects of other ions, like 
Si+, Au+ etc., on semiconductors at different energies. 
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For ion beam techniques, the reduction of damage is 
crucial in order to extend applications to the fabrication 
of various devices. Many results suggest that damage 
can be reduced without significantly reducing process
ing speed when using low energy ion beams [1]. While 
our focused ion beam (FIB) system is equipped with a 
retarding electrode that allows to slow down the ions 
to, theoretically, zero energies, the tools to control fo
cusing and positioning at these low energies were very 
limited. We report about technical modifications made 
to improve this situation. 

Under normal operating conditions at an ion energy 
of 30keV, focusing is done via secondary electron (SE) 
imaging. The SEs are accelerated towards a scintilla
tor and the photons produced are guided via a quartz 
rod to a photomultiplier on the outside of the vacuum 
chamber. At lower energies, however, the image quality 
rapidly worsens due to a decrease in SE yield, a reduced 
primary ion beam current and the low collection effi
ciency of the SE in the retarding field. To improve the 
collection efficiency, the geometry of the light-guide was 
changed such that a direct line-of-sight exists now be
tween the scintillator and the point of SE emission. This 
modification immediately allowed focusing and imaging 
for energies as low as ~2keV (Fig.2 right side). The 
beam diameter was measured to be 1.1 /an using the 
"knife edge" method where the change in current is mea
sured by scanning the beam across a cleaved knife edge. 

Ga 

retarding 
electrode 

grid 

target 

video isolator,' 

channeltron 
-1.2 kV-

8keV 

V r e t 

T 0-8kV 

converter 

At energies below 2 keV, however, the image quality 
does not permit accurate focusing. At these energies we 
need an imaging technique that is not affected by the 
energy dependence of the SE yield and the collection 
efficiency. Fig. 1 shows the new arrangement used to 
image the ions in transmission mode. The positive ions, 

1.5kV 

Figure 2: Left side: Transmission image of grid with 
5(im holes ai Eiun=1.8keV and 1=10pA. Right side: 
SE image at Eion=2kcV and 1=90pA. 

slowed down to an energy E,on=(8keV-q-Vre() on the 
target plane, are reaccelerated towards an ion-electron 
'converter' below the sample surface. The converter, set 
to a negative potential of-1.5kV, is hit by 9.5keV ions. 
The electrons emitted are collected and amplified by a 
channeltron. The output current is fed via a current-
voltage converter (I-V) to the auxilary video input of 
the SEM which controlls the beam deflection. Oiïset 
and gain can be adjusted on the I-V converter to opti
mize image quality. The advantage of this arrangement 
is obvious. When scanning the.ion beam across a trans
mission grid, images can now be taken even at very low 
primary ion currents of a few pA due to the high gain 
in SE current of about 104. The transmission image can 
now be used to focus a beam of low intensity and low 
energy. An example is shown in Fig. 2 (left side) where 
an ion beam of 10 pA current and 1.8 keV energy was 
scanned across a grid with 5 /im holes. 

[1] K. Gamo et al., J. Vac. Sei. Techn. B8(6) (1990) 1927 

Figure 1: Channeltron arrangement for transmission 
imaging 
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Last year we presented the principles of the biodynam-
ics for 25 major and trace elements in spruce needles [1]. 
A multivariate interpretation of the results from 56 trees 
with (on average) 4.4 needle age classes showed consider
able clustering of various groups of elements according to 
their biodynamic behaviour [2]. These phcnomenological 
results of course need some interpretation; considerable 
work was therefore done during this year on the detailed 
analysis of various groups of elements. 

2 3 4 
needle ago class 

Figure 1: Dependence of the endogenous As concentra
tion in needles on the age class at remote continental 
sites: a) lowest site (SAR), b) highest site (SCH), c) geo
metric mean of all 8 sites. Error bars indicate the stan
dard error as derived from the results of all individual 
trees from that site; with the lowest site, errors are about 
the size of the symbols. The lines are linear fits to the 
experimental data. 

One prominent homogenous group consists of Si, Sc 
and the rare earth elements, which arc taken up with the 
transpiration stream and which accumulate in all trees 
strictly proportional to the needle age; it was postulated 
that in this case the trace elements are incorporated into 
the amorphous silica, which is the major storage form of 
Si in plants [3]. A second prominent group consists of Ca, 
Sr, Ba and Mn; these elements show a heterogeneous dy
namic behaviour between trees, but all 4 elements react 
rather closely in the same way. It is probable that this is 
due to their common deposition in the plants as oxalates 
[4]. Another homogenous group consists of K, Rb and Cs; 
these elements are characterized by decreasing biody

namic curves, which arc mostly due to their free mobility 
in plants [5,6]. 

Still another separate group consists of As, Br and I. 
Their biodynamic curves are shown in Fig. 1 to 3. It 
should be noted that the concentrations involved are ex
tremely low and practically only accessible by neutron 
activation analysis; it is regrettable that the shutdown of 
the reactor prevented the investigation of the entire ex
perimental material for I [7]. The biodynamic behaviour 
of these elements is homogenous, differences between 
trees and between sites are only due to differences in con
centrations, but not to different forms of the curves. The 
curves are characterized by a linear increase with the 
needle age, similarly to what was found with Si. Contrary 
to Si, however, the curves for As, Br and I clearly do not 
pass through the origin, indicating that uptake during the 
first year is much greater than in each following year. 
Such a behaviour might result from foliar uptake from the 
air, since it is known that the permeability of needles 
changes mostly during the first year. Furthermore both Br 
and I partially occur in the air as halogcnatcd organic 
gases, whose foliar uptake should be very pronounced. 

needle age class 

Figure 2: Dependence of the endogenous Br concentra
tion in needles on the age class at remote continental 
sites: a) lowest site (ALP), b) highest site (AUE), other
wise as with Fig. 1. 

Br concentrations showed a distinct correlation with 
the immission situation of the sites where the trees were 
growing. The lowest values were found at continental 
préalpine sites (Fig. 2, curve a); values at rural sites from 
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the Swiss midlands (Fig. 2, curve b) are substantially 
higher. Values near a city (not shown) were about 10 
times higher, those near a motorway about 100 times 
higher than those at préalpine sites; these differences 
point to the emissions of motor vehicles as the source of 
the Br detected in needles. Trees from a maritime site, 
where Br comes from the sea spray, had intermediate val
ues. These findings show that spruce needles are a very 
sensitive biomonitor for Br in the ambient air. 
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Figure 3: Dependence of the endogenous I concentrations 
in needles on the age class. Mean and standard error of 
the values of all 4 trees analyzed. 
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"Whereas we have accumulated a considerable data 
base for trace elements in Norway spruce from continental 
sites in Switzerland and southern Germany [1], little in
formation is available in literature on concentrations at 
maritime sites. The University of Lund supplied samples 
from their experimental field at Skogaby, which is situ
ated in southern Sweden at a distance of 16 km from the 
sea in a rural area. Samples of needle age classes 1 to 5 
were collected in November 1992 and aerosols on the 
needle surface removed according to our usual procedure. 
Determinations were made by instrumental activation 
analysis at the SAPHIR reactor and by conventional 
techniques at Lund. 

Nutritional elements [2] and most trace elements were 
found to be well within the previous limits. The maritime 
concentrations also coincided with the "universal" corre
lations between Cs and Rb and between Co and Mn, and 
biodynamic curves were found to be in agreement with 
those obtained so far. These observations point to the fact 
that our previous findings are of more than a local nature. 

Exceptions are the concentrations of Na and Br, which 
were much higher at Skogaby than at remote continental 
sites (Na: 60 against 2 |ig/g, Br: 400 against 110 ng/g, all 
values for needle age class 1). These enhanced concentra
tions are due to the influence of the sea spray at maritime 
sites and coincide with the enhanced values at continental 
sites near a city, where Br is larger than usual due to mo
tor emissions and Na due to the use of NaCl as deicing 
salt on roads [3]. Iodine, which may also be expected to 
have increased concentrations at maritime sites, could not 
be determined. 
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SOIL - DERIVED DEPOSITS ON THE SURFACE OF SPRUCE NEEDLES 
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Morphology and size distribution of atmospheric particles 
as well as the amount of soil particles deposited or 
impinged on plant leaves by erosion and resuspension arc 
well characterised. However, knowledge of the elemental 
loadings and of the composition of the deposits on foliage 
not removed by natural processes (i.e. rain, wind) is 
rather scarce. Norway spruce trees with their needles 
provide a large waxy surface for the collection of 
atmospheric dust particles, and since they keep their 
needles for several years, they can collect these particles 
over a long period. 

Norway spruce (Picea abies Karst.) needles of up to 5 
age classes were sampled from different sites, which are 
situated over different bedrocks and in areas with 
different pollution input. The epicuticular wax and the 
imbedded dust were washed with a suitable solvent from 
the needles' surface. Wax and dust fractions of each 
needle age class and each site were separated by filtration 
and analysed individually by instrumental neutron 
activation [1]. The existing dataset [2] with the results for 
25 elements from 6 préalpine sites (> 900 m a.s.l.) (no. 1-
6) and one urban site (no. 7) was extended last year by 
the addition of the results from two remote rural sites (< 
900 m a.s.1.) (no. 8-9) from Switzerland. 

Figure 1 compares the elemental loadings of the 
insoluble dust deposits (ng/g needle dry weight (DW)) to 
the elemental contents of an average soil [3]. Some 
elements (Al, Ce, Eu, Fe, La, Sc, Sm, Th, and Ti, 
indicated with squares in Fig.l) show a high correlation 
between needle deposits and the average soil values at 
each site and with each needle age class. Other elements 
(Ba, Co, Mn, Na, Rb, and V, circles in Fig.l) also 
correlate well at the site shown, but at some other sites 
they do not fit on the regression line, which can partially 
be explained by anthropogenic admixtures (Co, V) in the 
deposits. All other elements (triangles in Fig.l), which 
fall above the regression line, are enriched in comparison 
to the average soil values. In most cases, this enrichment 
reflects the anthropogenic input at these sites. 

A linear regression calculation, using the logarithmic 
form log(Yj) = a + b • log(Xj) (Y; : loading of needles 
with element i, X; : average soil content of element i) and 
including the values of the 9 elements, which are always 
strongly correlated, results in a slope b = 1. This implies 
that Yj = 103 • Xj. Therefore these elements must have a 
soil-derived origin and the constant 103 is a measure of 
the soil mass loading on the spruce needles. The soil mass 
loadings calculated in this manner arc given in Table 1. 
Average values increase from 0.37 mg/g DW for age 
class 1 to 0.71 mg/g DW for age class 5. In contrast, 
average values of the total insoluble mass (determined 
gravimetrically) are between 0.88 mg/g DW for age class 
1 and 2.17 mg/g DW for age class 5. This indicates that 

ü»- soil mass fraction represents only 33 - 43 % of the 
tv I insoluble mass loading and that a large part of the 
his.' jjble mass consists of other materials, most probably, 
seal, plant debris and micro-organisms such as algae or 
fungi. This is in agreement with the results of Simmlcit ct 
al. [4], who found a loss on ignition value (450 °C) of 
63.4% for particles deposited on conifer needles. 

Mean Soil tog(ug/g) 

Figure 1 : Comparison of the elemental loadings of 
deposits on spruce needles of age class 1 from a 
préalpine site (no. 3 Sardona.CH) to average soil 
concentrations. The line is log(Y) = -3.29 + 0.97 log(X). 
This gives a mass loading of 10 '3-29 = 0 J>1 mg/g DW. 

It is interesting to note that the uniformity of the soil-
derived elements (Yj) is much more pronounced in the 
deposited dust than in the local soils of the investigated 
sites. This can be shown by comparison of the Yj/Sc -
ratios of the needle deposits to those of the corresponding 
local soils. These ratios show much less inter-site 
variation in the deposits than in the soils; as an example 
Fig. 2 gives the individual values for the ratio La/Sc. This 
observation corroborates the existence of a widespread 
soil-derived aerosol with a uniform composition for 
certain elements. 
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Figure 2 : LaISc -ratios of deposits on spruce needles and 
of the local soils for each site. (X ± t • S.E.; P=95%) 

For constant deposition and removal rates of soil 
deposits on spruce needles the following equation should 
hold: (dm/dt) = D-Xwm(t), 
where m(t) is the soil mass on 1 g of spruce needles at 
time t, D is the deposition rate, and X^ • m(t) the removal 
rate. The solution of this differential equation gives : 
m(t) = m0 ( l - e ' M = (DA^ (l-e'^w1) 

The calculation of the parameters D and 7^, by a non
linear regression model, using all values from Table 1, 
gives: 
D = (0.88 ± 0.16) mg g"1 DW y"1 

^ = (1.37 + 0.24) y1 , resulting in a weathering half-time 
Tw = ln2/ \ , = (0.51 + 0.09) y. This is comparable to 
weathering half-times found in other studies, where 
radioactive deposits from fallout were used [5,6]. 

Age 
class 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Sitel 
0.47 
0.57 
0.59 
0.53 

Site 2 
0.39 
0.43 
0.50 
0.54 

soil mass loadings [mg/g needle dry weight] 
préalpine 

Site 3 Site 4 
0.51 0.37 
0.55 0.69 
0.63 0.64 
0.69 

Site 5 
0.32 
0.44 
0.64 
0.66 
0.82 

Site 6 
0.34 
0.36 
0.51 
0.62 
0.77 

urban 
Site 7 
0.57 

Site 8 
0.19 
0.62 
0.63 
0.69 
0.87 

rural 
Site 9 

0.28 
0.50 
0.78 
0.60 
0.39 

Mean 
0.37 
0.51 
0.62 
0.63 
0.71 

Table 1 : Soil mass loadings on spruce needles of different age classes and from different sites, using the results of the 
regression calculations for the elements Al, Ce, Eu, Fe, La, Sc, Sm, Th and Ti. 
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Wyttenbach et al. have studied the transfer of many 
elements to needles of Norway spruce at sites in Switzer
land and southern Germany. In the case of Rb and Cs 11] it 
was found that the concentration in needles varies enor
mously between the different sites, but that there is a 
strong correlation between Rb and Cs. The transfer factors 
TF of Rb and Cs (i.e. the ratio of their concentration in 
needles and in the soil) were not equal for both elements 
and showed large inter-site variations. These results were 
interpreted as the effect of certain clays in the soil, which 
have a greater sorption selectivity for Cs than forRb. 

The present work was undertaken in order to test this 
interpretation. It deals with the sorption properties of the 
soils from four sites with greatly different Rb and Cs con
centrations. Its aims are 
• to characterize the selectivity of the different soils for 

Rb and Cs 
• to estimate the equilibrium concentration of Rb and Cs 

in the soil solutions. 
• to calculate the transfer factors TF* of Rb and Cs on 

the basis of their concentration in the soil solutions. 

Experimental 
Soil samples were prepared as usual. Total soil concen

trations of Rb and Cs were determined by INAA. Sorption 
equilibria were measured by the batch technique and the 
ions were monitored with Rb-86 and Cs-137 tracers. Soil 
samples (50 mg) were equilibrated with 5 ml aqueous so
lution containing Rb or Cs in concentrations from 0.0005 
mg/ml to 2 mg/ml. After 24 - 48 h the suspensions were 
ccntrifugated and the supernatants assayed radiometrically. 
The sorption equilibria are characterized by the distribu
tion coefficient Kd (ml/g) = a/c, with a = concentration in 
soil (mmol/g) and c = concentration in solution (mmol/ml). 

Results 
Fig. 1 shows the isotherms for the Rb and Cs sorption 

by the four soils. It is seen that at a loading < 0.01 mmol/g 
the soils have a greater selectivity for Cs than for Rb. The 
slope of the isotherms is generally < 1 and decreases with 
the loading, i.e. the Kd values of Rb and Cs decrease with 
increasing soil concentrations. 

Taking from the isotherms the value of c at the point 
where a is equal to the independently determined total soil 
concentration (indicated by a bar in Fig. 1) gives the Kd 
value for the soil under the actual, natural conditions. Fig. 
2 shows the correlation between the log of these Kd values 
and the log of the total soil concentration. It is found 1) 
that Rb and Cs have the same dependence, and 2) that the 
slope of the correlation is -1 . This dependence shows that, 
if the soil concentration increases by one order of magni
tude, the value of Kd value decreases by one order and the 
value of the equilibrium soil solution concentration in
creases by two orders for both elements. 
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Figure 1:. Sorption isotherms at 22 'C for Rb and Cs of 
the soils from 4 sites. 

Fig. 3 shows the correlation between the equilibrium 
soil solution concentrations of Rb and Cs and the needle 
concentrations. The linear correlation indicates that the 
transfer of Rb and Cs from the soil solution to the needles 
is characterized at all sites by a nearly constant transfer 
factor TF*, which is defined as the quotient of the concen
tration in needles and in the soil solution (both in 
mmol/ml). 

Table 1 summarizes the TF* values of Rb and Cs for 
the various sites and gives a comparison with the com
monly used transfer factor TF, which is defined as the 
quotient of the concentrations in needles and in soils. It is 
evident that only TF*, but not TF, shows consistent values 
for the different sites and for both elements. The inconsis
tent values of TF are the result of the strong dependence of 
the sorption equilibrium of Rb and Cs on the soil concen-
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tration (sec Fig. 2). The data of Table 1 give the following 
geometric means and standard errors 

TF*(Rb) = 32(1.7)[ml/g], 
TF*(Cs) = 40(1.4)[ml/g]. 

The agreement of the values for Rb and Cs shows that a 
single value of TF* can be used to characterize the transfer 
of both elements to needles of Norway spruce on all sites. 
TF* may be interpreted as the amount of soil solution that 
has be to taken up each year per gram of needles in order 
to supply the amount of elements leading to the observed 
needle concentrations. It is remarkable that the values 
found are only little smaller than the specific transpiration 
rate (100-200 mg/g, yr) that can be estimated from pub
lished transpiration rates for Norway spruce forests [2,3]. 
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Figure 3: Correlation between the needle concentrations 
and the equilibrium soil solution concentrations ofRb and 
ofCs. Symbols as in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2: Correlation between the Kd values and the total 
soil concentrations for Rb (filled symbols) and for Cs 
(open symbols). Sites are WIN D, SAR A, VIL O, SCH 0 

Table 1: Total soil concentrations, equilibrium soil solution concentrations, needle concentrations 
and the resulting TF-values for Rb and Cs. 
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For the reconstruction of past atmospheric contaminant 
levels by the interpretation of ice core data from alpine 
glaciers it is important to understand the processes that 
determine the concentrations of chemical trace components 
in the ice. The snow crystal growth mechanism is assumed 
to be an important step. Diffusional growth by water 
vapour leads to "clean crystals", whereas growth by 
accretion of supercooled cloud droplets (riming) produces 
more polluted crystals. One of the main objectives within 
the European programme ALPTRAC is therefore to study 
the scavenging mechanisms in mixed phase clouds. 

In-cloud scavenging experiments were conducted from 
18 October until 17 November, 1993, at the high alpine 
research station Jungfraujoch, Switzerland (3450 m a.s.L). 
Emphasis was laid on the investigation of the interactions 
between aerosol particles, cloud droplets and ice crystals. 
Aerosol samples for chemical analysis were collected by a 
filter pack. Cloud liquid water (LWQ was measured by a 
particulate volume monitor (PVM), and cloudwater 
samples for chemical analysis were collected with a Berner 
cloudwater impactor. Snow crystals were sampled by a 
collector designed after [1], which allowed the 
determination of the mass concentration of ice crystals in 
air (ice water content). Chemical analyses were performed 
by ion chromatography. The degree of riming of the snow 
crystals was determined from formvar replicas (see [2]). 

In order to corroborate the role of riming on the overall 
transfer of aerosol sulphate into snow, the rimed mass 
fractions multiplied by the sulphate concentrations in 
cloudwater were used to calculate the corresponding 
concentrations in snow. The rimed mass fraction (RMF) is 
defined as the ratio of the accreted cloud droplets and the 
mass of the whole ice crystal and serves therefore as a 
direct measure of the amount of water transferred to the 
crystal by the riming process. For the transfer of chemical 
impurities not only the RMF but also the respective 
concentration in the cloudwater must be taken into 
account. The results of the calculated and the actually 
measured concentrations of sulphate in snow for four 
snowfalls in November as well as for one snowfall in April 
and one in May 1992 are given in Figure 1. In addition, 
winter data from Mount Rigi (1620 m asl) [3] as well as 
summer and winter data from Sonnblick (3106 m asl) [4] 
are shown. Although there is a certain degree of scatter, 
the sulphate concentration in snow is reasonably predicted 
by the product of RMF and the sulphate concentration in 
cloudwater. This is true for the April and May as well as 
the November data indicating that riming is the 
dominating process for the transfer of sulphate into snow 
during both seasons. 

[Sulphate] measured Oxeq I"') 

Figure 1: Measured and calculated concentrations of 
sulphate in snow. Data are from snowfalls at Jungfraujoch 
(November 1993, April and May 1992), at Mount Rigi 
(winter, [3]) and Sonnblick (summer and winter, [4]). The 
calculated values were obtained by multiplying the 
concentration of sulphate in cloudwater with the Rimed 
Mass Fraction (RMF). The solid line shows the 1:1 
relationship. 
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Cloud droplets play a vital role in the removal process 
of atmospheric pollutants. In mixed-phase clouds, the 
precipitation elements are growing by diffusion of water 
vapour to the ice crystal surface, which is the dominant 
physical process but insignificant with respect to the 
removal of pollutants, and/or by accretion of supercooled 
cloud droplets (called riming) on the crystal's surface [1]. 
The latter mechanism determines to a great extent the 
chemical composition of the précipitants. The extent of 
riming depends on the size and shape of the crystals, the 
liquid water content, and the cloud droplet size 
distribution. 

An extensive field campaign was carried out at 
Jungfraujoch (3450 m asl) from October 18 to November 
17, 1993. Part of the aims of the experiment was the 
investigation of the occurrence and the impact of riming on 
early-winter precipitation at a high-alpine site. 

Formvar replicas of the ice crystals, collected on slides, 
were visually classified into one of the six classes of riming 
(from 0 (unrimed crystal) to 5 (graupel)). The degree of 
riming (DR) of each slide, used for the present analysis, is 
the surface weighted average of the collected crystals. The 
sampling and analysis of cloudwater and snow samples are 
described in [2]. 

Case study: November 05 (1400-2300 CET). The 
degree of riming increased with time, becoming as high as 
4 (Fig. 1). The change of [SCV1 in snow followed those in 
riming (linear correlation coefficient r=0.96) suggesting 
accretional growth of the snow crystals. Under conditions 
of heavy riming the transport of pollutants from cloudwater 
into snow is maximized, and the ratio of sulphate 
concentration in snow to that in cloudwater reaches highest 
values. 

Case study: November 14-15, (1600-0200 CET). No 
evident correlation between [SO*3] in snow and DR (Fig. 
2) was observed. An "external input" of aerosol particles 
into the cloud system led to an increased number of smaller 
cloud droplets with high concentrations of sulphate. 
Riming decreased with time and was generally light to 
moderate, only, but this was compensated by the higher 
concentration of sulphate in cloud droplets, and the overall 
effect on the snow was an increase in [SO^ . 

Generally, light to moderate degrees of riming 
dominated at Jungfraujoch and they were lower than the 
average degree of riming observed at Rigi Staffel (1620 m 
asl, [3]). Possible reasons for such a difference are the 
vertical extent of the precipitation layer above the sampling 
sites, the relative position of each site to the cloud top, 
and/or the different precipitation systems influencing the 
two sites. 
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Figure 1: Temporal change of the degree of riming 
(asterisks), and step Junction of [SOi°] in snow samples 
collected at Jungfraujoch on November, 05,1993. 
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Figure 2: Same as Figure 1, but for the November 14-15, 
1993 event. 
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2I0Pb is a decay product of mRn. The noble gas mRn 
emanates from the earth surface into the atmosphere. 210Pb 
with a half-life of 22.3 y adsorbs in the atmosphere to 
aerosol particles making 2l0Pb a potential tracer for 
monitoring these aerosols. 2l0Pb is removed from the 
atmosphere mainly by wet deposition (i.e. rain and snow). 

This study investigated the temporal behaviour of the 
scavenging of 21°Pb during two snowfall periods by 
analysing simultaneously collected snow and aerosol 
samples. The scavenging of 2I0Pb was compared to the 
scavenging of SO/" and Ca2*, determined in the same 
samples. SO,2' and Ca2* represent aerosol particles of 
different size classes. SO/' is representative for aerosol 
particles from the accumulation mode (0.1 < d < 1 um) 
whereas Ca2* is predominantly associated with much 
larger soil particles (d > 1 urn). Similar scavenging 
behaviour of 2,0Pb either with SO/' or Ca2* should there
fore give indications to what size class 21°Pb belongs. 

The samples were taken at the high alpine research 
station Jungfraujoch (3450 m a.s.l.). Between 13 and 17 
November 1993 two snowfalls were studied with a time 
resolution of 2 h and 6 h for fresh snow and aerosol 
particles samples, respectively. 

2l0Pb was extracted from the samples as described in 
[1]. The activity of 210Pb was measured via its daughter 
2,°Bi, a ß-emitter with an energy of 1.2 McV and a half-
life of 5 days. 

The results show that 21l>Pb was removed very 
efficiently from the atmosphere during the first snowfall 
(Fig. 1). The activity in the air dropped during the 
beginning of the snowfall by a factor of 5. During the 
second snowfall the activity in the air stayed low until 
mid of 15 Nov. when a sudden rise of the activity during 
the snowfall was observed. This rise can be explained 
with back trajectories calculated for the Jungfraujoch. 
They show a change of the origin of the air parcels 
arriving at Jungfraujoch from west to northeast during 15 
Nov. 1993. Simultaneously the overall aerosol particle 
concentration measured by the cpiphaniometer [2] 
showed a large peak. 

A very similar pattern was observed in the air concen
tration of SOÀ

2' (Fig. 2). Because of the similar behaviour 
of 210Pb and SO/", we assume that both species are 
constituents of at the same size class of aerosol particles. 
In contrast to the atmospheric observations, the snow 
concentrations of 210Pb and SO/' do not confirm this 
conclusion. The 210Pb activity in the snow decreased 
during both snowfalls continuously, whereas the SO/' 
concentrations were significantly higher in the second 
snowfall compared to the first one. 

Data from aerosol and snow analyses give conflicting 
results for 2,°Pb and SO/'. Therefore these data do not 
allow to decide whether 2"TJb and SO/' represent the same 
size class of aerosol particles. 

Ca2* shows concentration patterns totally different 
from those of 2l0Pb both in snow and air, so that an 
adsorption of 210Pb on particles of the size class 
containing the Ca2* can be excluded. 
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Figure 1.210Pb activities in snow and air at Jungfraujoch 
(13 -17Nov. 1993, snowfall 1:13 Nov., 20:00 to 14 Nov., 
05:00, snowfall 2:14 Nov., 17:00 to 16Nov., 06:00) 
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Figure 2. SO/' concentrations in snow and air at 
Jungfraujoch (13 -17 Nov. 1993) 
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ALPTRAC and EUMAC are subprojects of 
EUROTRAC which is a European environmental program. 
ALPTRAC is a project based on field experiments and 
investigates high-alpine air and snow chemistry. EUMAC 
developed the Eulerian long-range transport and chemistry 
model system EURAD and applies it to the simulation of 
interesting episodes studied by experimentally oriented 
EUROTRAC subprojects. The aim of a joint 
ALPTRAC/EUMAC case study was to compare the model 
results with measurements at high elevation sites which are 
not available on a routine basis. The model should provide 
information on important source regions for different 
receptor sites in the Alps and different meteorological 
situations. 

The EURAD (European Acid Deposition Model) model 
system consists of the mesoscale meteorological model 
MM5, the European emission model EEM and the three-
dimensional Eulerian chemistry and transport model CTM 
[1]. A nested grid was used for the MM5 and CTM models, 
with a resolution of 60 km in the coarse grid and 20 km in 
the fine grid. The gas phase chemical module used in CTM 
is the RADM2 mechanism which considers 63 species and 
158 reactions. The aqueous chemistry is treated by a 
module which considers 17 equilibrium and 5 time 
dependent reactions (oxidation of sulfur). The aerosol 
chemistry is restricted to the sulfate-nitrate-ammonium 
system and considers these three species in the aerosol 
phase. Scavenging is parametrized by the precipitation rate 
and the concentration in cloudwater. 

The period of March 23 to 31, 1990 was selected to be 
simulated with the EURAD model system. To initialize the 
model, the run was started for March 20,1990. During this 
episode measurements of aerosol species and gases were 
performed by ALPTRAC groups on Jungfraujoch (3450 m 
asl, Switzerland) as well as on Sonnblick (3106 m asl, 
Austria). On Jungfraujoch, aerosol samples were collected 
by the filter pack technique with a 12 h time resolution. 
Chemical analysis to determine major water-soluble 
aerosol constituents (CI", N03". SO„2\ K+, Na+, NH«+, Ca2+, 
and Mg24) and gaseous components (HNO3 and HCl) were 
performed by ion chromatography and inductively coupled 
plasma optical emission spectrometry [2]. Wet deposition 
data were also available from these sites. The synoptic 
situation was characterized by the passage of two cold 
fronts from the NW with subsequent development of a 
strong cyclone in the lee of the Alps. 

As a first evaluation, the measured and modeled 
concentrations of nitrate, ammonium and sulfate in aerosol 
particles for the period March 23 to 30,1990 are compared 

(Figure 1). As modeled data, values from the level 3 of the 
model, approximately 300 m above ground, were taken as 
representative for the Jungfraujoch elevation. The 
agreement between measured and modeled concentrations 
was good for nitrate and ammonium, whereas for sulfate 
the agreement was less satisfying, particularly at the end of 
the period. Further evaluation is planned to understand the 
different behavior of the various species. 
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Figure I: Measured and modeled aerosol concentrations 
of nitrate, ammonium and sulfate at Jungfraujoch from 
March23to31,l990. 
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In the framework of the Swiss National Research 
Programme NFP-31 "Climate Changes and Natural 
Disasters", a project was started in order to study the 
climate and air pollution history of the Alpine region for 
the last several hundred years from high-alpine ice cores. 
One of the aims of this project was the recovery of a core 
representing both - summer and winter - deposition. The 
summer deposition is assumed to allow the reconstruction 
of the regional pollution history, whereas the winter 
depostion at these high elevated sites can be taken as 
archive of free tropospheric conditions [1]. Several cores 
were drilled so far on Colle Gnifetti (Monte Rosa, 4450 m 
asl, see e.g. [2]). The Colle Gnifetti is a high elevated 
saddle, where mainly summer snow is preserved and 
winter snow is mostly removed by wind erosion resulting 
in a very low annual accumulation rate of about 35 cm of 
water [2]. Thus, the Colle Gnifetti cores do not allow the 
reconstruction of the winter conditions. Therefore, during 
the first year of the project three shallow Fun cores were 
recovered on Grenzgletscher, Monte Rosa, to find a 
suitable site for a deep ice core drilling. Although all three 
sites fulfilled the requirements that their location is high 
enough to assume a cold glacier and that the topography is 
flat, it was a surprise that only at the lowest site (coord.: 
633304/85878, 4200 m asl, [3]) a sufficiently high snow 
accumulation rate of about 2 m of water was found. The 
accumulation rate was determined from the NH/ 
concentration profile [3], where the very low values were 
assumed to represent winter snow. 

Consequently, three deep core drilling campaigns were 
conducted in 1994 at this site on Grenzgletscher. In May, 
no core was recovered due to technical problems with the 
drill, in June a 35 m core was drilled (fim, only), and in 
October a 125 m core was recovered, together with a 
parallel firn core of 28 m length. Temperature 
measurements were made in the air of the open borehole 
and the temperature profile is shown in Figure 1. Firn and 
ice temperatures were always below 0 'C, indicating that 
the glacier at this site is indeed a cold glacier. It can 
therefore be concluded that no meltwater percolation takes 
place. The temperature anomaly at about 30 m probably 
represents ice from a slope oriented to the south, whereas 
the colder ice from greater depths is assumed to originate 
from the Colle Gnifetti region. 

It is planned to determine the concentrations of various 
chemical species in the core with a high resolution. These 
measurements will be accompanied by isotope analyses 
(8lsO, SD, T), determinations of gases, and 2I0Pb 
measurements for dating purposes. 
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Figure 1: Temperature profile at Grenzgletscher (4200 
masl). 
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Cold glaciers from high-alpine sites represent 
important archives to study the regional climate history. 
Firn and ice cores from such glaciers can be used to 
reconstruct the anthropogenic emissions in Europe. 
Furthermore, they are the only archives allowing the 
reconstruction of the free tropospheric conditions. Free 
tropospheric conditions prevail during winter at high-
alpine sites (1). 

In the framework of the Swiss National Research 
Program NFP 31 "Climate Changes and Natural 
Desasters" an ice core drilling project was started at the 
Monte Rosa massif, Switzerland, in 1992. Test drillings of 
5 m to 7 m depth were performed to find a suitable site for 
a later deep core drilling. Snow samples from the test 
drilling of shallow cores were analyzed for Na+, NHL**, K+, 
Mg2+, and Ca2+. These cations can be considered as 
tracers for different sources: Ca2+ and Mg2* are 
components from the earth crust and indicate the amount 
of mineral dust; NH»+ is a tracer for anthropogenic 
activities while Na+ is usually a mixture from two sources, 
seaspray and mineral dust. 

The concentrations of mono- and divalent cations in 
winter snow layers of high-alpine sites are very low and 
detection limits of about 0.1 |ig/kg are needed. In order to 
achieve a good depth and corresponding time resolution, 
and to enable the determination of other parameters from 
the same core with comparable resolution, only small 
sample volumes are available. 

Experimental 
In a cold room, maintained at -15'C, core sections 

(length 40 - 70 cm) were cut into 5 cm pieces using a 
stainless steel knife on a teflon plate. For each 5 cm 
sample a recoring technique was applied, by cutting out 
the inner part with a sampling vial (Sarstcdt 
Polypropylene, i.d. = 2.8 cm). These decontaminated 
samples were melted prior to analysis using a microwave 
oven. The samples were not filtered before analyses to 
minimize contamination and sample consumption. All 
instruments and sample vials were firstly rinsed, secondly 
soaked for at least one week, and thirdly rinsed again with 
ultrapure water (18 MQ cm quality). Analyses were 
performed by a Sykam ion chromatographic system 
consisting of a pump (S 8110), and a conductivity detector 
(S 3110, with a cell constant of 0.4) , complemented by a 
Dionex Pre-column (CG 12), a Dionex Column (CS 12) 
and a Cation self-regenerating Suppressor 
(CSRS-I(4 mm)). As eluent 6.5 mM Mcthanesulfonic acid 
was used with a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The obtained 
background conductivity was in the range of 0.62 - 0.88 
(iS. To inject samples without prcconccntration an 
autosampler, equipped with a 100 ^1 sample loop, (Talbot 
ASI-5) was used. In order to preconccntrate, the sample 
loop was replaced by a concentrator column (CG 12). The 

concentrator column was loaded by pumping 2 ml of the 
sample through it, using an infusion pump (Prcdicor 
5003-1) equipped with a polyethylene syringe. After 
switching the injection valve the concentrator column was 
left in the elucnt flow. Standard solutions were prepared 
with the concentrations of NH/ and Ca2+ being about 
five times higher than those of Na+, K+, Mg2*, according 
to the usual composition of the snow samples. The 
decontaminated samples were also analyzed by ICP-OES 
(ARL3410). For this analyses every sample (5 ml) was 
acidified with HN03 to about 0.1 mol/l. 

Results 
Only with the preconcentration technique the very low 

cation concentrations in the winter snow samples could be 
determined, as shown in Fig. 1. The achieved limits of 
detection and the measuring ranges are listed in Table 1. 
To compare the achieved limits of detection with already 
published values, they were defined as the amount of 
solute producing a signal-to-noisc ratio of 3. Previously 
reported values for Na+ and Mg2* (2,3) could be improved 
by a factor of about 2.5. The limit of detection for Ca2+ 

was lower by about a factor of 4 than that from Legrand et 
al. (3) and was similar to that from Buck et al. (2). For K+ 

similar values were obtained by our method and by 
Legrand et al. (3) and Buck et al. (2). The measuring 
ranges shown in Table 1 were suitable for most samples 
except for a few summer snow samples which were 
analyzed after diluting the sample. 

Ca2+, Na+, K+, and Mg2+ concentrations of the firn core 
samples analyzed by ion chromatography as well as by 
ICP-OES agreed well. Limits of detection achieved by ion 
chromatography for K+ and Na+ were one order of 
magnitude lower than by ICP-OES and they were 
comparable for Ca2+ and Mg2*. 

Table 1: Measuring ranges and limits of detections with 
and without prcconccntration. 

Cation 

Na+ 

NH4+ 

K+ 

K+ 

Mg2+ 

Ca2+ 

without 
preconcentration 

measuring 
range 

(Ug/kg) 
2-200 

15-200 
4-200 
4-200 
2-200 

20-300 

detection 
limit 

(UK/kg) 
1.6 
7.5* 
3.2 
3.2 
1.5 

10* 

with prcconccntration 

measuring 
range 

(ug/kg) 
0.2- 8.0 
2.0- 15.0 
0.2- .0 
0.2- 8.0 
0.2- 8.0 
1.0-30.0 

detection 
limit 

(UK/kR) 
0.1 
0.4* 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 

* The limits of detection were defined as the blank value 
plus 3s of the blank value. 
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Figure 1:. Chromatograms of the same snow sample A) 
with preconcentration, B) without preconcentration with 
the following measured concentrations: 1.3 \iglkg Na+, 
4.5 vglkg NX1*, 1.8 \Lglkg /T, 0.3 \lglkg Mg2+, and 
5.7\iglkg Cc?+. 
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Ice core records can be used to determine trends of at
mospheric air pollution. For instance, the history of 
leaded gasoline emissions is reflected in lead deposition 
records from Greenland ice cores [1]. Compared to polar 
ice sheets, however, high alpine glaciers might be better 
suited to reconstruct a quantitative pollution history due 
to their vicinity to the highly populated areas of Europe. 
Besides the anthropogenic lead emissions dominated by 
gasoline exhaust, lead is introduced into the atmosphere 
by erosion of soils. To distinguish between different lead 
sources, the isotopic ratios ^Pb/^Pb and ^PbTPb can 
be used. In Europe leaded gasoline is manufactured with 
lead from Australian and Canadian precambrian ores. 
Therefore ""Pb/^Pb ratios of leaded gasoline in Europe 
are generally in the range of 0.893 to 0.962 and are 
significantly different from ^Pb/T'b ratios represented 
by geogenic sources (0.833 to 0.848) [2]. As a 
consequence of the legislation politics in Europe during 
the last 10 years the anthropogenic lead emissions 
decreased, accompanied by a systematic shift of isotopic 
ratios in aerosols representing the relative increase of lead 
from the geogenic source[3]. 

To study lead concentrations and isotopic ratios in 
snow from alpine glaciers, two sampling sites were 
chosen one at the northern and one at the southern chain 
of the Alps, Shallow fim cores were drilled and snow pit 
samples were collected on Grenzgletschcr (Monte Rosa 
massif, 4200 m asl, May 1994) and on Aletschgletscher 
(Jungfraujoch, 3450 m asl, Okt. 1993 and May 1994) in 
the framework of the Swiss National research Programme 
NFP-31, "Climate Changes and Natural Disasters" and 
the European environmental programme ALPTRAC. 

The concentration of lead was measured by graphite 
furnace atomic absorption spectrometry (GF-AAS) with 
Zeeman background correction (Perkin Elmer 4100ZL) 
after preconcentration via multiple injection. A detection 
limit of 0.07 ppb (3oailBl) could be achieved with an 
injection volume of 120 ul. Lead isotopic ratios were de
termined in selected samples with Thermal Ionization 
Mass Spectrometry (TIMS) after purification on an ion 
exchange resin. As a result of the very low lead concen
tration and the limited sample volume (=12 ml) isotopic 
ratios ^ P b r P b and " P b r P b could be measured with a 
relative standard deviation (2c) of <0.5 %. 

Concentrations of lead ranged from 0.1 to 5.0 ppb 
(median: 0.6 ppb) and from 0.1 to 2.5 ppb (median 0.5) in 
the samples from Grcnzgletscher and Jungfraujoch, 
respectively. These values are comparable with previous 

results from Colle Gnifctli (Monte Rosa massif, 4450 m 
asl), Swiss Alps [4]. 

In Figure 1 the resulting "Pb/HPb ratios are plotted 
against the ^Pb/^Pb ratios. Furthermore, literature data 
of the isotopic ratios of leaded gasoline from a few 
European countries and a value from Alpine rocks are 
given [5,6]. This kind of plot allows to identify whether 
leaded gasoline and soil erosion are the dominating 
sources of lead in the snow samples. All snow data and 
the literature values are well correlated (r1 = 0.978) 
indicating, that lead deposited on the glaciers was 
originating from these two main sources. 

In the years 1993 and 1994 intensive reconstruction 
work on the Jungfraujoch probably resulted in a larger 
contribution of local derived mineral dust in the snow. 
That might be responsible for the higher variability of the 
lead ratios at Jungfraujoch if compared to Grenzglctschcr. 

0.32 0.84 0.86 0.88 O.90 0.92 0.94 
2 0 7 p b / 2 0 6 p l l 

Figure i.-^Pb/^Pb vs. " W ' P b ratios of measured and 
literature data. Circles: represent Jungfraujoch data, 
triangles: Grenzgletscher data, squares: literature data 
from European gasoline and the diamond: alpine rocks 
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Within the frame of the EUROTRAC-project ALP-
TRAC isotope abundance determinations of sulfate-S, ni-
trogen-N and organic carbon in the deposition of several 
European Glaciers are carried out, trying to use the minor 
natural isotope variations as intrinsic tracers for origin 
and/or chemical formation processes of these substances. 

Snow sampling at Jungfraujoch was performed on May 
12th, 1994 by help of a battery powered Firn drill, operated 
by the PSI team and capable to produce snow cylinders of 
6 cm diameter in an optional depth interval of the firn 
profile. 

For the investigation of seasonal variations the total 
yearly snow accumulation was splitted into four depth sec
tions roughly representing the autumn, winter, early- and 
late spring period, but uncertainty exists whether the 
autumn 1993 horizon was actually reached. 

The snow samples were transferred to precleancd poly
ethylene bottles and transported in frozen state to the Aus
trian Research Centre for analysis. 

Chemical analysis was accomplished by ion chromato
graphy and the sulfur, nitrogen- and carbon isotope analy
sis was done by on-line combustion elemental ana
lyzer/mass spectrometry of the dry residues of snow water, 
vacuum distillated after expelling ammonium by pH-9 ad
justment with NaOH. 

The stable isotope distribution of the samples is ex
pressed in the conventional 5 (delta) notation, which is the 
relative difference between the isotope ratios of sample and 
standard, e.g. in the case of sulfur: 

s3 4s = 
( 3As/32s, simple 

3 4 ç , 3 2 c 

standard 

1000 [%o] 

With sample amounts of 50 |ig sulfur, 20 jxg nitrogen 
and 10 ng carbon an analytical precision of ± 0,2 % is ob
tained. 

Table 1: SNOSP, sampling site: Jungfraujoch, sampling date: May 12,1994. 

The results are based on the international agreed stan
dards: CDT (Canon Diablo Troilite) for sulfur, N2 * for 
nitrogen, PDB (Pee Dee Belemnitc) for carbon. 

The results of the JFJ-sampling campaign arc summa
rized in Table 1. The winterly accumulation (213-314 cm) 
is characterized by a less negative 815N value, likewise 
found in other European glaciers, reflecting variable an
thropogenic and natural NO, sources during the seasons, 
but chemistry (kinetic and isotope exchange processes) 
may also play an important role. 

Compared to the other investigated glacier sites: Care-
scs (Ortler), Hintereis- and Griesfcrner (Ötztaler Alps), 
Sonnblick (Hohe Taucrn) and Zugspitze (Wetterstein) the 
average S15N value at Jungfraujoch is less negative. Never
theless, an anthropogenic nitrate contribution at Jungfrau-
joch and the other glacier sites is evident, since 8N values 
of preindustrial samples are markedly positive. 

The project is funded by the Austrian .Fonds zur 
Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung" (Grant 
P7811-Geo). 
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distance 

from surface 

[cm] 
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314454* 

pH 
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Hequ/1 
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NO3-
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1 

mg/1 
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stable isotope composition 

[%o] 

8 Sso» 
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High alpine glaciers are excellent archives of air 
pollution history: the analysis of ice cores allows the 
reconstruction of the atmospheric composition up to at 
least 10OO years BJ». The cosmogonie radionuclide 32Si 
(half-life -130 years [1]) could be a useful tracer to date 
deeper ice layers. However, the total activity of 32Si in ice 
is very low ( -1 uBq/kg). This means that large amounts of 
•water (m3) are necessary for conventional radiometric 
measurement. 

Hence, a project was started to develop a new 32Si 
measurement technique using Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry (AMS). In the framework of this project we 
measured 32Si in different recent snow samples via ß-
counting to get information about the 32Si input. Two snow 
sampling campaigns were performed in April 93 and 
January 94 at the tunnel exit of the Jungfraujoch research 
station (3450 m a.s.l.). In both cases two samples (each 
about 1.3 t) were taken. The samples were melted and the 
silicon was coprecipitated with Fe(OH)3. The chemical 
procedure is described in [2]. The 32Si activity was 
measured by ß" counting using a low level semiconductor 
detector [3] as well as the total concentration of silicon 
using ICP-OES. Additionally, the concentrations of 3H by 
Liquid Scintillation Counting as well as of 7Be and 137Cs 
using a y-detcctor were measured. The results are shown in 
Fig.l. 

!Si [jiBq/kg] 
7Bc [Bq/kg] 

0 n 7 C s [mBq/kg] 

^ 3 H [ B q / k g ] 

JFJ1 JFJ2 JFJ3a JFJ3b 

c32r: 7 D _ >37^ ' 3 i Figure±: Specific activity of32Si, Be, "7Cs and H. 

JFJ1 and JFJ2 are samples taken in April 93 
originating from two different precipitation events. JFJ2 
contained large amounts of Saharan dust (yellow-brown 
color). JFJ3a and JFJ3b are samples from January 94, 
taken from the same snow event. JFJ3b was sampled 
without carrier silicon to test the efficiency of 
coprecipitation without carrier silicon. 

The higher values from sample JFJ2 (except 3H, which 
is contained in the water itself) show the influence of 
Saharan dust on the scavenging ratios. The concentrations 
increased by a factor of about 3.5 for the cosmogenic 
radionuclides, 32Si and 7Be. JFJ3a und JFJ3b show that 
coprecipitation without carrier silicon gives the same 
sampling efficiency. This is important for AMS, because 
with this method the use of carrier silicon is not possible. 
The detection limit of AMS corresponds to a ratio 32Si/tctSi 
of 10"u and the amount of natural silicon in precipitation 
cannot be neglected. The 3H concentration of all samples is 
in the range of mean European precipitation values. 

The measured 32Si values of 1.8 ± 0.2 uJ3q/kg for JFJ1 
and 3.0 ± 0.2 |xBq/kg for JFJ3 are in the lower range of 
known values (2-13 jtBq/kg, average 4-5 jiBq/kg [4]). 
Longterm observations from Freiberg precipitations 
(Germany) show slight seasonal effects and a fluctuation 
due to the 11-yr. sun activity cycle. Further sampling 
campaigns will give more detailed information. 

All the measured 32Si/""Si ratios were below the AMS 
detection limit (2-10"15-2.5-10'ls) [4]. This requires 
preconcentration of 32Si for AMS-measurement. 
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Cosmogenic radionuclides are of great importance for a 
wide range of applications: atmospheric physics, 
hydrology, geology, dating, etc. However, the production 
rates of such nuclides in the atmosphere are not well 
known and accurate reaction cross sections arc essential 
for reliable calculations of the input functions of these 
nuclides. 

We have used the gas target technique in order to 
measure cross sections for the production of 36C1 by 
interaction of cosmic ray with argon [1]. Usually, the cross 
sections are measured witha target-datchcr foil technique. 
The purpose of the current experiment was two-fold: 

- to complete the measurement of the excitation function 
"°Ar(p,X)36Cl in the 15-60 McV energy range and 

- to compare the gas target technique wiüi results 
obtained by the foil technique. 

Mixtures of argon and nitrogen were irradiated with 
protons and the activities of the produced 7Be and 36C1 
were measured in all samples. Our results were compared 
with the previously measured excitation function for the 
14,15N(p,X)7Be reaction produced by irradiation of a silicon 
nitride (Si3N4> foil [2], of a compressed vanadium nitride 
(VN) salt [3] and of a thin layer of adenine (C5H5N5) 
deposited on an aluminum foil [4]. 

The gas targets consited of steel cylinders covered 
inside by an aluminum foil. They were filled with 1 bar of 
a mixture of 5% Ar in N2 and irradiated at the PSI Philips 
Cyclotron with protons from 13 to 60 MeV. The produced 
nuclides subsequently adsorb on the aluminum foil. The 
gas mixture was then evacuated through a glass fiber filter 
in order to prevent any loss of nuclides that might be 
bound to aerosol particles. The aluminum foil was 
completely dissolved in a NaOH solution after adding Bc2+ 

and CI" carriers. Beryllium and aluminum hydroxides were 
precipitated by acidifying the solution to a pH of 7 with 
HN03 leaving chloride in the liquid phase. The two phases 
were separated and the hydroxides were dissolved again in 
HCl. The activity of 7Be was directly measured in this 
solution using a Germanium y-detector. The chloride was 
precipitated as AgCl for subsequent measurement of the 
36C1/°'C1 ratio with Accelerator Mass Spectrometry. 

Figure 1 shows the cross sections measured with the 
gas technique in comparison to those measured with the 
foil technique. Two samples were irradiated at each 
energy. Good reproducibilities were found, with the values 
agreeing within 12%, which is smaller than the 
experimental error. For three energies (59.6, 40.4 and 25.4 
McV), the obtained cross sections are in good agreement 
with the literature data (deviation less than 25%, which is 
within the experimental errors). Only the measurement at 
32.8 McV is lower by a factor of two compared to the other 

values. A very small cross section was found at 12.9 McV 
in accordance with literature data. This energy is only 
slightly higher than the mreshold energy (11.2 McV) of 
the reaction 14N(p,2a)7Bc. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of the 14,lsN(pX)7Be cross sections 
measured with the foil technique (open symbols) and with 
the gas technique (dark circles). 

We conclude that our gas target technique is suitable 
for cross section measurements, and this especially for 
noble gas irradiations. 

The results for the reaction 4üAr(p1X)JbCl will be 
presented later, since the AMS measurements have not yet 
been carried out. 
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Nitrogen oxides are a major pollutant emitted during 
combustion processes. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 
by ammonia is often used to remove nitrogen oxides from 
effluents of stationary sources. Besides vanadia/titania, 
chromia catalysts have recently gained interest due to 
their potential for low temperature SCR of NO. Unlike 
vanadia/titania, however, the chromia catalysts often 
showed an unfavorable selectivity to N20, which has 
triggered extensive studies on the optimization of the 
preparation of both chromia and chromia/titania (see [1] 
and references therein). 

Recently, we developed a new technique to study the 
SCR process with labeled NO molecules [2]. I3N (half-
life: 10 min) was produced by irradiating a gas target 
(96% helium, 4% oxygen) with 14-MeV protons from the 
Philips cyclotron via the reaction 160(p,a)13N. The formed 
13NOy compounds were reduced to 13NO using a 
molybdenum converter at 500'C before passing over the 
catalyst material. The typical reactant concentrations were 
about 10s cm'3, which is about a factor of 10n lower than 
with conventional techniques. Such low reactant 
concentrations result in very low conversion rates. This 
allows one to investigate the SCR reaction after 
pretreatment of the catalyst material with reactive gases 
such as NH3, without adding these gases during the 
conversion experiment. 

The concentrations of the various 13N compounds (i.e. 
N02, NO, N2O, and N2) were determined by a series of 
selective traps (triethanol amine, cobalt oxide, room 
temperature molecular sieve, and molecular sieve cooled 
with liquid nitrogen, respectively) placed in front of 7-
detectors. The measurement was performed via the 511-
keV annihilation of the ß+-particles emitted by 13N. First 
experiments had shown that at lower temperatures 
considerable adsorption on the catalyst material occurred. 
Therefore, the activity accumulated on the catalyst was 
also monitored. Absolute concentrations were determined 
based on cross calibration experiments as well as by 
calibration with a NaI8F solution of known activity. 

Three chromia/titania catalysts with different 
pretreatment procedures were investigated: 
a) oxidation with oxygen at 300'C resulting in Cr02; 
b) sample a) reduced with H2 at 400'C affording CrOOH; 
c) sample a) reduced with H2 at 300'C and calcined in Ar 
at 500*C yielding Cr203. 

All prctreatments were followed by exposure to 5% 
NH3 in Ar 200'C for 2 hours. 

As an example, Figure 1 shows the results for the 
chromia catalyst pretreatcd according to procedure c). It 

can be seen that at room temperature virtually all I3NO 
adsorbed on the catalyst material, whereas at temperatures 
above 110'C the reduction of 13NO was nearly complete. 
At all temperatures the fraction of desorbed 13NO (without 
reaction) was small (2%). Thus, 13NO adsorbs so strongly 
to the ammonia loaded chromia catalyst that it only 
desorbs after reaction to N2 or N20. This is an interesting 
contrast to the vanadia/titania catalyst, where no 
significant adsorption was found [2]. 
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Figure 1: Relative activities of adsorbed and reacted 
"NO as well as desorbed "NO without reaction. 

Since N2 had a considerable retention time in the room 
temperature molecular sieve, the N20 data had to be 
corrected for this contribution A first evaluation of the 
data shows that the selectivity to N20 was small for all 
temperatures (<5%). 
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HETEROGENEOUS CHEMICAL PROCESSING OF i3N02 AT ZERO 
CONCENTRATION BY MONODISPERSED CARBON AEROSOLS 
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The ubiquitous occurrence of nitrogen oxides (NOx = 
NO + NOj) within industrialized and urban environments 
continues to be of primary concern in the development of 
air quality control standards. Stationary and mobile high-
temperature combustion processes arc the predominate 
sources of NOx in the atmosphere. Along with the 
gaseous emissions, incomplete burning of the fuel 
produces significant quantities of submicromcter carbon 
particulates (soot) or carbon aerosols. 

Historically, studies of NOx in the atmosphere have 
considered only homogeneous gas phase reactions. 
However, the importance that atmospheric aerosols play in 
the complex physico-chemical sequence of events 
involving NOx has been recognized. Studies investigating 
the interaction of NOx with activated charcoal, soot and 
other carbonaceous materials have identified N02 as the 
reactive form 

N0 2 +(C} -> 
{N02«C} -> 

{N02»C} 
N O + { O C ) . 

However, these studies have invariably used bulk forms of 
carbon and N02 levels far greater than those found in eve n 
the most polluted environment thus limiting their 
reliability for interpreting processes in the real 
atmosphere. Ideally, experiments need to be conducted 
under atmospherically relevant conditions. 

Recently, Am mann et al. were successful in 
measuring N02 uptake coefficients on polydispersed 
carbon aerosols using positron emitting "N-labclled N02 at 
exceedingly low concentration^]. The current study 
further develops this technique using monodispcrsed 
aerosols for a more detailed investigation of heterogeneous 
interactions. 

"N was produced using 14 MeV protons from the PSI 
Philips cyclotron for the reaction 160(p,a)"N. Oxygen was 
supplied to the target chamber in a mixed flow of 10 
ml/min 0 2 and 490 ml/min He. The "NOy resulting from 
the residual 1602 were reduced to "NO over molybdenum 
at 500°C, transported through poyethylcne tubing to the 
chemistry lab and subsequently oxidized to 13N02 over 
GO,. 

A spark discharge between two graphite rods in an 
argon flow of 0.6 1/min and 1 atm was used for the poly
dispersed aerosol production. Monodispersed aerosol size 
cuts were selected using a differential mobility sizer 
(DMA) resulting in a 10% Ar in synthetic air mixture. 
The aerosol stream was then admixed turbulently with the 
"NOj/Oj/He gas stream. A portion of the mixed 
gas/aerosol stream was extracted for continuous 
monitoring with a condensation nuclei counter while the 
remainder flowed through a residence-time volume to 

allow time for the heterogeneous interaction to occur. The 
mixed gas stream was then passed, in order, through 1) a 
TEA dénuder to remove unreactcd gas phase N02, 2) a 
TEA impregnated glass fiber filter to remove the aerosol 
fraction and any aerosol-bound N02 which may be 
released back into the gas phase and 3) a CoxOy trap to 
remove all residual NOx. The 7-cmission on each trap was 
monitored for several half-lives of the "N (J\a= 9.96 min) 
to determine a final steady-state signal from which 
absolute species concentrations were calculated from 
detector sensitivity values and measured gas flow rates. 
"N02 uptakes per aerosol particle were determined using 
filter and CoxOy trap values. Figure 1 shows the results of 
measurements taken at five different aerosol mobility 
diameters along with best fits used for obtaining a total 
uptake coefficient (the uptake coefficient is a measure of 
the probability for a collisional encounter of the "N03 with 
the aerosol to result in irreversible binding and/or 
reaction). For this experiment, the total uptake coefficient 
was measured to be 1.6 x 10 . 
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Figurel. Net aerosol-bound "N02 (filter, O) and "NO 
reaction product (CoxOy, O) on a per-particle 
basis of monodispersed aerosols. 

In a complementary study, using bulk amorphous carbon 
samples and 106 times higher N02 concentrations, Tabor 
et al. measured uptake coefficients of greater than 0.06[2]. 
Such large differences in N02 heterogeneous processing 
will be reflected in the predictive accuracy of atmospheric 
models incorporating such interactions. More detailed 
experiments completed by us in December are currently 
being analyzed, and additional experiments using 
combustion aerosols are planned for July. 
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TRACING UPTAKE OF N02-N BY SPRUCE NEEDLES WITH 13N02 
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As dry deposition of nitrogen compounds may represent 
a significant contribution to the N-nutrition of otherwise 
N-limited forests and may thus cause nutritional imbal
ances in the trees, the processes involved during uptake 
and assimilation of N02 should be studied in more detail. 
Recent studies [1] have shown uptake and assimilation of 
airborne NO2-N by Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] 
Karst.) at environmentally relevant concentrations below 
100 ppb. Uptake of NO2 follows the routes of gas exchange 
(water, carbon dioxide) through the stomata of the needles 
by diffusional transport. The primary product of N02 in the 
cell sap is still unclear and the high uptake rates can not be 
explained by simple disproportionation of N02. The final 
(organic) fate of NO2-N in spruce needles are amino acids 
and proteins [2]. 

The use of the short-lived radioactive tracer 13N in 
biological research has been reviewed by Meeks [3]. The 
method of producing 13N labelled gaseous oxidized nitro
gen compounds by means of Injector I of the Philips Cyclo
tron at Paul Scherrer Institute has been established recently 
[4]. Detection of y-rays emitted after positron decay of l3N 
allows non-destructive and in situ monitoring of 13N02 

uptake. Its short half-life of 10 min restricts the experimen
tal possibilities to rather fast and straightforward extraction 
and separation procedures, but allows detection in ex
tremely low amounts. 

In the present study, run during two beam times in June 
and December 1994, single shoots of two year old trees 
{Picea abies [L.] Karst.) were fumigated with 13N02 in 
He/02 mixed with an equal volume of humidified air con
taining 160 ppb N02 . Activity was measured online at the 
shoot during the fumigation as well as offline in the plant 
extracts after fumigation periods up to one hour. The ex
traction procedure was derived from a simple method for 
determining anions in plant tissues. It was designed to 
separate the extracts into proteins, amino acids, anions and 
cations within 20 min. 

Figure 1 shows an example of the y-activity measured 
online at the shoot during a fumigation. As the decay ob
served after switching off the labelled gas fits perfectly to 
the radioactive decay, any export of label to the roots turns 
out to be much slower than within the half life of 13N. The 
nearly rectangular shape of the solid line giving the flux of 
label to the needles, calculated from the measured data, 
shows that 13N02 uptake was approximately constant 
within the fumigation time. Figure 2 shows the distribution 
of activity incorporated into the needles as a function of the 
fumigation time. Nitrite and ammonium could not be de
tected. Their life time in the plant tissue must be much 
shorter than that of 13N. Surprisingly, nitrate appeared in 
the cell extracts. To our knowledge, up to date nitrate 
could not be detected within spruce needles because nitro
gen usually is transported in the form of amino acids from 

roots to shoot in these plants. The enzymatic reduction of 
nitrate appears to be the limiting step in the assimilation of 
N02-N. Still, this reduction is fast enough to keep the 
amount of nitrate in the needles below the detection limit 
of classical analytical methods. 

In conclusion, the present study is of big help to eluci
date important processes during uptake and incorporation 
of airborne N02 into spruce needles. Further studies should 
focus on the process which forms nitrate as well as on the 
type of proteins labelled within the very short time of a few 
minutes. 
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Figure 1: Activity measured online during fumigation of a 
spruce shoot and flux of label to the shoot (solid line) 
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Figure 2: Distribution of incorporated actvity as a func
tion of fumigation time. 
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time in the bag, and reach a growth factor of about 1.035 
after 6 hours. 
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GROWTH OF COMBUSTION AEROSOLS AT HIGH RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY 

E. Weingartneru, H. Burtscher2, U. Baltensperger1, P. Haller3 

xPaul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI 
2Laboratorium für Festkörperphysik, ETH Zürich CH-8093 Zürich 
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Ambient aerosols contain hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
material. The amount of these components will determine 
the response of the particles to a change in relative 
humidity (RH). The uptake of water out of the gas phase 
onto an aerosol will change its physical and chemical 
properties. 

Soot particles are usually considered to be hydrophobic. 
However, field experiments in populated areas have shown 
that when an ambient aerosol is subjected to a RH of 85% 
often two modes result, i.e. a more hygroscopic and a less 
hygroscopic mode [1,2]. These data show that also the less 
hygroscopic fraction exhibits a certain growth (by a factor 
ofaboutl.l)atRH = 85%. 

The question arises, if this is also the case for freshly 
emitted soot particles or if aging processes lead to a higher 
hygroscopicity. If the latter is true, it will be of interest, 
which aging processes are mainly responsible for this fact 

The hygroscopicity of aerosol particles was studied by 
measuring the particle growth as a function of RH by a 
computer controlled Tandem Differential Mobility 
Analyzer (TDMA). The aerosol particles were first dried in 
a silicagel diffusion drier and then charged by a bipolar 
charger and fed into a Differential Mobility Analyzer 
(DMA), where a narrow size fraction was selected. This 
dry, highly monodisperse aerosol was humidified by 
passing it through a GORE-TEX tube surrounded by a thin 
water layer. The humidity was controlled by adjusting the 
temperature of this water layer. After a residence time of 
2.2 s the new size distribution was determined with a 
second DMA combined with a Condensation Nuclei 
Counter (CNC). The first DMA voltage was kept fixed 
while the second was scanned to evaluate the increase of 
the particle diameter. The sheath air of the second DMA 
was humidified in the same way as the aerosol stream. 

To test the set-up we made measurements with pure 
NaCl particles. We found a good agreement with predicted 
theoretical data: NaCl particles with a dry diameter of 73 
nm started to grow at 75 % RH and reached a growth 
factor of 2.2 at 90% RH. The growth factor d/do is defined 
as the ratio of the humidified particle diameter d to the dry 
particle diameter do-

Figure 1 shows the determined growth factors of 
combustion aerosols produced by a 4-stroke spark ignition 
engine using leaded fuel. It can be seen that combustion 
particles start to grow at about 95% RH. Even though the 
growth is much smaller than for the NaCl particles, it is 
significant. According to the Köhler model the growth of 
combustion particles at subsaturation is caused by water 
soluble material on the particle surface. 

First investigations were also performed on aged 
combustion aerosols. A conductive bag was filled with the 
exhaust gas of the engine. There were no additional 
gaseous compounds added to the air in the bag and there 
was no light inside the bag. Figure 2 shows the measured 
growth factors after an exposure of the particle to 90% RH 
as a function of the aging time in the bag. Obviously, the 
particles get more hygroscopic with increasing residence 
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Figure 1: Growth factor vs. RH for fresh combustion 
particles. 
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Figure 2: Growth factor at 90 % RH vs. aging time for 
combustion particles in the bag. 

Further experiments are planned in order to find out 
which chemical or physical processes are responsible for 
the observed changes in hygroscopicity, which finally lead 
to the growth factor observed in ambient measurements. 
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CHEMICAL AEROSOL PROPERTIES IN ATLANTIC AIR FROM THE 
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There is considerable current interest in attempting to 
understand what controls the cloudiness of the Earth over 
both oceanic and continental regions, since the degree of 
cloud cover directly affects the albedo, and hence the ra
diation balance, of the globe. Dimethyl sulfide, produced 
by the metabolism of marine phytoplankton and emitted 
into the atmosphere as a result of its very appreciable con
centration gradient across the water-air interface, is oxi
dized in the atmosphere to give a variety of gas and aero
sol phase products. It has been speculated that some of 
these products may be important sources of cloud conden
sation nuclei (CCN) in oceanic areas. One of these prod
ucts is likely to be methane sulfonic acid (MSA) and in
deed a significant seasonal relationship between CCN and 
MSA concentrations has previously been observed in re
mote maritime air. However, establishment of a causal 
relationship between DMS emissions, aerosol number 
concentration and cloudiness has not been established. In 
addition, aerosol particles üiemselves have direct and indi
rect interactions with solar and terrestrial radiation and so 
DMS emissions may modify the planetary radiation bal
ance by the production of aerosol particles and the proc
esses of scattering and absorption. 

The concentrations of dimethyl sulfide in air were ob
tained during a cruise of the RRS Bransfield between the 
United Kingdom and the British Antarctic Survey base at 
Halley Bay over the period October 1992 - January 1993 
using a method of sampling and analysis optimised to 
avoid interferences from oxidants. In Equatorial regions 
(30'N to 30'S) the atmospheric DMS concentration ranged 
from 3 to 46 ng (S) m\ with an average of 18 ng (S) m"\ 
In the polar waters and regions south of the Falkland Is
lands concentrations from 3 to 714 ng (S) m"3 were ob
served, with a mean concentration of 73 ng (S) 
m'[ l ] . 

The concentrations of a range of DMS oxidation prod
ucts were also obtained. No clear relationships between 
reactant and product concentrations were seen. Informa
tion on particle number concentration, Fuchs surface area, 
measured with an epiphaniometer, and the thermal vola
tility characteristics of the ambient aerosol was obtained, 
but again no clear relationships with sulfur concentrations 
were observed. New particle formation during the daytime 
was seen on several occasions. As an example, Fig. 1 
shows a time period with three bursts of the condensation 
nuclei concentration, without a corresponding increase of 
the accumulation mode particle number concentration or 

surface area. However, it is not clear that this is solely due 
to DMS oxidation processes. In polar air, the accumulation 
mode non-sea salt sulfate was found to be in the form of 
unneutralized sulfuric acid but further north, in maritime 
air, substantial neutralization by ammonia, probably of 
marine biogenic origin, occurs. 
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Figure 1: Top: Condensation nuclei (CN) concentrations 
(particle diameter d > 10 nm) with three cases of new 
particle formation. Middle: Accumulation mode (0.1 <d< 
1 \im) concentration and surface area. Bottom: 
CN I epiphaniometer ratio. 
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The level of animal production from pastures is mainly 
controlled by the intake of digestible nutrients, which in 
turn is affected by the amount and nutritive value of the 
herbage consumed. It is well known that attributes of the 
forage on offer such as sward height, intake, which can be 
considered as product of bite mass, rate of biting and 
grazing time. However, herbage intake can also be 
influenced by factors related to rumen fill and rate of 
passage of undigested forage particles. The purpose of the 
study was to determine the effects of sward structure and 
quality and quantity of forage on grazing and ingestive 
behaviour, digesta kinetics and forage intake of steers on 
tropical gross-alone and legume based pastures under 
contrasting stocking rate (i.e. 2 and 4 animals per hectare). 
The experiment was carried out in the Colombian Llanos 
(4'37' North latitude and 70*36? West longitude, 150 to 
170 m asl). 

Daily voluntary intake of dry matter was calculated 1) 
as product of bite mass, rate of biting and grazing time and 
2) using daily faecal output and indigestibility of the forage 
ingested. To measure faecal output a external marker 
(Ytterbium) was dosed in a single dose to the animals and 
marker concentration post-dosing was determined in faecal 
samples over time. The faecal Yb concentration over time 
was fitted to a model whoch allowed to estimate rumen fill, 
turnover rate and faecal output. 

Ingestive behaviour of grazing animals was influenced 
by attributes of forage on offer such as sward surface 
height and forage mass, which in turn were influenced by 
stocking rate. Specially bite mass was found to be sensitive 
to changes in sward canopy structure. In most of the cases 
animals were able to compensate for the decrease in bite 
mass by increasing biting rate when forage mass and 
height decreased (i.e. in the high stocking rate). No 
differences in ingestive behaviour were found between the 
grass-alone and the grass-legume pasture. 

The two methods used to estimate voluntary intake 
gave considerably different results. The first method 
(ingestive behaviour) detected no differences between dry 
and rainy season, whereas the second method (external 
marker) showed clearly that animals had higher voluntary 
intake during the rainy season as compared with the dray 
season. The higher voluntary intake was associated with 
higher digestibility and crude protein content of the forage 
ingested during the rainy season. This suggests that the 
first method used to estimate voluntary intake may give 
reliable results, when intake is limited by height or mass of 
the forage on offer but not when it is limited by the quality 

(e.g. crude protein or digestibility) of the forage ingested as 
it was the case in this study. 

Crude protein intake per day was higher in the grass-
legume pasture as compared with the grass-alone pasture 
whereas intake of metabolizable energy per day did not 
vary with pasture type. This indicates, that higher live 
weight gains observed in the grass-legume pasture arc 
mainly due to higher protein intake. 
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For gas phase chemical separations of heaviest ele
ments the OLGA technique is usually applied to measure 
the retention times of volatile compounds in an isothermal 
quartz column. Such retention times are then used to iden
tify, on the basis of empirical correlations, the compounds 
•which have been produced and separated. However, such 
assignments are often highly uncertain since several spe
cies might exist with similar volatility. Moreover, the lit
erature data on the volatility of inorganic compounds such 
as sublimation enthalpy or vapour pressure are scarce and 
quite often not accurate. Especially problematic are reten
tion time measurements for the identification of volatile 
compounds from exotic elements where no thermodynamic 
informations exist yet. Such elements are e.g. the trans-
actinides. 

It would therefore be highly desirable to couple an 
O L G A separation with mass spectrometry which should 
allow to determine the produced compounds. Commer
cially available GC-MS system - which are widely used in 
organic chemistry - are poorly suited for such applications 
because of their low efficiency. For applications in the field 
of heavy element chemistry, due to the low production 
rates of such elements at a single-atom-at-a-time basis, 
high efficiency devices are mandatory. The GC-MS cou
pling yield should therefore not be lower than a few per
cent. 

An additional problem in this field is the poor know
ledge of the formation yield of positively (or negatively) 
charged ions of inorganic molecules such as e.g. W02C12 

in an ion source. We take this molecule as an example 
since presently much effort is being made to study, in an 
international collaboration of nuclear chemistry groups, for 
the first time the chemical behaviour of element 106. This 
element is a member of group VI and should therefore 
have similar chemical properties as tungsten. Thermody
namic extrapolations indicate that oxychlorides might be 
well suited for separation and identification of elements of 
this group. These compounds are highly volatile and stable 
under conditions of the gas-jet system used to transport 
short-lived products from an accelerator to a chemistry 
laboratory. 

Gibson has shown [1] that oxy fluorides of tungsten can 
be well ionized via electron bombardment in a Knudson 
cell. It was found that W02F2

+ did fragment only little un
der electron-impact conditions. In addition, this molecule 
was found to dominate over e.g. WOF3

+ or WF4
+, respec

tively. 
We have produced macro-amounts of tungsten oxy

chlorides with the gas thermochromatographic technique: 
W03 was introduced in a quartz column which was heated 
in a tubular oven to 700 °C. As chlorinating gas nitrogen 
containing about 100 Torr of thionylchloridc was used. 
Behind the oven section the quartz tube was cooled down 

to room temperature along a stationary negative tempera
ture gradient. According to their volatility, at different 
positions in the quartz tube coulcred substances where 
found: W02Cl2(yellow), WOCl,(red), and WOCl3(grcen), 
respectively. 

W02C12 was transfered in a crucible which was heated 
to about 220 °C. The vapour of the corresponding 
substance was ionized by electron impact (electron energy 
70 eV) using a capillary. 

For the mass measurement a VARIAN spectrometer 
CH7-A was used. This device is a magnetic separator. For 
detection a SEV was used. 
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Figure 1: Measured mass spectrum ofWOiClz 

Figure 1 shows the measured mass spectrum, normal
ized to 186W160235C12 = 100 %. The spectrum nicely shows 
that the dominant peaks around masses 284 - 292 originate 
from the ion WO^Cfe* , with the relative peak heights 
according to the natural isotopes of W, O and CI. 

The peak groups at lower masses come from WOCl2+, 
W02O+, WOCl+ etc. This encouraging observation proves 
that such complex molecules „survive" the ionization 
process under electron bombardment. 

In future experiments it is intended to study such mole
cules on-line at accelerators, where the molecules are syn
thesized with short-lived isotopes of tungsten, produced in 
heavy ion fusion reactions. 
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The independent yields of isobaric nuclides from the 
thermal neutron induced fission of 235U can usually be 
described by a Gaussian distribution [1]. However, for 
nuclides with very low yields such a prediction fails. 
Recently it was realized that for products from very 
asymmetric fission, e.g. with masses 70 to 87, the yields 
can be described by a simple Q-value model [2]: In (yield) 
= 0.544 Q - 95.861, where the yield is given in percent of 
the total fission yield (see Fig. 1). 

The Q-value model, or so-called „QB-systematics" was 
frequently used by Volkov et al. to describe, in deep 
inelastic reactions between heavy ions, the yields of 
projectile-like transfer products in very asymmetric 
reactions. He showed that for isotopes of a transfer element 
the cross section can be described by 

a « exp(Qœ/T) + const., where 
Qffi is the ground-state Q-value, T the nuclear temperature 
and a constant which depends on the Coulomb barrier of 
the separating system. Typical temperatures where 2 to 3 
MeV for deep inelastic reactions at energies about 10 % 
above the interaction barrier. 

In the following an attempt is made to use the Q^ 
model to describe the independent yields of fission 
nuclides. As an example we take the yields of 37Rb and 
ssCs, two complementary fission elements, because for this 
system independent yields down to 10*9 % have 
experimentally been measured [1]. 

One problem in applying the Q-value systcmatics to 
fission products is the neutron evaporation from the 
primary fragments. To keep this estimate simple we 
assume: 
• the number of emitted neutrons is constant for all 

nuclides of an isobar. We take the values given in [1] 
• no correction for the kinetic energy of the emitted 

neutrons is made, and also 
• no correction for the kinetic energy of the products is 

made, because their atomic numbers are fixed. 

The Q-value for a given fission product is then 
calculated as the weighted mean of the two combinations 
leading to the compound nucleus 236"XU and M6+yU, 
respectively. As an example, table 1 summarizes the Q-
valuc calculation for the fission product MRb. 

Table 1: Q-value estimate for 

Nuclide 1 

44Rb 

s 4Rb 

Neutron Nuclide 2 
number 
0.96 [1] '"»Cs 

0.96 [1J l » C s 

4Rb 

Neutron 
number 
1.67 [1] 

1.72 [1] 

Total mass 
number 
235.63 

236.68 

Q-value 

166.4 
(Q,)[3] 
160.9 
(Q,)[3] 

The final Q-value is then 0.68Q, + 0.37Q2= 164.4 MeV 

Fig. 2 depicts the final results from this study. We 
observe extraordinary well pronounced correlations over as 
much as 9 orders of magnitude for neutron-poor and 
neutron-rich isotopes of Rb and Cs, respectively, and vice 
versa. The Q-value correlations are observed for nuclides 

with independent yields < 1 %. Both correlation lines 
differ by about 4 MeV. Presently, we have no explanation 
for this observation. 

The nuclear temperature deduced from the slope of 
both correlation lines is 1.2 MeV. 
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Figure 1: Correlation between In(yield) and Q-value for 
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Figure 2: Indépendant yields of (nf) isotopes of Rb and 
Cs, respectively, as a function of the Q-value 
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RADIUS - VOLATILITY CORRELATION OF THE TETRACHLORIDES 
OF Ti, Zr, Hf, 104, Th AND U 

B. Eichlcr, A. Tiirlcr, H.W. Gäggeler 

Paul Schcrrcr Institut, Villigen, Switzerland 

The volatility of a pure chloride compound can be 
regarded as an indicator of the polarity of the metal to 
chlorine bond. A strongly ionic bonding character implies 
large radii of the metal ion and a large difference in 
electronegativity. Strongly polarized bondings (small ionic 
radii, small difference in electronegativity) imply high 
volatilities. 

Fig. I shows the correlation between ionic radius of the 
metal and the standard sublimation cnthalphy (A//s°(298)) 
of the relevant elements. The correlation can best be 
described by the following relation: 

A//S
0(29S)MC14 =3593.0*R0lbil(nm)-115.976 [kJ/mol](l) 

With an orbital radius for 1044+ = 0.0706 nm [1], from 
relativistic calculations, the sublimation enthalpy of 104C14 

was calculated: 

A7-/0<29S)104C14= 137.9 kJ/mol 

A similar correlation seems to exist between the 
sublimation enthalpies and the PAULlNG-radii of the ions 
of these elements (sec Fig. 1) The following relation was 
deduced: 

H 
0(298) 

(kJ/mol) 

AH*m)MC\A = 4900.1*RftdJng (nm)-279.193 [kJ/mol](2) 

Using this relation and the above calculated 
sublimation enthalpy for 104C14 (137.9 kJ/mol) or the 
previously extrapolated value of 122.1 kJ/mol[3j, crystal 
chemical radii of 1044+ were determined. Values for 
RPauli of 0.08512 nm and 0.08189 nm resulted, 
respectively. 

As expected such correlations exist for any other set of 
radii scales. Using the JAGODY-radii [2] the sublimation 
enthalpy of MC14 can be expressed as: 
A//0<298)MCl4 = 5826.0*RJagaJy (nm)-351.881 (kJ/mol](3) 

An ionic radii for 1044+ of 0.0820 nm from Rcf. [2] 
corresponds to: 

AH*mh04C\A = 125.85 kJ/mol 

The standard sublimation enthalpies for 104C14, that 
were extrapolated as a function of the ionic radii, and from 
correlations with the standard enthalpy of monoatomic, 
gaseous 104 [3], differ only by 15%. 
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Fig. 1 Correlation between the standard sublimation enthalpy and the orbital and the crystal ionic radii, respectively. 
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ESTIMATED STANDARD ENTHALPIES OF GASEOUS 104 AND 105 AND 
STABILITY AND VOLATILITY OF THEIR CHLORIDES AND 
OXYCHLORIDES 

B . Eichler, A. Türler, H.W. Gäggeler 

Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland 

The predictions of physicochemical properties of the 
transactinides and their compounds are invaluable in 
interpreting the results of current experiments and in 
planning future experiments. 

Sophisticated, relativistic calculations predict that rela-
tivistic modifications of valence orbitals can strongly influ
ence the chemical properties of very heavy elements, such 
as the transactinides [1]. The experimental verification of 
such predictions requires not only detailed relativistic pre
dictions of the chemical properties of transactinide ele
ments, but also "non"-relativistic extrapolations of the 
chemical properties based on the regularities and periodic 
trends within the groups and periods of the periodic table. 
These predictions cannot be regarded as purely "non"-
relativistic, since relativistic alterations are influencing the 
chemistry of the lighter elements as well and are increasing 
down the groups of the periodic table. 

In gas chromatography experiments the volatility of 
well defined compounds is of utmost interest. In our ex
periments the relevant thermodynamic property is the 
standard adsorption enthalpy (A//a

0(T)) of these com
pounds on quartz surfaces. AH a

0 ( T ) can be related through 
an empirical correlation to the standard sublimation 
enthalpy (A//s°<298>) [2]: 
-Af/° (T)MC1X = 0.655*A//S

0(298)MC1:1 +18.0 [kJ/mol] (1) 

The various thermodynamic state functions are shown 
in a Born Haber cycle in Fig. 1. One way to extrapolate the 
volatility of a compound is to determine A//s

0(298>) as the 
difference of the standard formation enthalpies (A/ /^ 2 9 8 ) ) 
of the pure compounds in the gas- and the solid phase. 
Generally, A//f°(298) of compounds of the same type within 
the same group correlate with the standard enthalpy of 
gaseous, monoatomic elements (A#°(298)M(g)) of their 
respective elements. Basis for an extrapolation is the 
knowledge of AW°(298)M(g)Values of the relevant elements. 
However, their prediction is not possible, due to the few 
experimental data points and the non-linear shape of the 
applicable extrapolation functions. 

To circumvent this problem, we are using an empirical, 
linear correlation between A/f°'298)M(E)-values of the ele
ments of groups 4 and 3, and, in analogy, between groups 
5 and 4. A graphical representation is shown in Fig. 2. The 
following extrapolation functions resulted: 

AH0(298)M(4) (g ) = 2.9749 * Atf0(298)M(3)(g) - 658.835 

AH*298)M(5)M = 1.7174* A//0(298)M(4) l '(g) '(g) 292.242 

Thus, the values for A#°(298n04(g) and A«°(298»M(g)105(g) 

could be extrapolated (see Tab. 1). The linear correlations 
that exist between Atf°(298>M(g) and Atfs°<298>MClx(s,g) or 
A/fs°^298^MOCly(s gj, respectively, and between 
A/$298>M(g) ' and A/#Xa»>MClx(Si?) or 

A//j°(298)MOCly(s.g), respectively, are shown in Fig. 3. 
Using these relations the standard formation- and 
sublimation enthalpies of the solid- and gaseous chlorides 
and oxychlorides of elements 104 and 105 were estimated 
(see Tab. 1). 

According to relation (1), "non"-relativistic predictions 
for Atfa°(T\ the relevant thermodynamic property in our 
experiments, have been extrapolated. 

M ( g ) 

•AHâl298,MCl4(g) 

AH° (298)M 

+ 4 CI(B) 

4 

2AH 
0(298). 

'CI. 

MCI 4(g) 
A 

0(298) 

M (s ) + 2 C I 2 ( g ) 

MCU(g) AH° ( 2 9 8 )MCi4 

MCI 
,0(298) 

4(s) 

AHf
ul*""MCl4(s) 

Fig. J Born Haber cycle showing the relevant thermo
dynamic state functions for the formation of tetrachlorides. 

Table 1: Extrapolated thermodynamic data of volatile 
chlorides and oxychlorides of elements 104 and 105 

Element or 

compound 

104(g) 

105(g) 

104Cl4(s) 

104Cl4(g) 

105Cl5(s) 

105Cl5(g) 

105OCl3(s) 

105OCl3(g) 

Thermody 

A W 0 ( 2 9 8 , M 

648 

821 

namic state function 

AHf29S) 

1031.2 

909.1 

899.4 

805.2 

968.8 

788.8 

AW(X298) 

s 

122.1 

94.2 

180.0 

[kJ/mol] 

A/f°™ 

97.9 

79.7 

135.9 
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ESTIMATED STANDARD SUBLIMATON ENTHALPY OF AcCl3 IN 
COMPARISON WITH RESULTS FROM THERMOCHROMATOGRAPHY. 

B. Eichlcr, A. Türler, HAV. Gäggelcr 

Paul Schcrrcr Institut, Villigen, Switzerland 

In the two prececding contributions to this annual 
report [1,2] we tried to predict the volatility of chlorides 
and oxychlorides of the elements 104 and 105. These 
extrapolations were based on empirical correlations 
between thermodynamic state functions and ionic radii, 
and the state functions among themselves. These 
calculations are intended to provide "non"-relativisü'c 
predictions that can be compared to relativistic calculations 
and actual experimental results. 

In order to test the reliability of such extrapolations, we 
tried to predict the volatility of ACCI3, which has been 
studied experimentally in carrier free form [3]. In the case 
of Ac no strong relativistic effect is expected. In order to 
test the accuracy of the empirical extrapolation method a 
comparison with experimental gaschromatographic results 
appears more promising than formal error propagation 
analysis of the used empirical correlations. 

In a first step the empirical correlation of the standard 
formation enthalpies of the trichlorides of the group 3 
elements (A//fD(29S>MCl3(s,g)) with the standard enthalpies 
of the monoatomic, gaseous elements (A//°t298)M<g)) was 
established. Using literature data [4] for the corresponding 
state functions of the elements Se, Y and La the following 
relations were established: 

MP9 8 >MC13 ( 0 = 2.5533 * AW0 ( 2 9 S )M ( E ) - 52.9775 (1) 

and 

Ar7p98)MCl3(£) = 1.1359 * Aff "^Mfc j + 238.029 (2) 

With A#°(298)Ac(g) = 439.2 kJ/mol the values for 
Atf/'GWAcCljkg) and A//s°(298)MCl3(s,g) shown in Tab.l 
have been calculated. 

An estimated adsorption enthalpy on quartz surfaces 
(A// a

0^) was established according to an empirical 
relation with Atfs°(298)MCl3 [5] 

-A//°(T)MC1X =(0.655±0.042)Atfs
0(2WMClx + (18±8) (3) 

A second possibility to evaluate A//s°(298)AcCl3 is given by 
the volatility-rgdius correlation. In Fig. 1 the linear 
correlations of A//S°(298)MC13 with crystal ionic radii and 
orbital radii are shown. With Rcn-staK^0) = 0.111 nm and 
the relation: 

The predicted values for A//a°^AcCl3 differ from the 
experimentally determined values by about 16%. 

Tab. 1 Thermodynamic state functions of ACCI3. 

State function 

AHpWAcCl3W 

Atff°<
298>AcCl3(g) 

AW °(298)AcCl3 (1) 

Atf °mAcCl3 (1) 

A t f ^ A c C ^ (2) 

AW^AcClj (2) 

AZ/^AcClj (3) 

[kJ/mol] 

-1068.43 

-736.92 

331.5 

-235+22 

355 

-251±23 

-281+5 

determined via 

«M<a> 

f(M(s)) 

f(A//s); Eq. (3) 

Nervst) 

f(A//s); Eq. (3) 

'UdenosiiionJ 

H 
0(298) 

(kJ/mol) 

20 40 6 0 BO 100 CO 140 

10OO • R (nm) 

* R (orbital) " R (crystal) 

Fig. 1 Correlation between the standard sublimation 
enthalpy and the orbital and the crystal ionic radii, 
respectively. 
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THE RELATIVE VOLATILITY OF Zr, Hf AND 104 TETRACHLORIDES 
COMPARED TO NbCl5 

A. Tiirlcr, B . Eichlcr 

Paul Schcrrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland 

In the work of Kadkhodayan et al. [1] the volatility of 
104-chloridcs has been determined with high accuracy us
ing isothermal chromatography. These measurements in
volved the detection of hundreds of separated 104 atoms. 
Using the same set-up and similar experimental conditions, 
the volatilities of chlorides of the lighter homolog group 4 
elements Zr and Hf were also determined. Surprisingly, Hf-
chloridcs became volatile only at about 100 "C higher tem
peratures than did Zr-chloridcs, which were similar in 
volatility to 104-chlorides. This finding clearly contra
dicted thcrmochemical data measured for macroscopic 
quantities of ZrCI4 and HfCl4, with HfCl4 being slightly 
more volatile than ZrCU-

This contradiction prompted us to screen the available 
literature data, as well as our own experimental data on Zr-
and Hf-chlorides. However, depending on the analysis pro
cedure, adsorption enthalpies varying from -74 kJ/mol to -
98 kJ/mol were found for e.g. ZrCl4. In order to compare 
the results of Kadkhodayan ct al. [1] with literature data, 
the different adsorption enthalpies (AtfOCDjJ that resulted 
from different analysis procedures had to be evaluated. 
Fortunately, in most of the experiments the volatility of 
NbCi5 was also determined. In order to circumvent these 
inconsistencies without reanalyzing the existing data set, 
the difference of the A//0CDa-values of the investigated 
species relative to A//0(T)a(Nba5) w a s p i o t l cd (Fig. 1). The 
maximum spread of the A//nCOa(ZrCl4) values of 34 
kJ/mol was thus reduced to less than 9 kJ/mol. All authors 
report ZrCl4 being about -7 to -16 kJ/mol less volatile than 
NbCl5. A similar situation was observed for HfCl4. Using 
the empirical correlation between the sublimation enthalpy 
(A/7°(DS) and A//°<Da from Eichler ct al. [2] and the litera
ture data [3] for macroscopic amounts of ZrCl4, HfCl4 and 
NbCls, adsorption enthalpy differences of-10.6 kJ/mol and 
-6.8 kJ/mol resulted for ZrC!4 and HfCl4, respectively. 
These values are in good agreement with the data obtained 
wiüi tracer quantities and from carrier free experiments. 

Not much is known about the ability of the group 4 
elements to form oxychloridcs. Morozov ct al. [3] have 
prepared ZrOCl2 and HfOC^ by heating mixtures of ZrCi4 

or HfCl4 with SD2O3 in an atmospîscre of chlorine or ar
gon. They found that ZrOCl2 and UÎOQ2 decompose to 
the tetrachloride and the oxide when heated. They deter
mined the vapor pressure curves of the tetrachlorides over 
their oxychloridcs. The decomposition of the oxychloridcs 
starts at temperatures around 300'C, whereas the tetra
chlorides are volatile at 100'C lower temperatures. Doma-
nov et al. [5] observed that the deposition temperature of 
Zr and Hf changed with increasing O2 concentration in the 
reactive gas. A less volatile species was observed. 

Within die error limits 104C14 exhibits about the same 
volatility as ZrCLj or HfCl4 and thus shows the volatility 
expected from relativistic calculations [6]. From classical 
extrapolations one would expect a slightly less volatile 
104C14 [7]. If 104 exhibits die same anomalous behavior 
like Hf, die volaulity of 104C14 might be even higher. 
These results can now be also compared with the results 
from Zvara et al. [8]. If the experiments are reanalyzed 
wiüi die correct half-life of 2s9104, adsorption enthalpies 
between -24 and -26 kcal/mol resulted [9]. The volatility of 
104C14 chloride determined in these experiments is about 
-25 kJ/mol to -33 kJ/mol lower than for NbCls. Interest
ingly, in these experiments 104-chlorides exhibit about the 
same, lower volatility as do the Hf-chlorides in the work of 
Kadkhodayan ct al. [1] 
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Figure 1: Adsorption enthalpies on quartz surfaces for 
tetrachlorides of group 4 elements Zr, Hf and 104 relative 
to A//0Cna(NbCl5). 
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ON-LINE ISOTHERMAL GAS CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENTS WITH 
CHLORIDES OF ELEMENT 105 
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In 1992 we reported on first volatility experiments with 
105 chlorides [1]. The isotope 262105 was unambiguously 
identified after gas chromatographic separation via 
mother-daughter oc-a correlations. However, due to the low 
transport efficiency of the gas-jet system no conclusion 
about the volatility of 105 chlorides relative to Mb or Ta 
chlorides could be drawn. 

We have now repeated these experiments using our 
improved OLGAIII (On-Line Gas chemistry Apparatus) 
[2]. The isotope 262105 (T| /2 = 34 s) was produced at the 
LBL 88-Inch cyclotron by bombarding a 249Bk target 
(6.8% 249Cf) with an intense beam of 99 MeV '»O. 262105 
decays by 67% oc-emission and 33% spontaneous fission 
(SF)[3]. 

The experimental conditions at which the experiments 
where conducted where as near as possible to the 
conditions where NbCls was separated in the test 
experiments at the reactor. The carrier gas flow rate was 
0.7 to 1 1/min He loaded with C-aerosols. As chlorinating 
agent HCl purified with activated charcoal at 900 °C at a 
flow rate of 100 to 200 ml/min was added as chlorinating 
agent. In front of the quartz wool plug, stripes of graphite 
paper, that were first dipped into SOCI2, were introduced. 
The reaction oven was heated to 950°C. Volatile species 
were carried to the cooler, isothermal section by the 
He/HCl flow. The retention behavior of the chlorides was 
studied as a function of the temperature. Behind the quartz 
column, the molecules were reattached on KCl aerosol 
particles, and rapidly transported through a capillary to the 
MG system, a rotating wheel system. Every 30 s the wheel 
was stepped to subsequently transport the activity in front 
of six 300 mm2 PIPS detector pairs for a- and SF-
counting. In addition to the activity of 262105 and its 
daughter 258Lr, lines due to Po and Bi isotopes were 
visible, which were produced from small lead impurities in 
the 249ßk target. 

The analysis of these experiments revealed 27 a-oc 
correlations in the 8.40 to 8.75 MeV energy range and a 
correlation time window of 20 s. A decay curve analysis 
resulted in a mother half-life of 22.0Î3

4'5
3 s and a daughter 

half-life of 5.1*|;o S. The daughter half-live is slightly 

longer than the literature value of 3.92^;^ s [4], while 

the mother half-live is somewhat short compared to the 

34.1^4;| s literature value [5]. A total of 54 coincident 

spontaneous fission events were registered. A maximum 
likelihood decay curve fit to the recorded life times, 

assuming a minor 256Fm contamination yielded a half-life 

of 21.0^5
9 s and a 256Fm contribution of 16%. 

The data consisting of both, a-a correlation and fission 
yields, was combined to arrive at a yield vs. isothermal 
temperature curve (Fig.l). Since without chemical 
separation 262105 cannot be identified, all chemical yields 
were normalized to the yield measured at 350 °C. It 
appears as if the yield curve for 105-chlorides consists of 
two species, one of which is volatile even at temperatures 
around 200 °C, whereas the second one becomes volatile 
above 350 °C. The yield curve was analyzed with the 
Monte Carlo model, assuming that two chemical species 
were present, namely 105Cls and IO5OCI3. Adsorption 
enthalpies of -AtfO(T)a(i05OCl3) = 117 kJ/mol and 
-A//°(T)a(105CI5) < 98 kJ/mol resulted, respectively. For 
the volatility of IO5CI5 only a lower limit can be 
calculated, since at lower temperatures than 200 °C no 
data points were measured. It appears as if IO5OCI3 is 
somewhat less volatile than NbOCl3. The presence of even 
traces of O2 prevents the formation of IO5CI5. Future 
experiments will probably require the use of graphite 
columns. 
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Figure l:Relative yield curves measured for 105-chlorides 
compared to NbCls and NbOCl^. 
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On the preceding page of this annual report, we reported 
on volatility experiments with element 105 chlorides. The 
isotope 262]05 was unambiguously identified after gas 
chromatographic separation via mother-daughter a-a 
correlations. The analysis of these experiments also 
revealed a total of 52 coincident spontaneous fission (SF) 
events in the first five detector pairs. Two additional 
coincident SF's were registered in detector pair No. 12, 
which allowed to monitor the long-lived SF background. A 
maximum likelihood decay curve fît to the recorded life 
times, assuming a minor 256Fm contamination yielded a 
half-life of 21.0^5

9s and a 256pm contribution of 16%. 
The SF activity can therefore be attributed to either SF 
from 262105 and 263105 (which is expected to contribute 
up to 1/3 of the SF-events at 99 MeV beam energy [1]), or 
to SF from 262104, a possible EC daughter of 262105. 
262104 has a half-life of 2.1 s [2], whereas^ 104 (possible 
EC daughter of 263105) is expected to be longer-lived. 

In Fig. 1 the distribution of the events in a mass fraction 
vs. total kinetic energy (TKE) plot is shown. The average 
IKE is about 209 MeV. The FWHM of the TKE 
distribution could not be determined due to the low 
statistics. The measured mass distribution is shown in 
Fig. 2. A Gaussian with FWHM = 36.9 amu was fitted to 
the distribution. This distribution appears to be 
considerably wider than the FWHM = 19.6 amu that was 
measured for 262104 [3]. However, the low statistics and 
the not ideally thin samples could considerably broaden the 
mass distribution. A broadening of the mass distribution to 
FWFfM > 35 amu appears possible under the given 
circumstances, but is not very likely. Due to the low 
statistics it is also not possible to decide whether the mass 
distribution is asymmetric or symmetric. These results are 
in line with the findings of an earlier study [4], where in 
measurements of unseparated samples (81% 256Fm) the 
authors concluded that the mass distribution contributing 
19 % of the SF had to be broadly symmetric (FWHM > 47 
amu) or asymmetric. 

If 262105 has indeed a SF-branch, the spontaneous 
Fission hindrance factor would be surprisingly low. From 
earlier measurements [5] it appears as if 262104 might have 
two SF isomers, one with a half-live of 63 ms and one with 
a half-life of 2.1 s. The EC decay of 262105 might populate 
only one of the two isomers, which would explain the 
different SF properties. Clearly, further experiments with 
better statistics are needed to answer these interesting 
questions. Nevertheless, the use of gas phase chemistry 
allowed for the first time the investigation of the properties 
of this SF activity. 
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Figure 1:Distribution of the mass fraction vs. TKE for 
SF-events attributed to 262.263J05 or 262104. 
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Figure 2: Mass yield distribution for SF events attributed 
to 262.263105 or 262104. 
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On-line gaschromatography is one of the techniques 
proposed to study the chemical properties of element 106. 
One of the major tasks will be the separation of element 
106 from other reaction products. Zirconium and Niobium 
are homologue of elements 104 and 105 and serve here as 
model substances. 

The short-lived Niobium and Zirconium nuclides %vere 
produced in a gas-jet setup at the TRIGA reactor at the 
University of Mainz. In order to reduce the complexity of 
the fission product spectrum, the target was covered with a 
10 |im Al-foil thus stopping the heavy fission products in 
the foil. The light fission products penetrating the foil were 
transported with a He/C-aerosol gas-jet to the gas-chroma-
tography system (OLGA-III [1]) and the detection system 
respectively. Different reactive gases HCl, SOQ2/O2, 
HCI/CI2 or HCI/O2 were added at the entrance of the 
OLGA-system to the gas-jet. The compounds exiting the 
gaschromatograph were reattached on a KCl-gas-jet and 
transported to the detection. The OLGA-tape system [2] 
equipped with a HPGe-detector was used with a stepping 
time of 6 s. Approximately 100 steps were accumulated for 
each measurement. 

Fig. 1 shows the yields for "gNb (Tw = 14.3 s), 10INb 
(7.1 s) and "Zr (2.1 s) versus temperature of the isothermal 
column section. The chlorinating agents are indicated with 
different symbols HCl:«, SOCb/O^A, HC1/C12: • , 
HCl/02: O . The lines are drawn to indicate approximate 
retention curves. Since the amount of activity transported 
out of the target chamber is heavily dependent on the pres
sure, absolute chemical yields are difficult to determine. 
Yields shown in this figure are relative to a reference 
measurement bypassing the gaschromatograph. The 
maximum yield for short-lived nuclide is dependent on the 
residence time of the nuclide in the OLGA-system and 
therefore, also on the reaction rate of the formation of the 
volatile chloride compound and its volatilization. Highest 
yields are obtained for Nb with HCI/O2 as chlorinating 
agent. The reaction with Zr seems to be slower or incom
plete. The retention curves for the shorter lived 10lNb are 
obviously shifted to higher temperatures 

The positions of the retention curves for the different 
chlorinating agents for one nuclide are also dependent on 
the chemical mechanism of the gaschromatographic trans
port, which is influenced by the composition of the reactive 
carrier gas. Further investigations are needed to determine 
the speciation of the transported compound. 

The results show, that depending on the chlorinating 
agent the maximum yield decreases in the order HCl > 
HCI/O2 > HCI/CI2 > SOCl2/02. indicating that the reaction 
rate is reduced following the same sequence. 
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Fig. 1: Yields of isothermal gaschromatographic 
separations of " sNb, 10,Nb and "Zr with different 
chlorinating agents (HCl:*, S0C12/02:A, HCl/CljrD, 
HCUOn'.O.) versus temperature of the isothermal zone. 
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In preparation for gas phase chemistry experiments 
with clement 106 the behavior oF Po was investigated. The 
a-decay energies of the isotopes 2iimp0 (8.885 MeV, 
7.04%) and 2i2mpQ (8.520 McV, 2.05%) would severely 
interfere with the detection of a-particles from the decay of 
265106 (8.71-8.91 MeV) and 266106 (8.63 MeV) [1]. These 
Po-isotopes are being produced form trace impurities in the 
Cm target material. 

Since accelerator time is scarce, short-lived Po-isotopes 
were continuously produce using a generator system. A 
schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A 
226Ra flow through Rn gas source (Pylon RN-1025-100; 
84.4 kBq) delivered a constant activity of 222Rn. The 
source was flushed with 100 ml/min N2. The stream of 
222Rn in N2 was mixed with a stream of 11/min He loaded 
with C-acrosols in a 3 1 volume mixing vessel. The mixed 
gases were lead into a 7.51 volume hold-up vessel to allow 
the 3.11m-218Po daughter to approach secular equilibrium. 
The 2lSp0 atoms, attached to the surface of the carbon 
aerosols, were transported through a capillary to the chro
matography apparatus where the chromatography of Po-
chlorides was studied. Chlorinating agents were either 200 
ml/min HCl, purified form traces of O2 through an acti
vated charcoal column heated to 900'C, or, 25 ml/min 0 2 

saturated with SOCl2 at 20'C. Behind the chromatography 
apparatus the separated activities were reattached to KCI-
aerosols and transported with a second gas-jet to the tape 
detection system, where the a-decay of 2t8po was regis
tered. The tape was stepped every minute in order to trans
port the collected activity in front of a PIPS detector. 
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Figure 1 Schematic of the experimental set-up. 

In Fig. 2 the relative chemical yields of Po-chlorides 
are shown as a function of the isothermal temperature in 

me chromatography oven. Obviously, two species of differ
ent volatility were formed. With HCl, Po forms a chloride 
which is volatile at a 150°C lower temperature than with 
O2/SOO2. The reason for this behavior is not clear. From 
die literature [2,3] it is known mat with HCl as well as 
witfi SOCI2, P0CI4 is formed upon reaction with Po02 . The 
less volatile species might be PoCl2, which would be 
formed by reduction of P0CI4 with S02. The existence of 
an Po-oxychlorid has not been confirmed. Also a transport 
reaction mechanism, with P0CI4 in the vapor-phase and 
P0O2 as the adsorbed species must be considered. 

The yield curve was analyzed with the Monte Carlo 
model, assuming Üiat two different chemical species were 
studied, namely P0CI4 and PoCl2. Adsorption enthalpies of 
-A//0(T)a0?oCl4) = 94 kJ/mol and -A//o<T)a(PoCl2) = 129 
kJ/mol resulted, respectively. With O2/SOCI2 as chlorinat
ing agent, and under similar experimental conditions as in 
the Po studies, short-lived W-isotopes rapidly traveled 
through the chromatography column at temperatures as 
low as 275 "C. Therefore, we expect to significantly reduce 
contaminating Po-activities by running future 106 gas 
chromatography experiments at isothermal temperatures 
around 300*C. 
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Figure 2: Relative yield curves measured for Po-chlorides. 
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The goal of this investigation is to find the shortest half-
life at which the OLGA-system [1] can, with reasonable 
yields be used to investigate the chemical properties of 
volatile compounds of radioactive nuclides. In our 
investigation we iiave used chloride compounds of various 
Niobium nuclides: WgNb <Jm=U.3 s), 101Nb (7.1 s), 10OmNb 
(3.1 s) and 100Nb (1.53 s). These nuclides are all fission 
products and were produce on-line in a He-gas-jet setup 
with C-aerosols at the TRIGA-reactor at the university of 
Mainz. 

The gaschromatographic separation in the OLGA-
system involves several steps, some of which are thermally 
activated, others are influenced by geometric factors (i.e. 
column length and diameter) and operating conditions (gas 
flow). The steps are: 
1) formation of the volatile compound from the reactive 
gas (HCl) and the radioactive nuclide adsorbed on the gas-
jet carrier aerosol. 
2) desorbtion of the volatile compound from the aerosol. 
3) gaschromatographic transfer through the reaction zone 
filled with quartz wool. 
4) gaschromatographic transfer through the quartz 
capillary in the isothermal section (chromatography 
column). 
5) attachment of the compounds exiting the column on 
KCl aerosols in the so called recluster unit. 
6) transport to the detection system. 

The presence of different nuclides of the same element 
and the radioactive decay offers two possibilities to 
determine the residence time in the OLGA-system. 

The first method consists of two measurements: a) the 
fission products delivered by the gas jet are feed directly to 
the detection system, bypassing the gas chromatographic 
section (direct catch), b) the fission products are subjected 
to the gaschromatographic process running at different 
temperatures. Assuming that the decrease in the saturation 
activities is due only to the radioactive decay, the ratio of 
the saturation activities of measurement a) and b) and the 
half-life determine the residence time. This methods 
neglects other possible reasons for decreased yields like: 
irreversible adsorption and losses in the recluster unit. 

The second method is independent of these losses since 
the residence time is determined from the production ration, 
the ratio of the saturation activities after the 
gaschromatography and the difference of the decay 
constants of different nuclides of the same element (see 
[2]). 

Fig. 1 shows the residence time in the OLGA-system 
determined by the two methods (method !:•, method 2:>) 
as a function of the inverse temperature of the isothermal 
section. Due to the low yields at low temperatures the errors 
of the measurements are rather large. Note that the 

temperature of the isothermal section not only influences 
the gaschromatographic transfer through this section but 
also the attachment in step 6. The approximately linear 
dependence of the logarithm of the yield versus inverse 
temperature points to thermally activated processes as rate 
determining steps. The shortest residence times of 1.5 s at 
400 °C approach the value for the residence time of an inert 
gas. Within the errors the two methods give the same 
results showing that chemical yields in the OLGA-system 
are high and losses due to irreversible adsorption or the 
losses in the recluster unit are negligible. 

Our results show that the OLGA-system at 300 to 
400 C is very well suited for the gaschromatographic 
separation of volatile chlorides respectively or oxychlorides 
of nuclides with half-lives between 1 and 4 s. 
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Fig. 1: Average residence time of volatile Niobium-
Chlorides in the OLGA-System versus inverse temperature. 
The symbol • indicates values calculated by method 1, and 
the symbol A by method 2. 
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With the successful implementation of the ECRIS 
(Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source) at the Phillips 
cyclotron (injector 1) at PSI, intense heavy ion beams are 
now available. Our gas-jet target (11, developed for proton-
and a-particlc induced reactions, could no longer be used 
for heavy ion irradiations. The energy loss of heavy ions 
passing through matter is much higher compared to 
protons or a-partides. Therefore, vacuum windows and 
targets must be very thin and require intense cooling. We 
have now developed a new gas-jet target system which 
fulfilled these requirements. 

A schematic of the target arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 1. The assembly consists of three components: the 
collimator, the target- and vacuum window system, and the 
gas-jet chamber, containing the recoil chamber and the 
beam stop. The heavy ion beam enters the target assembly 
from the right. The beam, collimated by a graphite ring 
(5 mm i.d.), passes through a HAVAR™ vacuum isolation 
window (4.15 mg/cm2), a volume of He cooling gas and 
the Be target support (2.77 mg/cm.2), before interacting 
with die target material, deposited on the Be-foil. The 
target and the vacuum window form a double window 
system, which allows the distribution of the pressure in the 
gas-jet chamber among the target support foil and the 
vacuum window. The target- and vacuum window 
assembly can easily be replaced as a unit. The space 

Window-Target system 

between the vacuum window and the target foil is flushed 
with 801pm He in a closed cooling circuit, a diffuser splits 
the gas stream between vacuum window and target support 
foil. The He is circulated with a Brcy TFK 5M 
magnetically coupled rotary vane pump. 

The gas-jet carrier gas containing the transporting 
particles (C, Mo03, KCl) enters the chamber via an inlet 
and is then distributed homogeneously wiüiin the chamber. 
Reaction products recoiling from the target into the recoil 
volume are thermalized in the carrier gas and attach to the 
surface of the carrier aerosols. The recoil chamber, 
including the graphite beam stop, is water-cooled to reduce 
the diffusion of reaction products to the walls of the recoil 
chamber. The reaction products, attached to the transport 
aerosol are then transported through a capillary to the 
chemistry laboratory. 

The target assembly is placed in a glove box, which 
will allow the use of radioactive targets in future 
experiments. The heavy-ion gas-jet target was successfully 
tested with a 20Ne beam of 1 electrical microampere. 

The collimator and the gas-jet chamber arc electrically 
isolated to allow separate beam current readings. 
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On-line gaschromatography is one of the proposed 
techniques for the investigation of the chemical properties 
of element 106. The preparation for these experiments 
require the optimization of the separation techniques. W is 
the homologoue of eleniet 106 and therefore ideal for such 
optimization studies. 

The short lived W nuclides: I66W (T1/2=18.8 s). 168W 
(53 s) and 169W (76 s) [1] are produced in the reaction 152Gd 
(20Ne, xn) at 153MeV. Under these conditions also lwHf 
(114 s) and 165Hf (76 s) were produced in ocxn-reactions. 
The irradiation was carried out at PSI with the Phillips 
cyclotron equiped with an ECR source. The target was 
enriched 152Gd (26.2%) on a Be-backing. The reaction 
products were transported from the target to the detections 
system or alternativly the OLGA-gaschromatography [2] 
with a He gas-jet with C-aerosols. 

In order to form the volatile W-oxychloride compounds 
SOiCU/Oi was added as reactive gas at the entrance of the 
OLGA gas Chromatograph. 

Fig. 1 shows the effect of the gaschromatographic 
separation in the y-spectra. In the direct catch (no chemical 
seoaration) the lines of 168W and 165Hf are of the same 165Hf 
is much smaller. Also 166Ta is strongly suppressed in this 
separation. 

The time required for the gaschromatographic 
separation (retention time) can be calculated from the 
production ratio (P), the ratio saturation activities (S) and 
the difference of the decay constants of two nuclides of the 

same element. The production ratio can be determined from 
the saturation activities in a direct catch measurement. 

At = i--*ln(S*p-1) 
A, j — Â.J 

The data in Fig. 2 show that, at temperatures above 
275 °C retention times of less than 10 s can be achived. 
Combined with other results presented in this annual report 
[3], these a possible method for the very important 
separation of element 106 from element 104. 
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Fig. 2: Residence time of W-oxychlorid in the OLGA-
system versus temperature of the isothermal capillary 
section. 
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The study of group 6 hydroxides in the Ch-UJOySiO^,)-
sysiern by the on-line isothermal gas chromatography 
technique requires column temperatures up to 1200 K as 
follows from predictions [1] and thermochromatography 
experiments with molybdenum and tungsten [2, 3]. On the 
way to develop an apparatus well suited to study element 
106 in the Oz-HzO^SiO^o-system the OLGA II device 
was tested in experiments with tungsten. 

Carrier free, short-lived isotopes of W were produced 
by bombarding gadolinium enriched in :S2Gd with 155 MeV 
^Ne at the PSI PHILIPS cyclotron. The reaction products 
were transported to the gas chemistry arrangement with a 
He/Mo03 gas-jet. In order to study the transport reaction 

WO^OH)^ <-> WOx.d.i + HzOa 

by on-line isothermal gas chromatography the quartz wool 
for destroying aerosols was placed in the first section of the 
furnace at 1320 K taking into the bargain an aerosol 
breakthrough of about 3 %. A complete aerosol retention 
was achieved when the quartz wool was positioned in the 
middle of the furnace at 1320 K and the preceding sections 
were kept at the same temperature. But under these 
conditions the isothermal part of the open tubular column 
is with 20 cm rather short for chromatography. 

In this study a 50 cm long section of the column was 
used as isothermal zone. The moving tape system equipped 
with a HPGe detector was used as detection unit and 15 s 
were chosen as step time. 

In Fig. 1 the chemical yield measured for the 53 s I68W 
is shown as a function of the isothermal temperature. The 
flat increase of the yield curve indicating a poor chromato
graphic resolution originates from the short isothermal 
column section. This shortcoming of OLGA II which was 
already mentioned otherwhere [4] becomes even more 
apparent at such high temperatures as in the present study. 
However, the -74 • 15 kJ/mol for the adsorption enthalpy 
on quartz calculated from the Tso% values for 168W and 

are in agreement with the -70 • 7 kJ/mol calculated 
from thermochromatography data [3]. 

For the detection of le*W and 167W ( tw = 19 s and 20 s) 
the total retention time was to long. Taking into consi
deration that the residence time in the recluster unit under 
optimal conditions amounts to abo;tî ?.0 s [4] the contri
bution of the chromatography part to the total retention 
time might be in the same order of magnitude. 

Attempts to apply alternatively a rotating wheel 
detection system for the fast direct condensation of group 6 
hydroxides on metal foils were started only. 

In conclusion, the features of a device for isothermal 
on-line gas chromatography of group 6 elements in the Or 
HîOfgj/SiO^-system should include a preheating section 
prior to the quartz wool filter and a chromatography 
column longer than 1 m. The maximal permissible column 
temperature should be increased to 1400 K. The collection 
of the species passing through the column should be based 
on the direct condensation on metal foils. 
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Tbispcrature 1&J 

Figure 1: Relative gas chemistry yield of 16SW as a 
function of the isothermal temperature. vo(He) = 1.0 llmin, 
v0(O2) = 0.5 llmin, p(H20) = 780 Pa, ArlKCl recluster gas 
flow rate = 1.5 llmin, column diameter = 3.5 mm. 
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For chemical investigations of element 106 it must be 
separated from clement 104 and the actinides. In batch 
experiments it was shown that the lighter subgroup VI 
homologues (Mo, W) can be separated from subgroup IV 
ones (Zr, Hf) on DOWEX 50 exchanger using weak 
HC1/HF solutions [1,2]. 

Because of the short half lives of the isotopes of element 
106 [3] investigations are only possible under on-line 
conditions with relatively high flow rates normally not used 
in ion exchange separations. For that test had been per
formed using a modified SIS AK apparatus [4]. 

Carrier free isotopes of Ba, La, Zr, Nb and Mo were 
obtained by thermal neutron-induced Fission of Pu-239 at 
the TRIGA reactor Mainz. The fission products were trans
ported within a KCl gas jet to the separation apparatus and 
dissolved in the corresponding solution. A SISAK de-
gasser removed the carrier gas from the solution. In a sec
ond step the liquid stream passed a cation exchange col
umn (DOWEX 50x8). 

Activity reference measurements where performed with 
a dummy column filled with glass balls through which die 
activity was passed in order to determine die hole amount 
of activity without ion exchange. In furüier experiments the 
activity that passed the ion exchange column was meas
ured. The rate of activity sorbed on the cation exchange 
column was calculated by die ratio of the activity measured 
in the capillary after the DOWEX 50x8 column and the 
activity obtained in die reference experiment under die 
same conditions. 

Sorption studies of Ba, La, Zr, Nb and Mo were done 
with flow rates « 30 ml/min in concentraüon ranges from 
10"5 to 0.1 M HF and 5-10"2 to 2.0 M HCl. Further more, 
die influence of processing parameters (ion exchanger 
grain size, column lengdi, duration of an experiment) was 
studied widi flow rates about 70 ml/min using the most 
suitable solution in order to get experimental conditions for 
real experiments widi element 106. 
Sorption behaviour of Ba, La, Zr, Nb and Mo 

Mo(VT) and Nb(V) form anionic species at low HF con
centrations whereas Zr exists in cationic forms [5,6]. The 
results obtained in this work (fig.l) are in agreement widi 
previous studies [2,7]. A god separation of Mo and Nb from 
Zr, La and Ba occurs at 10"4 M < CHF < 10"3 M and 
10"2 M < C ^ Q S 0.1 M. To prevent hydrolysis we suggest 
as separation system cjjp = 10"3 M and CJJQ = 0.05 M for 
isolation of element 106. 
Parameter optimisation 

A main goal of this work was to check whether dynamic 
ion exchange is applicable at very high flow rates. 
In order to minimise die hydrodynamic resistance of die 
ion exchange resin die separation behaviour in dependence 

R. Misiak4, H. Bruchertseifer2, N. Trautmann5, A. Nahlcr5, 

6 Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, D-01314 Dresden 

on die grain size widi flow rates = 30 ml/min was tested. 
Good separaüons of Mo(VI) and Nb(V) from Zr, La and Ba 
are possible with grain sizes >200-400 mesh. 
To study die influence of die column lengdi die flow rate 
was increased to 70 ml/min. At this flow rate a column 
length of 10 mm is not longer applicable. It must be at least 
30 mm long for a separation. 

HCl concentration (mol/l) 

Figure 1: Sorption of Ba(II), La(III), Zr(IV), Nb(V) and 
Mo(VI) on DOWEX 50X8 from cHF = W3 M at various 
HCl concentrations; T = 313 K.flow rate = 30 ml/min 

Finally it was checked how long a 30 mm column can 
be used without regenerating. Widiin 60 min the separadon 
behaviour did not change significandy. No break-through 
of Ba, La and Zr was observed widiin this dme. It is well 
known diat Ba and La are very strong sorbed on 
DOWEX 50x8 in weak HCl soludons. The behaviour of Zr 
is radier surprising. However, distribudon values of Zr(IV) 
in pure HCl soludons increase strongly widi decreasing 
HCl concentraüon [8]. Experiments with HF containing 
HCl solution result in distribution values of only about 100 
[2]. Since hydrolysis and dierefore sorption of hydrolysis 
products on the DOWEX surface can be excluded the rea
son for die retendon of Zr might be kineüc desorpüon 
inhibidon. 
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For studies of the chemical behaviour of the transac-
tinide elements after chemical separation with the cen
trifuge system SISAK 3 [1], on-line spectroscopy of o-
particles and SF fragments in a flowing organic liquid is 
necessary. For this, a detector based on liquid scintilla
tion counting has been built up and tested at the Mainz 
TRIG A reactor and the PSI in Villigen [2]. 

Such a detector consists of a spherical measuring cell, 
a teflon reflector and an adjoined photomultiplier tube 
(Hamamatsu R2014). Pulse-shape discrimination is ap
plied to surpress events from ß- and 7- rays. With an 
arrangement of three cells in series, on-line half-life mea
surements using the delay technique [3] are possible. 

To test this arrangement neutron-deficient isotopes of 
hafnium, among them the a-emitter Hf-161, have been 
produced in the bombardment of a 0.5 mg/cm2 samari
um target with 155 MeV Ne6+-ions at the Philips Cy
clotron of PSI. The reaction products were transported 
to the SISAK centrifuges by means of a gas-jet transport 
system. The clusters with the attached activity were 
then dissolved in 3 M nitric acid and hafnium was selec
tively transfered into an extractive scintillator cocktail 
with dibutylphosphate as extractant and toluene as sol
vent [2]. At a flow rate of 0.5 ml/s the organic phase con
taining the hafnium activity was continuously pumped 
through the detector cells. Between the three cells two 
delay loops with a volume of 8.5 ml each were installed. 
The time delay between two consequtive cells was 17 s, 
corresponding to the half-life of Hf-161. 

Figure 1 shows the spectra of three cells accumulated 
over 2.1 hours. In this experiment a total count rate 
(a-, ß- and 7- activity) of 1.48-106 was registered. With 
pulse shape discrimination an o-count rate of approx. 
3900 results. The pulse shape discrimination condition 
used for the evaluation of the spectra in figure 1 allows to 
distinguish between the Hf-161 /^-background (approx. 
4SO0 events), peaked at energies below 4 MeV. 

The decrease of the a-count rate along the three cells is 
not in complete agreement with the known half-life of 
Hf-161 (17 s). This might be due to the fact that the 
flow characteristic of the extractive scintillator cocktail 
in the cells is not ideal. Further experiments on this 
problem are under way. 
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Figure 1: On-line liquid scintillation spectra of the Hf-
fraction after chemical separation with SISAK 3 at a 
flow rate of 0.5 ml/s. Between the cells two delay loops 
with a volume of 8.5 ml each were installed. The energy 
resolution of the Hf-161 a-peak at 4.6 MeV is «520 keV. 
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INTERMULTIPLET CRYSTAL-FIELD TRANSITIONS IN SmBa2Cu307 
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Inelastic neutron scattering has been employed to 
study the crystalline-electric-field (CEF) excitations of 
Sm3 + ions in SmBa2Cu307- We have been able to assign 
all the three CEF doublet states within the lowest J-
multiplet 6H5/2 as well as all the four CEF doublet states 
within the first-excited J-multiplct 6H7/2 of the Sm3+ 

ions and derived a reliable set of CEF parameters. To our 
knowledge this is the first complete INS determination of 
the CEF splitting pattern within an excited J-multiplct of 
f-electron compounds. 

The polycrystallinc SmBa2Cu3C>7 sample was the 
same as used in an earlier neutron diffraction study [1] 
which proved the single-phase character. In order to avoid 
the large neutron cross-section of natural samarium we 
used the isotope 1 5 4Sm. The critical temperature was 
determined from a standard four-probe resistivity 
measurement to be Tc=94 K. The energy spectra covering 
the CEF transitions within the ground-state J-multiplct 
6H5/2 were performed with use of the triple-axis 
spectrometer IN2 installed at the reactor Saphir. The CEF 
transitions to the first excited J-multiplct 6H7/2 were 
measured with use of the timc-of-flight spectrometer 
MARI installed at the spallation neutron source of the 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, U.K. (fixed 
incoming energy Ej=300 mcV). 

Fig. 1 shows a normalized energy spectrum 
observed for SmBa2Cu307 at 10 K in the higher energy 
range. There arc four well resolved inelastic lines (C,D,E 
and F) of magnetic origin at energy transfers AE=124, 
154, 167, and 1.84 mcV which correspond to CEF 
transitions from the ground state to the first-excited J-
multiplet 6H7/2- Together with the measurements 
performed in the low-energy range the CEF level structure 
within the two lowest J-multiplcts is therefore completely 
determined, sec Fig. 2. 

CEF parameters have been determined from the 
present experiments. They provide an excellent description 
of the observed energy spectra as visualized by the full line 
in Fig. 1. 

[1] M. Guillaume, P. Allcnspach, J. Mcost, B. 
Rocssli, U. Staub, P. Fischer, and A. Furrcr, Z. 
Phys. B90, 13 (1993). 
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Figure]-. Normalized energy spectrum of neutrons 
scattered from SmBa2Cu3C>7. Scattering angle 3°<*<12°. 
The line corresponds to the magnetic scattering calculated 
from the CEF parameters derived in the present work. 
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Figure 2: Energy-level scheme of Sm 3 + ions in 
SmBa2Cu307 for the two lowest J-multiplcts as derived 
in the present work. The arrows denote the observed CEF 
transitions. 
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Introduction 

Neutron spectroscopy has proven to be an ideal tool to 
probe charge distributions around rare-earth ions on a 
local scale. This method has successfully been applied to 
cuprate superconductors. In RBa2Cu3Ox (R=rarc earth), 
the rare-earth ion is located between two CuOi planes. 
Therefore the crystal field interaction monitors directly the 
changes of the carrier concentration in the planes induced 
by doping. 
The full crystalline electric field (CEF) energy-level 
scheme in the ground state J multiplet of Ho^+ in 
HoBaoCusOx as a function of oxygen content x has 
recently been established [1]. Some of the measured CEF 
transitions were found to exhibit pronounced line 
broadenings and asymmetries. One reason for the line 
broadening is the coexistence of different local 
environments of the rare-earth ion, i.e., "frustrated" phase 
separation occurs upon doping as found for the first time 
in ErBaiCu3Ox [2]. It is however surprising that even for 
the fully oxygenated compound HoBa2Cu3O7-05 an 
asymmetric line shape has been found which cannot be 
explained by phase separation-effects. A possible 
explanation would be the existence of a valence 
degeneracy at high doping giving rise to charge 
fluctuations within the Cu02 planes. However, the 
presence of Ho-Ho interactions strongly influences the line 
shape of the CEF excitations and makes such an analysis 
quite delicate, even at Ho concentrations as low as 10%. 
To handle this problem, we performed INS experiments on 
highly diluted Yo.99Hoo.oiBa2Cu3Ox compounds, prepared 
by sol-gel technique, and thereby avoided a clustering of 
the Ho3+ ions. We focused on the lowest-lying CEF 
excitation in order to achieve the highest possible energy 
resolution. 

Experiment 

The INS experiments were performed on the high 
resolution indirect-geometry spectrometer IRIS , installed 
at the pulsed spallation neutron source ISIS of the 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory at Chilton, UK. We used 
a cooled pyrolytic graphite (002) analyzer close to back-
scattering geometry which gives an energy resolution of 
15 U.eV. The raw data have been calibrated according to 
standard procedures. 10 diffraction detectors at 20-170° 
were used to measure the structure in a d-range of 1 Â to 
4 Â with a resolution Ad/d=2.5-10'3. 

Results 

The purely magnetic scattering from the Ho3+ ions (Fig.l) 
was obtained by taking the normalized differences of the 
energy spectra observed for the Ho doped samples and the 
YBa2Cu30(5 45 sample. The observed magnetic response 

versus oxygenation exhibits a discrete character in energy 
which suggests the presence of three distinctly different 
types of clusters for different doping levels, in agreement 
with the idea of frustrated phase separation in the 
YBaiCusOx compound series. Line asymmetries observed 
for the highly doped clusters are interpreted in terms of 
charge fluctuations. In the undoped compound (x=6.1) we 
observe a splitting of the Tj CEF level due to the exchange 
interaction between the H o 3 + ions and the 
antiferromagnetic subsystem of copper spins. 
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Fig.l Energy spectra of neutrons scattered from 
Yo.99Ho0.oiBa2Cu30 x (6<x<7). The data 
correspond to the difference of the energy spectra 
observed for the Ho-doped samples and the 
YBa2Cu306.45 sample. 
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Introduction 

Pr2-xCexCu0.i-5 is superconducting in a narrow doping 

range (0.14<x<0.17) with maximum Tc = 25 K . It is 

known from single crystal measurements that the parent 

compound Pr2CuC>4 and the Ce-doped (x=0.08) compound 

show antiferromagnetic ordering of the Cu-spins and an 

induced ordering of the Pr-spins (fJ-rjir^M-B and 0.25HB> 

respectively) [1]. However, single crystal neutron 

diffraction experiments on such compounds have limited 

value because of the doubtful quality of the large single 

crystals required for such experiments. We therefore 

performed neutron diffraction experiments on powder 

samples of oxygen reduced Pr2-xCexCuC>4_g (x=0, 0.05, 

and 0.1) and non-oxygen reduced Pri.ssCeo.isCuO^ 

Experiment 

this is due to a bad quality of the available single crystals 

or due to the fact that our powder samples are oxygen 

reduced. No magnetic ordering could be detected in the 

non oxygen-reduced compound Pri.ssCen.isCuO^ 
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Fig. 1: Elastic scattering of neutrons from PriCuO^s at 
T=2K. 

The experiment was carried out on the diffractometer E6, 

installed at the research reactor BER II of the Hahn-

Meitner-Institute Berlin. This instrument uses a 

horizontally and vertically bent monochromator which 

consists of 105 PG-crystals mounted on a 1 5 * 7 matrix. 

The multidetector has an angular range of 20° (200 

channels of 0.1° width). For each sample, diffractograms 

covering the angular range 20°-40° were recorded in a 

temperature range between 2K and 250K in steps of 50 K. 

Results 

Unfortunately, the intensity of the magnetic scattering of 

Cu is very weak (Fig. 1). It was therefore difficult to 

deduce the temperature dependence of the magnetic 

moments [Fig. 2]. Nevertheless we could see that our Ce-

doped samples have higher magnetic moments than the 

single crystals measured before. It is not yet clear whether 
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Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the magnetic moments 
in Pr2.xCexCu04.8 (x=0, 0.05, 0.1) 
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NEW METAL HYDRIDES 
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Metal hydrides are of interest for hydrogen storage 
applications because their volume efficiencies often 
exceed that of liquid hydrogen (71g/liter). The 
characteristics of the compounds discovered in our 
laboratories and published during the past year are 
summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: characteristics of metal hydrides (deutendes) 
compound 
symmetry 
space group 
cell parameters (Â) 

hydrogen density 
wt%: 
g/liter: 

reference 

Sr2Mg3D10 

monoclinic 
C2/m 
a= 17.54 
b=5.730 
c=7.480 
ß=111.5° 

3.9 
95 
[1] 

LiMg2RuD7BaReH9 

trigonal 
?6^lmmc 
a=4.700 
c=10.667 

4.5 
113 
[2] 

hexagonal 
P6j/mmc 

a=5.291 
c=9.333 

2.8 
134 
[3] 

All crystal structures have been solved ab-initio. Except 
for BaReHg, the atomic parameters have been refined 
from neutron diffraction data on die deuterides as 
collected on the DMC powder diffractometer at the reactor 
SAPHIR at PSI. The experiments were done in 1993 prior 
to the reactor shutdown. 
Sr2Mg3H10 (Fig. 1) is an ionic hydride that crystallizes 
with a fluoride structure type (Ba2Ni3F10). Its hydrogen 
content is determined exclusively by the valency of the 
metal cations. LiMg2RuH7 (Fig. 2) and BaReH9 (Fig. 3) 
are complex transition metal hydrides that contain 
octahedral [RuH6]

4" and tricapped trigonal prismatic 
[ReH9]

2" anions, respectively. Their hydrogen contents are 
determined by the 18-electron rule. The BaReHq data 
(collected on the hydride. Fig. 4) did not allow us to refine 
the hydrogen positions. BaReH9 is of particular interest 
because of its hydrogen content (H/M=4.5) which exceeds 
that of methane (H/C=4). 

Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the 
Swiss Federal Office of Energy and the Swiss National 
Science Foundation. 
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Figure 1: Structure of monoclinic Sr2Mg3D10; circles: Sr; 
lines: Mg centred deuterium octahedra 

Figure 2: Structure of trigonal LiMg2RuD7 

O. O-

Figure 3: Structure of hexagonal BaReH9; hydrogen 
positions from infrared data 
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Figure 4: Neutron powder diffraction pattern ofBaReHa 
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A 70 K neutron powder diffraction pattern of TbD,,5 has 
been measured on the BT-1 diffractometcr installed at the 
Neutron Beam Split Core Reactor (NBSR) at NIST. In 
agreement with a previous TbD,M study [ 1 ] the structure 
possesses I4/mmm symmetry due to long range order in 
the sublatticc of the octahedral deuterium atoms (DJ. Full 
order corresponds to the occupation of only those 
octahedral sites within every fourth (042)c plane. A slight 
tetragonal distortion is evident, accompanied by an 
outward expansion of the cubic ensemble of eight 
tetragonal deuterium atoms (D,) surrounding each 
octahedral deuterium atom. Moreover, the c-directed Tb-
D„ distance arc decreased by a displacement of the Tb 
atoms toward the D„ atoms. These results suggest that this 
structure is morc-or-lcss common to all the related 
supcrstoichiomctric rare-earth dideutcrides (and 
dihydrides) with D(H)/mctal ratios near 2.25. 

A schematic of the 10K TbD2.25 structure is illustrated in 
figure 2. In the ideally ordered D„ sublattice, all D(ol) 
sites arc occupied, while all D(o2) and D(o3) sites 
(D(Q/')=ocathedral deuterium site j) arc vacant. The Tb 
atoms in the Tb(l) sites arc shifted in the c direction 
toward the occupied D(ol) sites as shown in figures 2a and 
2b. The net effect is an expansion of the cubes of eight D, 
atoms surrounding the occupied D(ol) sites. Figure 2b 
illustrates the (042)c planes that identify the o sublattice. In 
this way, the o sublatticc can be described as a repeating 
scries of four (042)c planes. 

Tb(l) 

D(ol) 

Tb(2) 

Table 1: Structural parameters ofTbD::s at 70K. 
a=5.2196(])À, c=I0.4462(5)A, spacegroup 14/mmm. 
Tb(I) is on site 4e, Tb(2) on 4c, D(oI) on 2a, D(o2) on 2b 
and D(t) on site I6n. 

Figure 1: Schematic of the TbD::s (14/mmm) structure. 
Sites D, are (16n, tetraeder on top) are fully occupied, 
sites D(ol) (2a, ocateder shown in the center 90% and 
sites D(o2) (2b) by 3% respectively. 

Atom 
Tb(l) 
Tb(2) 
D(ol) 
D(o2) 
D(t) 

X 

0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
.2581(2) 

V 
0 
0 
0 
0.5 
.2581 

z 
.2465(2) 
0 
0 
0 
.1266(2) 

B(Â:) n 
0.03(1) 1 
0.03(1) 1 
1.43(9) 0.90 
1.43(9) 0.03 
1.00(2) 1 

[1] T.J. Udo vie, Q. Huang, J.J. Rush. J.Schefer and 
I.S. Anderson, accepted by Phys.Rcv B. (1995) 
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HYPERFINE-ENHANCED NUCLEAR POLARIZATION IN NdGa0 3 

VV. Marti, a M. Mcdarde, a S. Rosenkranz, aA. Furrer,a P. Fischer a and HJ. Scheel b 

a Labor für Neutronenstreuung, ETHZ, CH-5232 Villigen PSI. 
b Institute of Micro-and-Optoclectronics, EPFL. CH-1007 Lausanne. 

In NdGa03t long range AF ordering has been 
observed below T^j = 1 K. At 300 mK, the Nd3+ magnetic 
moment is complctly saturated (=1.1 tirj) [1] but its value 
is reduced with respect to the free ion (3.27 u.g) due to 
crystal field effects. Below 300 mK, an additional increase 
of the magnetic reflections has been observed (see Fig. 1). 
The different Q-dependences of the magnetic and nuclear 
(hypcrfine-enhanced) cross sections (see Fig. 2) allowed us 
to interprète this increase as due to the polarization of the 
143 Nd and , 4 5 Nd nuclear spins in the hyperfine field 
created by the Nd electronic moments. The refined nuclear 
polarizations between 10 mK and 1 K are displayed in Fig. 
3. 

[ 1 ] W. Marti, M. Mcdarde, S. Rosenkranz, A. Furrer, P. 
Fischer and H.J. Scheel, submitted to Phys. Rev. B 
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the nucl. polarization. 
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SPIN WAVES IN EUS NEAR THE ZONE CENTRE 
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In reality an isotropic ferromagnet does not exist 
because magnetic moments produce always a dipolar 
field that is non-isotropic in space. These fields are re
sponsible for demagnetisation effects in isotropic ferro-
magnets. In addition, the spin wave dispersion E(q) is 
affected, i.e. at reasonably large q the exchange energy 
Eg (~ Dq- at small q) is increased by a ^-independent 
energy Ed that has been inferred at moderate q by neu
tron scattering in EuS [1,2] with limited accuracy. The 
goal of the present experiments is to show that the spin 
wave dispersion of a dipolar ferromagnet has indeed no 
gap near q = 0, in agreement with spin wave theorv 
[3,4]. 

The measurements have been performed on the triple 
axis spectrometer 4F1 located at the Hj cold source of 
the Orphée reactor at LLB in Saclay. The isotopically 
enriched sample 153EuS [5] was mounted between the 
pole pieces of an electromagnet with H || q. Fig. 1 
shows the field dependence of the dispersion curves at 
12.5 K (0.72 Tc). In zero field the spin wave energy has 
definitely not a parabolic shape E(q) = Ed+Dq2. How
ever, with increasing field, a gap opens up near q = 0 
and the dispersion curves become more parabolic. 

0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 

MOMENTUM TRANSFER (R_1) 

0.2 

Figure 1: Dependence of the dispersion of transverse 
spin waves on an external field He. The internal field is 
given by H = He- NM. 

The interpretation of the data in the light of the spin 
wave theory [3,4] 

E(q) = (Eg+gfiBßoH+ gfiBßoMshrOq)
1/2 

x (Eq + gßBßoH)1/2 (1) 

is straightforward. With increasing (internal) field H 
the magnetic domains align progressively along the mo
mentum transfer q. Therefore the dipolar term, con
taining sin2 0q decreases. 0q is the angle between M 
and q. Because of depolarization effects, however, H re
mains initially zero and no Zeeman gap EH is induced. 

As soon as M || q, the demagnetisation effects vanish 
and H increases. 

We have fitted the data directly to Eq. 1 yielding 
the solid lines in Fig. 1. The fits (Table 1) indicate that 
EH is zero within error bars for external fields He < 72 
mT, where H = 0. However, for He = 72 mT the 
dipolar energy is already significantly decreased. For 
He > 420 mT (gpBHoH > 42 fieV) the dipolar con
tribution vanishes. From the fits we deduce a stiffness 
D = 2.31 ± 0.10 meVÂ2 that does not depend on H. 
Additional measurements were performed in zero field 
at 0.95 Tc and 0.965 Tc. The spin waves renormalize 
and the dipolar gap decreases, as expected. 

Table 1: Stiffness D, Zeeman gap EH, and dipolar con
tribution IE A = g i.i B^O M sin2 0q versus H. The num
bers in brackets give HoHe and poH in mT, respectively. 

gHBßoH 
(l*eV) 

0 (0, 0) 
0 (72, 0) 

10 (144, 87) 
42 (420, 363) 
58 (560, 503) 

D 
(meVÂ2) 

2.35 ±0.15 
2.33 ±0.11 
2.26 ±0.08 
2.30 ±0.05 

fixed at 2.31 

EH 
(ßeV) 

fixed at 0 
5 ± 6 
11 ± 2 
41 ± 2 
62 ± 2 

2Ed 
(fieV) 

77 ±10 
IS ±17 
12 ± 2 
0 ± 0 

fixed at 0 

These experiments show that a dipolar ferromagnet 
has no gap, even not for q ~ 0. In fact, the dispersion 
relation Eq. 1 becomes linear near q ~ 0 

E{q) - {giiBPoMsm2 QqD)ll2q, (2) 

an effect that is born out in our experiment. The mea
surement of the field dependence of the spin wave exita-
tions can be used to determine the internal field and the 
deviation of M from the direction of the applied field 
H e . 
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TD2CI3 belongs to the metal-rich halides of the rare 
earth metals (for a recent review -/. [1]) and crystallizes 
in a highly anisotropic structure which contains parallel 
chains of trans-edge sharing Tb atom octahedra with a 
high degree of topological frustration for the apical Tb2 
atoms /cf. fig.l) 
The bulk magnetic properties indicated long-range afm 
ordering below about 47 K and typical features for low-
dimensional magnetic behavior above the transition. 
Single crystal susceptibility pointed to a second magne
tic transition at 4 K. 
The magnetic ordering behavior of Tb2Cl3 was reinves
tigated by a detailed powder neutron diffraction expe
riment between 1.5 K and 250 K with the DMC diffrac-
tometer (high intensity mode, A = 1.703 Â) at the PSI, 
Villigen [2]. 

2' 

V 'V /V N A/ h K 

cigure 1: Chain of trans-edge sharing metal ociahedra 
cut out of the structure of Tb^Ch. 1 and V label the 
metal atoms in the shared edge; 2 and 2' label the apical 
metal atoms. The chain axis is along [010]. 

Below 47 K the neutron powder diffraction patterns ex
hibit magnetic Bragg reflections with a complex tem
perature dependence at lower temperature. In addition, 
a broad diffuse shoulder is observed between d = 9.0A 
and 3.9 Â. 
A satisfying Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pat
terns was achieved in the magnetic space group Pc"2/m' 
by confining the moments to the a-c plane, perpendi
cular to the chains. The diffuse shoulder was treated as 
background and subtracted. 
The magnetic moments of the Tbl atoms saturate to
wards low temperatures at 9.3(2) HB whereas the mo
ments at Tb2 below 10 K undergo a decrease and re
orientation which is ascribed to an increasing magnetic 
frustration of the apical positions. The origin of the dif
fuse shoulder is unclear at present but too strong to 
be attributed to magnetic defects only. There is a clear 
correlation between the temperature dependence of the 
apical moments and the intensity of the diffuse shoulder. 

We therefore rather attribute the diffuse shoulder to the 
intrinsic magnetic behavior of Tb^C^-
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Figure 2: Refined magnetic moments and angle 6 (°: 
Tbl; x ; Tb2) of the two inequivalcni Tb atoms in 
Tb2Ch. Q: angle enclosed by the moments and the c-
axis. 
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The orthorhombically distorted pcrovskites RNiC>3 

(R = rare earth ^ La) show a metal-insulator transition (MI) 

whereby the transition temperature T^\.\ increases by 

decreasing the size of the rare <•. rth ion CLM-I = 104, 130, 

200, 400 and 420 K for R = La0.3Nd0.7, Pr, Nd, Sm and 

Eu, respectively). This transition is acompannied by a small 

increase of the unit cell volume (= 0.2% in all the cases). 

For R = Lao.3Ndrj.7, Pr and Nd, a careful analysis of the 

neutron powder diffraction patterns [1], [2] allowed to 

interpret this expansion as due to the increase of the Ni-O 

distance and the decrease of the Ni-O-Ni superexchangc 

angle. For SmNi03, no precise structural data were 

available up today because of the high absorption of natural 

Sm by neutrons. To avoid this problem, we have 

synthesized a '^4SmNi03 sample, whose better 

transparency allowed us the realization of several neutron 

powder diffraction experiments. The results arc 

summarized in Figs. 1 and 2. From them, we conclude that 

the variations in the Ni-0 distances and the Ni-O-Ni angles 

across TM-I are similar in sign and magnitude to those 

reported for PrNi03 and NdNiG^. 

[l] J.L. Garcfa-Munoz et al. Phys. Rev. B 46,4414 (1992). 
[2] M. Medardc etat. Physica B, 194-196, 367 (1994). 
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superexchange angle Ni-O-Ni for RNi03 (R = La, 

Lao.3Ndo.7, Pr, Nd and Sm). The vertical lines I indicate 

the metal-insulator temperatures. 

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the average Ni-0 
distance for RNi03 (R = La, Lao.3Ndn.7, Pr, Nd and Sm). 
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By means of neutron diffraction the crystal structure and 
thermal motions of the ions in f.c.c. KoPtClô [1,2] were 
investigated in the temperature range from 20 K to 295 K, 
extending the analysis to anharmonic terms. Associated 
with PtClö oetahedra librations the Cl'-ions vibrate mainly 
perpendicular to the Pt-Cl bonds. This thermal motion and 
also the isotropic thermal vibrations of the metal ions 
increase essentially with temperature, resulting in an 
isotropic thermal expansion. Within the experimental 
accuracy anharmonicity seems to be of minor importance 
in the investigated temperature range. The results of the 
structural refinement are summarized in table 1. As may 
be seen from the anistropically refined displacement 
parameters, the CI atoms vibrate mainly perpendicular to 
the Pt-Cl bond. Whereas the stretching vibration Pt-Cl is 
only increased by approximately 20% from 20 K to 98 K, 
the vibration perpendicular to this bond is almost doubled 
as illustrated by the ßjj parameters. This also confirmed by 
the CI-CI-bond iengths within the PtClß-ion and the Pt-Cl 
bond length, which do not change significantly. 
Refinements including anharmonic terms beyond the third 

order parameters do not yield better agreement factors as 
shown in table 1 for 295K. 
The ß,, parameters of Pt and CI are small, close together 
and are increasing with rising temperature (ß„(CI)asß„(Pt) 
for all temperatures), whereas ß„ of the chlorine atom, 
mostly related to a rotation, is a factor of 3 larger, but also 
increasing linearly with temperature. 

[ 1 ] Takazawa H, Ohba S, Saito Y, and Sano M 
ActaCryst. ß 46 (1990) 166 

[2] Restori R and Schwarzenbach D 
ZNaturforsch. 48a (1993) 12 

Table 1: Structural parameters for space group Fm-3m, no. 
225 of K2PtCl6 as a function of temperature. Agreement 
values RWp and RT, Rp concerning weighted profile and 
integrated neutron intensities and structure factors, 
respectively. Rcxp = statistically expected value, y~ = 
goodness of fit (Rwr/Rexp)^- The weighting scheme for sc 
neutron diffraction measurements is A-1FI + .05-1F | . 

temperature 
sample type 

instrument 
wavelength X 

a 
K:8c 
ßll=ß22=ß33 

VI23 

Pt:4a 

ßll=ß22=ß33 

Cl: 24e (x,0,0) 

ßll 

ß22=ß33 

7111 

7122=7133 

RF.RI 

RwF.Rwp 
Rexp 

0 
"//• 

[K] 

[Â] 

[Â] 

[io"5] 

no"5] 

no"5] 
X 

[io"5] 

[io"5] 

[io"5] 

no"5] 

295 
poly 

DMC 

1.0863(2) 

9.7502(4) 

644(31) 

-80(145) 

262(13) 

0.2362(2) 

324(19) 

848(15) 

-104(55) 

-70(28) 

0.064 
0.108 
0.072 

2.3 

9.7500(4) 

627(30) 

0 

261(13) 

0.2368(1) 

336(19) 

838(15) 

0 

0 

0.069 
0.108 
0.072 

2.3 

98 
SC 

BNL 

1.0462(1) 

9.6760(20) 

332(12) 

22(18) 

180(7) 

0.2390(2) 

213(8) 

441(6) 

-5(10) 

-1(5) 
0.055 
0.052 

22 
poly 

DMC 

1.0863(2) 

9.6632(2) 

148(15) 

-48(53) 

58(7) 

0.2389(2) 

54(10) 

196(7) 

-8(27) 

-59(11) 

0.058 
0.084 
0.058 

2.1 

20 
SC 

BNL 

1.0462(1) 

9.6576(15) 

197(14) 

-7(20) 

97(7) 

0.2397(2) 

172(9) 

262(6) 

-6(12) 

4(5) 

.044 

.032 
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Intermediate valence ( IV ) in systems of rare-earth mate
rials shows interesting features concerned with strong cou
pling between valence flucluaüons and lattice vibrations. 
Valence changes between the 4 / " and 4 / " + I states arc ac
companied by large volume changes, and valence transitions 
therefore have influence on both the lattice constants as 
well as the electronic density of states at the Fermi level. 
As a result, one would expect a rather strong clcctron-
phonon coupling that would affect the phonon frequencies. 

Among the Ce based IV-systems (CeSnj, CeNi, 
CePd$) evidence for the existence of an IV-state induced 
phonon anomaly has been.obtained only from measure
ments of the temperature dependence of the phonon disper
sion curves of CePdj, [1]. All above mentioned Ce com
pounds arc known as IV -systems with a more or less 
"weak" IV state, i.e. the valence of the Ce ion docs not 
reach the maximum value and is around v - 3 . 1 . Features 
of the electron-phonon interaction in Ce based systems in 
the "strong" IV-state are less studied. Ce0$PrQlNi5 is a 
typical representative of the latter type ( v ~ 3.3). In inelas
tic neutron scattering experiments no crystalline electric 
field ( CEF) splitting for the Ce -ion was observed 

In a search for phonon anomalies the question arises to 
the extent of "normality" or "anomaly". An experimental 
answer can be obtained by a comparison with an iso-struc-
tural integral valence compound, in the present context 
given by LaNi5, However if one expects that IV phonon 
anomalies arc not very pronounced, further experimental ev
idence might be necessary. An additional reference system is 
PrNi$ that allows to take into account the normal lan-
thanidc lattice compression as well as a possible influence 
of the filling of the /-shell, including CEF effects. Our 
experimental work therefore extends on (i) a "phonon sys
tem" (LaNis), (ii) a system with "phonons and CEF" 
(PrM'5), and (iii) a system with "phonons, CEF and IV" 
{Ce09Pr0ANi5). 

RN15 compounds crystallise in a hexagonal lattice with 
space group D\h; the 7?-ion is on site la , the Ni atoms 
are on sites 2c (z = 0) and Zg ((r = 1/2)) The unit cell 
contain." one formula unit (6 atoms) giving rise to 18 
phoron branches. 

The experiments were mainly carried out at 295 K on a 
triple-axis spectrometer at the reactor Saphir, Würenlingcn. 
The temperature dependence (10 K < T < 295 K) of some 
selected high-symmetry wavevector phonons (points T, A) 
in Ceo$ProANi5 showed no anomalous behaviour, in ac
cordance with the suggested very high valence fluctuation 
temperature of CeNi5. 

The low frequency part of the dispersion curves (with no 
ambiguity in the classification of modes) was measured in 
detail for all 3 alloys. The quantitative comparison shows 
that the lowest optic mode frequency (symmetry f4, polar

isation 'out of plane', II c) strongly depends on the alloy: 
highest frequency for LaNi5, intermediate for PrNi5, and 
lowest for the IV system Ce0$PrQ\Ni5. (Fig. 1). The av
erage softening of the q = 0 mode is 9% for Ce09PrQlNi^ 
and 3% for PrNis (as compared to the reference LaNi5). 
The frequency of the acoustic modes with the same 'out-of 
plane' direction of polarisation is (within experimental er
rors) independent of the alloy. 

The unit cell volume of CeQ9Pr0ANi5 is 4.3% smaller 
than that of LaNi5, and hence by considering the standard 
Grüneisen-rclation with a y-value of ~ 2 one would expect a 
frequency hardening in the order of 8% for Ce09Pr0iNi5. 
This hardening however is neither observed for the acoustic 
'in-plane' modes (with the strong compression of the a lat
tice constant) nor for the acoustic and optic 'out-of-plane' 
modes. In contrary what we observe in Ceo$PrQANis arc 
(i) unaffected acoustic mode frequencies and (ii) a consider
able softening of the lowest optic zone-centre mode 
(symmetry T4) . This represents a clear experimental evi
dence of IV-effects in the lattice dynamics of 
Ce0.9/V0.lM'5 • 
[1] A. Severing, ct al., Pkys. Rev. B 38, 1773-8 (1988) 
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Figure 1: Experimental phonon frequencies of modes Ai, 
(longitudinal polarisation, acoustic and lowest optic modes) 
in RNi$ at 295 K; experimental points: # LaNi$; 0 
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High ionic conductivity and large thermal vibrations arc 
pronounced in "true" ionic conductors, i.e. those having an 
enthalpy of migration about an order of magnitude larger 
than the thermal energy. They are not likely to be well de
scribed in tiie harmonic approximation, because of the rela
tively shallow potential wells for the migrating ions. 

The cuprous halides provide attractive systems for the 
study of anharmonic effects, structural phase transitions and 
superionic conductivity. In the low temperature y-phase 
CuCl and. CuBr crystallise in the sphalerite structure (space 
group F43m). In the harmonic approximation thermal vi
brations of atoms are constrained such üiat the time aver
aged probability function for the position is a Gaussian 
function of the displacements from the equilibrium posi
tion, leading to spherical contours of equal probability for 
the cuprous halides. However the point symmetry is tetra-
hedral ( 43m) for both ions, and at higher temperatures it 
can be expected that an ion spends more time along direc
tions away from the nearest neighbours than towards them, 
resulting in a tetrahedral lobe contour for the averaged prob
ability function. This anharmonic contribution will con
tribute to diffracted Bragg intensities, showing up irî a care
ful measurement. 

Neutron powder diagrams of polycrystallinc y-CuBr and 
y-CuCl were recorded with the multi-counter diffractomcter 
DMC at the Saphir reactor. A measured diagrams of CuBr 
at 538 K is displayed in figure 1. Noticeable is the very 
strong Debye-Waller factor, drastically reducing the scattered 
intensity at high 28 angles and the strong modulated back
ground due to phonon-induced diffuse scattering. 

The harmonic model can be extended to include anhar-
monicity by a series expansion of cither the temperature 
factor TK, the probability density pdf, or the potential 
V(il). We follow the procedure given by Zucker and Schulz 
[1] with the expansion of the temperature factor in a Gram-
Charlier series. Data analysis was performed with profile 
fitting routines based on the Rietveld method for both the 
harmonic and the anharmonic models [2]. The way we fol
lowed was to start with the low temperature data and the 
harmonic model, and then extended the analysis to higher 
temperatures. In the minimising process we not only took 
care of the agreement factors but also of the parameter val
ues, trying to restrict them to values within physical lim
its. In order to do this a step by step introduction of anhar
monic parameters was necessary. Best results were obtained 
with a model taking into account terms up to second and 
forth order for the halogen and copper ions, respectively. 

The refined parameters have been used to calculate the 
^/-distributions. As examples, the maps of Cu in CuBr 
for different models are displayed in figures 2. The asymme
try created by the 3rd order term is very pronounced along 
the [111] direction with the hardening towards the neigh
bouring halogen and the softening towards the empty site. 

[1] Zucker U H and Schulz H 19S2 Acta Cryst. A 38 
563-8 

[2] Boyscn H 1990 Acta Cryst. A 46 (Suppl.) C-308, PS-
08.03.14 
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Figure 1: y-CuBr at T=538 K; observed, calculated 
(background subtracted) and difference neutron diffraction 
patterns; 4th order anharmonic model. 
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EXPECTED PERFORMANCES OF THE SINQ TIME-OF-FLIGHT 
SPECTROMETER 

J. Mesot 

Laboratory for Neutron Scattering, Paul Scherrer Institut & ETH Zurich, CH-5232 Villigen PSI. 

In collaboration with the University of Saarbrücken (Prof. 
R. Hempclmann, BMFT project) and the KFA-Jülich (Prof. 
D. Richter), a hybrid time-of-flight (HTOF) spectrometer 
will be constructed at the SINQ. 

The aim is to provide a versatile instrument with good 
energy resolution over a large energy transfer range, while 
maintaining a flux as high as possible at the sample 
position. The instrument will be located at the end of a Ni-
Ti coated curved guide of 50 m length. The cross section of 
the guide has been set at 12x5 cm2. 

A simple reproduction of the IN6 spectrometer at the ILL is 
not possible, since the dimensions and the high divergence 
of the beam (due to the use of supermirrors) would both 
worsen the resolution and reduce the intensity at the sample 
position. 

In order to avoid these problems we have developed the 
following concept for the primary part of the HTOF 
spectrometer' (see Fig. 1): by means of a converging 
neutron guide g, the white beam is first reduced to 8x3 cm2 

and then chopped by a disc-chopper p. The monochromator 
m focuses the beam, both vertically and horizontally, 
through a Fermi-chopper f, onto a sample s. The scattered 
neutrons are detected in a bank of detectors d. 

Figure 1. Schematic layout of the HTOF spectrometer at the 
SINQ. 

A good Fermi-chopper's collimation £ allows to decouple 
each part of the monochromator from the others and the 

• j . Mesot, PSI report nO 895/MJ33-401 

time-focusing principle can be used: the fast neutrons start 
after the slow ones such that they arrive, for a desired 
energy transfer, at the same time at the detector. As a 
consequence the wavelength uncertainty is determined by 
the local divergencies a . and a + as shown in Fig. 1. 
Therefore it is favourable to decrease the size of the guide 
(via a converging guide) while increasing the distance 
guide monochromator. Of course the price to pay is a 
strong intensity loss, since the intensity - X1. 

The spectrometer will run in two different modes: 

-time-focusing: dgm/dms, 2 = 1 ° . In that case the 
resolution is excellent for a small energy region only (raw 2 
of Table 1) and the chopper frequency is determined by the 
time-focusing conditions. 

-monochromatic-focusing: dgm=dms, Z=3^. The variation 
of the resolution is smooth over a large energy interval (raw 
3-5 of Table 1) and the intensity gain is important (raw 2-3 
of Table 1). 

The variation of the distances dgm (1.5 or 3 m) will be 
achieved by means of a removable piece of guide between 
the chopper and the monochromator, while a linear 
displacement will allow to change dms from 1.5 to 3 m. 

Changing the phase of the disc-chopper relatively to the 
Fermi-chopper will permit to select various reflections of 
the monochromator (e.g. 002 or 004). In such a way high 
incident energies and high reflection's angles (better 
resolution) can be achieved. 

Table 1 gives the anticipated resolutions and intensities [k 
= 4 A (PG-002)] calculated for several configurations of the 
proposed HTOF-PSI spectrometer as well as for IN6-ILL. 

A more detailed description of the instrument can be found 
in ref. 1. 

Type 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Intens. 

1.00 
0.51 
1.44 
0.70 
0.30 

Res. 
A=-4meV 

348 
194 
138 
137 
70 

Res. 
A=0meV 

176 
137 
250 
181 
129 

Res. 
A=10meV 

1710 
880 

1270 
660 
650 

Comm
ents 
time - foe 
time - foe 
mono-foe 
mono-foe 
mono-foe 

Table 1: Calculated resolution (in Ji.eV) and intensity 
(normalised to IN6) of: 

1)IN6-ILL, Z=l°, 81 Hz. 
2) HTOF-PSI, dgm=3.0m, dms=1.5m, E=l°, 160 Hz. 
3) HTOF-PSI, dgm=1.5m, dms=1.5m, 2=3°, 160 Hz. 
4) HTOF-PSI, dgm=1.5m, dms=1.5m, 1=3°, 330 Hz. 
5) HTOF-PSI, dgm=3.0m, dms=3.0m, 1=3°, 330 Hz. 
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MICROSTRIP-'HELIUM-DETECTORS FOR SINGLE CRYSTAL NEUTRON 
DIFFRACTION AT THE NEW CONTINUOUS SPALLATION SOURCE SINQ 

J.Schefer* , P.Geltcnbort* , A.Ocd*, M.Koch*, A.Isacson* , N.SchIumpf* and R.Thut* 

laboratory for Neutron Scattering ETHZ&PSI, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland 

*Institutc Laue Langcvin, Rue des Martyres, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, France 

A new two dimensional microstrip plate for neutron 
diffraction with an active area of 172mm by 190mm is 
presently in production for use at the new continuous 
spallation source SINQ, which will be operational at the 
end of 1995. The detectors are based on a previous design 
of an 86mm by 86mm detector by ILL, yielding a 
resolution of 1.5mm horizontally and 2mm vertically. 3He 
is used as a detection gas, CF4 as stopping gas. Detectors 
operate at a high voltage of only 900 Volts between anode 
and cathode. 
A two dimensional detector with an active area of 86 by 
86 mm- based on the ILL design is presently under tests at 
PSI. Is has been produced at IMT in 
Grcifensce/Switzerland. The design of similar detectors is 
described in e.g. in [1]. This small detectors will be used 
at SINQ as additional detectors on inelastic spectrometers 
in order to align and to test single crystals previous to 
inelastic measurements. However for single crystal 
diffraction they arc too small, as the do not allow to 
measure simultaneously more than one reflection. 
Therefore, three extended ones, produced on 8 inch Schott 
S890O glasses, have been ordered and will be available in 
December 1994. 
Eight inch is presently the maximum size for commercial 
production machines in order to produce double sided 
microstrips at reasonable price. We therefore have chosen 
this size for the three detectors of the single crystal 
diffraction instrument SC3. This will allow an active area 
of 172mm by 190mm. As the Corning glass showed 
ageing problems on D20, we have chosen a 0.5mm thick 
Schott S8900 barium iron silicate glass. We are also 
changing to a slightly rectangular form due to limitations 
in space between the three detectors foreseen and in order 
to place the electrical connections at optimal positions, but 
arc using the same microstrip layout as on the previous 
smaller detectors. 
Data processing is based on charge division, using a 
commercially available system from FAST-Com based on 
a PC for the calculation of the x/y-position and data 
storage. The charge division of the front anode (q„, q>;) 
and the back cathode (q„, qy,) is done by a resitivity line 
built on the microstrip plate itself. The front cathode is 
shortened and gives the total energy (qE), a signal which 
has been proved very useful in order to discriminate 
electronic noise as well as to check the quality of the 
detecting gas by determining the detector resolution. This 
design allows an inexpensive and easy electronics, but 
limits the counting rate of the detector compared to a strip 
by strip readout. Two dimensional microstrip detectors 
yield good results for neutron single crystal diffraction. 
The design of these detectors allows to follow future 
improvements at reasonable price by only exchanging the 

microstrip plates. Ageing problems seem to be solved by 
using the Schott S8900 glass. Glass sizes beyond eight 
inches are above present industrial standards for 
production. 

Table 1: Layout parameters of the S inch two-dimensional 
3He microstrip detectors PS1203 of the single crystal 
diffraction instrument SC3 at SINQ. 

General 
detector size 

glass type 

substrate 

active area 
Front side: 
anode thickness 
number of anodes 
cathode thickness 
delay line thickness 
distance anode to anode 
R anode 
R cathode (energy) 
Back side: 
cathode width 
number of cathodes 
gap 
R cathode 
Gas: 
'Helium (detection) 
CFj (stopping gas) 

203/203mm- (8 by 8 
inches) 
Schott S 8900, 
0.5 mm 
chromium 200nm, 
twice sputtered, 
R<2.95Q 
172/190 

12 
190 
500 
40 
1000 
»14 
40 

960 
172 
40 
= 13 

3.5 
1.5 

mm 
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Figure 1: Energy-Signal from the front cathode. 

[1] A.Oed et al., NIM A284 (1989) 223-226 
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NEW STACKED WAFER GERMANIUM MONOCHROMATORS FOR 
SINQ NEUTRON DIFFRACTION INSTRUMENTS 

J. Schefcr, P.Fischcr, M. Medardc, G. BöUgcr, U.Staub, M.Koch, S.Fischcr and R.Thut 

Laboratory for Neutron Scattering ETHZ&PSI, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland 

Monochromator and detector arc the central parts in a neu
tron diffraction instrument. Germanium is beside of beryl
lium the most promising material. However, in order to 
optimize the flux at the specimen, wc want to take advan
tage of the high vertical divergence of SINQ beam tubes 
by focusing in the presence of good resolution. The 
Brookhaven group around Tom Vogt has proven, that 
germanium stack wafers built of thin germanium wafers 
(0.4mm) are presently the "state of the art" monochroma-
tors for our purpose [1]. For a focusing monochromator, an 
anisotropic mosaic of approximately 15' horizontally and 
approximately 2-3' vertically is desired [2]. 
Wc decided to use mainly germanium 511 for the high 
resolution powder diffractometcr (HRPT) and germanium 
311 for the single crystal diffractometer (SC3) at SINQ. In 
order to have access to other wavelengths without chang
ing anything apart from the ©-orientation of the mono
chromator, reflections hkk will be placed horizontally in 
both monochromators. 

The anisotropic mosaic is reached by bending and flatten
ing individual wafers of 0.4mm thickness and stacking 24 
of them afterwards together using 0.0125mm tin foil or 
0.001mm sputtered tin as an intermediate 'glue'. The wa
fers are twice bent and flattened at 870°C for 30' for the 
HRPT and three times respectively for the SC3 and after
wards flattened once again between polished micar 
stamps. 
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Figure 1: Rock-scan around the 511-reflection perpen
dicular to the wafer axis at y/=Cfand y/=90° ( yp=9Q° corre
sponds to the direction [0,1,-1], yr=ff is perpendicular to 
[0,1.-1]). 

The result of a single wafer is shown in figures la and lb 
(mosaic in the two extreme directions) and in figure 2, 
which shows the anisotropic mosaic as a function of the \\i-
anglc. The oven shown in figure 3 is top loaded, has 3 
stamps for flattening (two wafers each) and one stamp for 
bending (6 wafers simultaneously). The production rate is 
presently 12 completed wafers or 2 cm of the final mono
chromator per week, mostly limited by the cooling time of 
the oven (-18 hours). 
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Figure 2: [{/-scans around the 511-reflection perpendicular 
to the wafer showing the almost sinusoidal function of the 
mosaic (fwhm) of different rock-scans. The measurement 
has been performed on T13A at LLB, SACLAY. 

Figure 3: Oven for pressing the wafers at PSI West. 

[ 1 ] T. Vogt, L.Passell, S.Cheung and J.D. Axe, 
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics 
Research A 338 (1994) 71-77 

[2] J. Schefer, P. Fischer P, H. Heer, A. Isacson, 
M. Koch and R. Thut 
Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 288 (1990) 477 
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REM, FIRST YEAR IN SPACE 

P. Buchlcr, S. Ljungfclt, A. Mchedlishvili, N. Schlumpf, and A. Zchndcr 

Paul Schcrrcr Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI 

The REM project 
After a preparation period of three years, two REM 

instruments have been installed on two different satellites 
during the year 1994 and deliver now continously data 
from the earth radiation environment. 

The REM instrument 
The REM detectors consists of two thin (300 um 

thick) , totally depleted silicon diodes, measuring the 
differential linear energy transfer (LET) of charged 
particles [3]. The detector electronics measures the energy 
deposit and increments one of 16 counters. Data is 
accumulated over a period of typically 100 seconds and 
then stored as a 16-bin histogram. The two detectors differ 
in size (150 mm1 and 50 mm2) and shielding. Both 
detectors arc covered with a spherical dome of 3 mm Al 
and the larger detector with additional 0.75 mm Ta. 
Whereas the first detector sees protons as well as 
electrons (called e-detector) the extra tantalum of the 
second detector reduces the penetration for electrons in 
the relevant energy range (2-10 MeV) by approximately 
a factor of 200 and makes this detector better at 
monitoring protons (energy range 35 - 300 McV) (called 
p-detcctor). Due to the variation of the energy loss of 
protons in silicon in this energy range the incident energy 
of the protons is measured, whereas the incident energy of 
the detected electrons is only poorly determined. 

Probing the geostationary transfer orbit (GTO) 
and low earth orbit (LEO) 

On June 17, 1994 the Space Technology Research 
Vehicle (STRV-1B) with a REM aboard was launched 
into space with an Ariane rocket from ESA. In the middle 
of September, 1994 a second REM was shiped to the 
Russian manned MTR station and was subsequently 
mounted on the outside of the space station by one of the 
cosmonautes. 

The two carriers of REM have completely different 
orbits. The orbit of the STRV-satcllite is highly eliptical 
with apogee and perigee altitude of 300 km and 36'000 
km, respectively and a period of -10 hours. Its inclination 
in respect to the earth equator is 7° (GTO). The MIR 
station surrounds the earth every 90 minutes on a nearly 
circular orbit (inclination 52°) in an altitude of -400km 
(LEO). Both orbits are of special interest for spaceflight. 
The GTO passes repeatedly through the earth radiation 
belts (sec [4] for an introduction into the physics of 
geospace) and is an exellent orbit for studying the 
radiation environment through a range of altitudes. The 
LEO is the prcfered orbit for future manned space 
stations. 

STRV-REM-data: The operation of the REM on 
the STRV satellite is controlled by commands issued from 
ground. With an uploaded operation table the start and 
stop times and the sequence of accumulation times is 
determined. Once per orbit there is a link session for 
uploading new commands and/or downloading 
accumulated data. All data is subsequently made availabe 
to PSI where it is archived and a first rough analysis is 
made to check the proper functioning of the detectors and 
to ensure the data quality .The total observation time unül 
the end of 1994 amounts to 1450 hours. 

The course of the countrates over one orbit is 
characterized by the passage through the radiation belts. 
In figure 1 the accumulated doses arc plotted against the 
time for one orbit. At time 0 the satellite is near apogee, 
below the inner belt (-6000 km). It then moves away 
from the earth and reaches after -19000 seconds the 
perigee, from where it comes back to reach the apogee 
again after -38000 seconds. The steps in the dose-curves 
during phase 1,2,3, and 4 (see figure 1) mark the passages 
through the radiation belts. Steps 3 and 5 hardly show up 
in the p-detector, indicating that the outer belt consists 
mainly of electrons. Whereas the total amount of 
deposited energy per orbit varied only weakly in the p-
dctcctor (2 - 5 rad) during the first six month of operation 
it ranged from 3 to 40 rad in the e-dctector. The data show 
a periodic variation with a period of 27 days, the rotation 
period of the sun, manifesting the influence of the solar 
activity on the trapped particels in the outer radiation belt. 

MIR-REM-data: The MTR-REM is programmed to 
accumulate data with pre-defined accumulation times of 
32 seconds once it has been switched on. The dam is 
stored on board and is periodically downloaded. Since 
first switch-on at the end of September, 1994 the 
observations have only been interrupted for a few days. 
Because the MIR station remains always below the 
radiation belts the absorbed doses are only typically 0.5 
mrad per orbit in the e-detector and even less in the p-
detector. Figure 2 shows the detection rates vs. time 
curves of both detectors over a limited number of orbits. 
Both curves have a periodic variation with a period of 
2700 seconds which is half of the orbit period. The 
maxima occur when the MTR station passes at maximum 
latitude where the geomagnetic shielding is weak. The 
strong peaks in the e-dctector curve are electrons from the 
outer belt brought to low altitude by geomagnetic field 
lines (polar horns). 
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1. ABSTRACT 

We discuss the technical feasibility of a far ultraviolet 
(912 - 1200Â) imaging telescope to be flown as a part of 
the EUVITA assembly on the Spectrum X-Gamma 
mission. The proposed instrument - FUVITA - is based on 
the EUVITA design and simply requires the exchange of 
the filter and mirror. FUVITA would combine imaging at 
a 10 arcsec level with high sensitivity. The orbit provided 
by SRG would allow for long, uninterrupted observations 
and thus permit to study the time variability of faint 
objects. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

The Far Ultraviolet (FUV) range (912-1216Â) is 
unique since it contains a rich collection of atomic, ionic 
and molecular emission and absorption lines. The relevant 
temperatures of line formation span the important range 
between 10* K (e.g. Ly lines of H and D, which are among 
the strongest lines emitted in the electro-magnetic 
spectrum) and 4 • 10s K ( 0 VI lines at 1032Â and 1037Â). 
The temperature range thus contains relatively cool 
plasmas, but includes temperatures up to regimes relevant 
for coronal, optically thin gases. 

Nevertheless, the FUV region has received very little 
attention by astronomers, mostly for technical reasons. 
Only very few instruments have been flown, and these 
being mostly rocket flights and short-duration shuttle 
missions. Rocket flight observations (5 major experiments 
over the past 15 years, see [Davidsen]) usually suffer from 
very short observation periods (typically 300 sec per 
launch), rough pointing (about 3 arcmin) and low 
altitudes. Only two satellite instruments - Copernicus on 
board OAO-3, 1972 and the Ultraviolet Spectrometer on 
board Voyager, 1977-1986 - and the recent shuttle 
missions with the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope HUT in 
1992 and with ORFEUS in 1993 contributed to the sparse 
data base in the FUV. On the average about 70 objects 
have been observed during each of the 40h shuttle 
missions. It is planned to repeat both shuttle missions in 
1995. All previous instruments used gratings to obtain 
spectroscopy and had therefore no imaging capabilities. 

We propose that at least one of the 6 EUVITA 
telescopes should cover this interesting wavelength region. 
FUVITA will have the following characteristics: it will 
image (for the first time) the FUV sky at a 10 arcsec level 
over a 1.2° field-of-view, within a broad wavelength band 
between 912 - 1100Â. The limiting sensitivity will be 

m=20 for B0 stars. The orbit provided by SRG will allow 
for long, uninterrupted observations of up to lOOksec and 
thus enable us to study the time variability of faint 
objects. The density of FUV sources will guarantee to 
observe objects for any pointing so that FUVITA will 
always gather data also as a secondary instrument (i.e. 
when prime time is given to some oüier instrument). This 
means that FUVITA observation will always be part of a 
multi-wavelength study for wavelengths between about 
0.12Â and 2800Â (or between 4 eV and 100 keV). 

3. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 

FUVITA investigations should make use of the 
excellent imaging properties of the instrument. Thus, apart 
from suitable point-like objects (e.g. cool stars, symbiotic 
stars, cataclysmic variables and final evolutionary stages) 
extended sources should be prime goals: Super Novae and 
Super Nova Remnants (SNR), planetary nebulae as well as 
the diffuse FUV background. In fact, FUVITA could 
perform the first FUV survey of SNRs in our galaxy and 
nearby galaxies. It should be noted that the Magellanic 
Clouds alone contain 55 SNRs, of which most are 
extended from 30" to 4*. FUVITA should be able to 
provide the FUV integrated flux as well as map the surface 
brightness variation for many of them. 

The high sensitivity of FUVITA will permit to pursue 
'extragalactic' goals: the FUV luminosity function of 
galaxies with z < 0.1, the FUV emission from close, but 
faint AGN's (< 100 Mpc) and their time variability, 
something which cannot be studied with IUE or HST. 

4. FUVITA CONFIGURATION AND FIRST 
SIMULATIONS 
The only hardware modifications for EUVITA needed 

are to replace the EUVITA filter by a =1500Â thick 
Indium filter and the multi-layer mirror by a SiC coated 
mirror. Indium filters are delicate, show pinholes and 
suffer from transmission degradation due to oxigen, but 
nevertheless have been used sucessfully in space, e.g. for 
EUVE. We plan to reduce the influence of pinholes by 
using a filter composed of 2 single layers. SiC coated 
materials have been used for HUT and ORFEUS, their 
long-term stability has been measured with the Long 
Duration Exposure Facility. Combined with a standard 
MgFj photocathode the effective area shown in Fig.l is 
obtained. 
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Figure I: Effective area of FUVITA as a function of 
wavelength. 

For this configuration we have simulated several 
objects, among them a model planetary nebula around a 
symbiotic star: electron density Ne=107 cm'3, with a 
spherically symmetric distribution between an inner radius 
of 5xl012cm and an outer radius of 2.4xI018cm, which is 
illuminated by a central star with a photosphere at 150 
000K. The star has a radius of lxl010cm and is 1 kpc 
away. The simulation contains the expected flux from 
interplanetary Lyman-a resonance scattering. The Lyman-
ot contribution obtained in this way over the whole FOV is 
6 photons/s and thus comparable to the MCP background 
rate (10 cts/s). The countrate detected by FUVITA for this 
object is about 180 cts/s, clearly enhanced against the 
O.lcts/s background rate under the image. The source 
spectrum folded with the effective area and considering 
the interstellar absorption is shown in Fig.2. 

Simulation with the spectrum of the B-star ZcU-Oph 
measured by ORFEUS gives a countrate of about 800 
cts/s. 

Given the high luminosity of many sources in the FUV 
the question arises whether for a random pointing the 
count rate observed by FUVITA would not be too high. 
Stars relevant for FUV are A, B and O stars. For these we 
have estimated the star densities versus countratc at the 
detector. For random orientation of FUVITA (FOV - 1.2°) 
the probability to encounter a 100cts/s B-star is about 
10%, for a 1000cts/s B-star less than 1%. Therefore, there 
is no significant problem for most FUVITA pointings. 

References: 
[1] A.F. Davidsen et al., Astrophysical Journal 392 (1992) 
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Figure 2: FUVITA response to the model planetary nebula 
mentioned in the text. 
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XMM-RGS ELECTRO OPTICAL MODEL, SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION 
OF TESTS AT THE PANTER X-RAY FACILITY 

K. Thomsen 

Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI 

The X-Ray Multi-Minor Mission XMM is one of four 
"corner stone" missions to be launched by ESA around the 
turn of the century. 

The Reflection Gij'ing Spectrometers (RGS) on this 
space craft will achieve high energy resolution and 
unparallelled sensitivity in the combined first and second 
order of diffraction in the wavelength range between 5 and 
35 Angström. The instruments consist of an array of 
reflection gratings placed in the converging beam at the 
exit of two of the three X-ray telescopes on the space craft. 
The gratings diffract light to arrays of charge-coupled 
device (CCD) detectors offset from the main telescope 
focal plane. A set of nin CCD-chips is arranged in s strip 
along the Rowland cricle for each RGS. 

In an international collaboration established to build 
the instruments PSI took over the responsibility to provide 
the mechanical / thermal structure of the camera head, i.e. 
stand-off structure, detector housing and cooling system in 
the form of a passive radiator. 

alignment theodolite 

local plane plallorm 
PSPC 
local piano camera: RFC 

optical bench 
gratings (8): RGA 
grating silt 
RGA baffle 

mirrors (3):MDM 
curtains 

monitor counter 

4 monochromator 

X-ray source 

The Electro Optical Model (EOM) was the first model 
of the RGS in which the mirrors, the gratings and the focal 
plane camera were integre ted. The main purpose of this 
model was to determin the performance of the fully 
assembled instrument and compare it to the simulations. 
For representing realistically a completely integrated 
system three mirror shell out of 58, 8 gratings instead of 
the planned 240 and 3 instead of 9 CCDs have been 
employed. A schematic overview over the test 
configuration as set up in the Panter X-Ray facility is 
shown in Figure 1. The mirrors, the grating box as well as 
the camera head were all mounted on independent 
translation and rotation tables allowing for a careful 
alingment of the optical system components. 

Seperated from the XMM-RGS instrument assembly 
by more than 120 m the X-ray sources were located, 
different energies selectable by the choice of the source 
type. For a number of tests a monochromator was placed 
at the exit of the source to make tests of the instrument 
resolution possible. The long distance between the source 
and the mirrors are necessary to work with a good 
approximation of incoming parallel X-rays. 

In the main focus a position sensitive proportional 
counter (PSPC) was positioned during the RGS test 
campaign. This PSPC was used for flux determinations 
and, with the mirror module removed, to verify the beam 
homogenity. 

Two distinct positions ("6 o'clock" and "4 o'clock") for 
the grating module were used as the module did not cover 
the full aperture. In the 6 o'clock position the individual 
gratings basically aligned radially with respect to the 
mirror shells whereas 4 o'clock resulted in a more 
tangential alignment. 

Prior to measurements with the grating stack in place 
the mirrors and their main focus were characterized for the 
full aperature and also for the two small (9x9 cm) areas 
which were left unobstructed by the grating baffle. The 
individual shells of the mirror module showed some 
scatter in the focal lenght, but the common focus of all 
four shells was in excellent agreement with the design 
value (7499.2 / 7500 mm). In Figure 2 the images show 
the shadows of the individual gratings as well as the 
shadow of a mirror a mirror spoke. 

Figure 1: Set-up used for the tests with the XMM-RGS 
Electro Optical Model at the Panter X-Ray facility. 
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Figure 2: Mirror response for the 4 (a,c) and 6 o'clock positions with the grating assembly partially bolcking the image (a,b) 
confronted with the simulated response (c,d). 
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The main emphasis of the RGS tests was on 
understanding the optics of the fully integrated instrument 
and especially the response of the grating. 

Using a movable slitc the response for each grating in 
the 6 o'clock position was mapped for the m=0 and m=-2 
order at Mg-Ka without the monochromator. Typical 
images collected at these positions are shown in Figure 3. 
As can be seen there is a distinct difference between the 
images for grating 8, showing a rather narrow distribution 
in the dispersive direction (Z) and for grating 5, which 
contains considerable scattering. The scattering for the 
other gratings (1-7) is similar to the scattering for grating 
5. The m=-2 images show an identical pattern with the 
exception of the second line in the image, due to the 
satellite lines in the source. Post Panter measurements of 
the gratings have indicated that the gratings 1-7 all exhibit 
surface perturbations with an amplitude of several 10 À 
amplitude and about 200 pm coherence length whereas 
this is not true for grating 8. These defects appear to have 

been introduced during the finalstage of the replication 
process. It is believed that this explains the difference in 
scattering between grating 8 and the other gratings. 

Direct comparison between the measured spectroscopic 
date for grating 8 and the ray-trace predictions is hard in 
view of the fact that our raytrace simulations do not 
include the detailed response of the mirrors and also not 
the twist in me gratings observed after the Panter 
measurements. Therefore the measured angular 
distribution of the telescope response was converted into 
the angular response at the m=0 and m=-2 order and, after 
folding with the flatness distribution of the gratings (only 
the illuminated part of the grating using interferometer 
results), translated into pixels on the RGS detector. This 
result is shown in Figure 4 for the zero and second order. 
This results indicates that the contributions to the 
resolution from grating 8 are consistent with a design 
where the telescope blur dominates the RGS resolution. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the measured line spread function (LSF, histogram) and the modelled LSF (smooth curve) for tow 
gratings at Mg-Ka and two orders. The modelled LSF includes corrections for the measured telescope response and the non 
flatness in the gratings. The second peak for the m=-2 order around channel 90 is due to the satellite states in the X-ray 
source). The LSF for grating 5 (m=0) shows clearly significant more scattering. 
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THE SOLAR-STELLAR CONNECTION: MAGNETIC CORONAE IN 
SOLAR-TYPE STARS 

M. Güdel1, A. Benz2, J.H.M.M. Schmitt3, E. F. Guinan4, J. D. Dorren5, N. M. Elias6 

1 Paul Scherrcr Institut, 5232 Villigen PSI 
2 Institut für Astronomie, ETHZ, 8092 Zürich 
3 Max-Plack-Institut für Extraterrestrische Physik, 85740 Garching, Germany 
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6 US Naval Observatory, Washington, DC 20392, USA 

We have continued an extensive long-term investiga
tion in a field of particular interest to both solar and stel
lar studies, the 'solar-stellar connection' in coronal emis
sion. It is well established that cool stars (spectral types F 
and later on the main sequence) exhibit high-energy phe
nomena reminiscent of those taking place on the Sun (a 
G2 V star), i.e., luminous soft X-ray emission from a hot 
(~106-107 K) plasma, acceleration of MeV and possibly 
GeV electrons leading to nonthermal microwave 
radiation, or transient releases of magnetic energy 
('flares') evidenced in large increases of the thermal X-
ray and the nonthermal microwave flux and heating of the 
bulk plasma to temperatures of several times 107 K. Our 
studies focused particularly on stars that are very similar 
to the Sun (late-F to early G main-sequence stars). 

Extending a now well-established linear relation be
tween the 'quiescent' thermal X-ray and the nonthermal 
microwave luminosity of cool M dwarf stars (Güdel, 
Schmitt, Bookbinder, & Fleming 1993), we have shown 
that the two emission types are well correlated also on 
solar-type (F-G) stars, thereby connecting the stellar re
gime to solar flares (for which we have discovered the 
same luminosity relation; Benz & Güdel 1994). As a by
product, we predicted and subsequently dicovered for the 
first time microwave emission from solar-type F-G stars 
(other than the Sun; Güdel, Schmitt, & Benz 1994). The 
close relation between thermal and nonthermal radiation 
on coronal stars and in solar flares suggests i) that the 
quiescent coronal emissions from these stars are produced 
in flare-like processes, and ii) that coronal heating in 
active stars is intimately connected to particle acceleration 
(thus excluding acoustic heating modes in our targets). 

We have performed detailed case studies of two par
ticular stars at critical evolutionary stages. The first, EK 
Dra, is almost identical to the Sun in mass, spectral type, 
and radius, but, with an age of ~ 70 Myr, has arrived on 
the main-sequence only recently; it represents the Sun on 
the Zero-Age Main-Sequence shortly after the start of the 
hydrogen core burning. Its rotation period of only 2.7 days 
is attributed to its young age, and in turn results in a 
strongly enhanced magnetic dynamo. Our ROSAT X-ray 
and VLA microwave observations show that its corona is 
about 3 orders of magnitude more luminous in both emis
sions than the quiet Sun; its corona is also much hotter, 
with the dominant portion of the emission measure at 
107 K or higher. The X-ray emission is modulated with 
the star's rotation period, but interestingly, this holds for 
the relatively cool plasma component (~ 2 • 106 K) only. 

We modeled the geometry of the cooler X-ray source, and 
found that the electron density of this plasma must ex
ceed 4 • 1010 cm"3. It is thus an order of magnitude in ex
cess of nonflaring solar active regions. Since the thermal 
plasma must be trapped in closed magnetic loops, the 
magnetic pressure must exceed the thermal pressure. We 
thus find indirect evidence for coronal magnetic fields 
that are stronger than solar equivalents. Our results sug
gest that the high luminosity of the cooler plasma compo
nent is not due to greater volume, but increased plasma 
density (due to higher magnetic fields). A flare observa
tion further showed that the height of the pre-flare mag
netic loops was of the order of the height of the cooler 
plasma component, which in turn is similar to the pres
sure scale height and to the heights of solar active regions 
(~ 0.1 solar radii). We interpreted this cooler plasma as 
nonflaring, magnetic, active regions. The role and origin 
of the hotter (> 107 K) plasma, unknown on the quiet Sun, 
remains unclear. Since it attains flare temperatures and is 
correlated with the also detected microwave emission, it 
may well be that this is a flare plasma component con
tinuously being heated by frequent flare-like processes 
(Güdel, Schmitt, Benz, & Elias 1995). 

The second case study was devoted to the F0V star 47 
Cas. This star is in a regime (A and early F spectral types) 
where dynamo action is thought to be negligible, and 
coronae are assumed to be cool, weak, and probably 
acoustically heated. Nevertheless, 47 Cas turns out to be 
one of the apparently brightest single stars in the ROSAT 
All-Sky Survey, despite its distance of 38 pc. It is also one 
of the most luminous main-sequence X-ray stars. It shows 
unique rotational modulation (the cooler portion of the 
plasma is 100 % modulated, while the hotter component 
is again unmodulated), providing, together with tempera
ture characteristics and huge X-ray flares, conclusive evi
dence for magnetically controlled coronal heating. We 
have not found evidence for an undetected, cooler com
panion that may be responsible for the emission, although 
more sensitive methods may be required. X-ray flare pa
rameters are compatible with pre-flare loops of modest 
height (about 1-3 pressure scale heights), a result that is 
strikingly similar to the results from EK Dra. A possible 
clue to 47 Cas' extreme activity may come from its space 
motion. We interpreted its space velocity components as 
indicative of its membership in the Pleiades Moving 
Group. 47 Cas may thus be a near-Zero-Age Main-
Sequcnce star (Güdel, Schmitt, & Benz 1995). 
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As solar-type stars age, they lose angular momentum 
via mass loss in a magnetized wind. The rotation rate of a 
solar-type star thus decreases with age, and so docs its 
coronal activity. We established a power-law decrease of 
the X-ray luminosity with increasing rotation period; in
terestingly, the coronal temperatures also decreases with 
stellar age, thus indicating decreasing efficiency of (flare-
like?) coronal heating as the magnetic dynamo runs down 
(Dorren, Güdel, & Guinan 1995). In apparent contradic
tion to this result, wc found at least three solar-type stars 
that are leaving the main-sequence and that seem to un
dergo a process of dynamo reactivation; all three targets 
show X-ray and microwave fluxes similar to very young, 
rapid rotators. It appears that these stars arc subject to a 
restructuring of their interiors, possibly suffering a sig
nificant increase of the convcctivc turnover time and 
therefore an enhanced dynamo activity (Güdel, Schmitt, & 
Benz 1995c). 

We have been awarded ASCA observing time on sev
eral solar-type stars. ASCA's unprecedented spectral 
resolution allows us to infer electron temperatures and 
check possible coronal abundance anomalies. First results 
from two targets further refine our findings that typical 
coronal temperatures arc a function of rotation period and 
hence, age. The youngest target, EK Dra, shows a steady 
plasma component with an electron temperature around 
20 • 106 K or more, while a corona at an intermediate age 
of ~ 1 Gyr does not exceed 10 • 106 K. We have not iden
tified coronal abundance anomalies with die possible ex
ception of the element Mg. More, ASCA data arc 
currendy being analyzed (Güdel, Guinan, & Skinner 
1995). 
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UTILIZATION OF THE PROTON IRRADIATION FACILITY 
I. SINGLE/MULTI EVENT UPSET TESTING OF 16 MBITS MEMORIES 
II.CALIBRATION OF THE SCINTILLATING FIBRE DETECTOR 

W. Hajdas1, R.H. Sorcnsen2, R. Nickson2, A. Zchndcr1 

'Paul Schcrrcr Institut, Laboratory for Astrophysik CH-5232 Villigen PSI 
2ESA-ESTEC, P.O. Box 299, AG Noordwijk, the Netherlands 

The PIF - Proton Irradiation Facility was designed to 
provide low intensity protons beams for studying of radia
tion effects for space applications. Since its commissioning 
in May 1992, the PEF was used not only by the space com
munity but also by research teams in other scientific dis
ciplines taking advantage of such unique features as: 

• up to 300 MeV proton beams 
• continuous and monocncrgctic energy spectra 
• fluxes up to ca. 109 protons/cm2/scc 
• integral doses up to 1014 protons/sample 
• flat sample area 10x10 cm2 (at lower fluxes) 

The facility can be characterized by transparent, 
modular structure, uncomplicated experimental setup and 
user friendly data acquisition system. This allows for fast 
preparation and executing of a typical irradiation experi
ment. Short switching time between different proton ener
gies gives possibility to generate arbitrary proton spectra. 
Therefore, the facility is perfectly suited for calibrations of 
the proton detectors and dosimeters and for radiation hard
ness tests of the spacecraft electronic components and de
vices. For detailed description see e.g. Annex III A in PSI 
Annual Report 1992 and 1993 and PSI Accelerator Facili
ties User's Guide. 

During 12 weeks of operation in PIFs second year, 
more than 20 experiments were done utilizing ca. 400 
hours of the beam time. The most irradiations were per
formed with collaborators from ESA-ESTEC in accordance 
to two work orders: 

=> Device Testing and Response Characterization 
=> Detector Testing and Research 

The technical report on 1994 PIF experiments is pro
vided by ESA/ESTEC. 

Other investigations were done either as a PSI own re
search or together with universities and industry. The de
tailed results and analyses are issued elsewhere. Here, we 
present only the list of the 1994 PIF activities: 

1. Irradiations of the microprocessors and Silicon diodes 
2. Passive irradiations of the CCDs with Solar Flare 1972 

and South Atlantic Anomaly proton spectra 
3. Tests of the BGO and BaF2 crystals and neutron activa

tion foils 
4. Calibration of the STRV-REM satellite detector 
5. Feasibility study for a spacebomc proton monitor 
6. SEU/MEU testing of the 16 Mbits memories 
7. SEU/SEL testing of the telemetry system for ARIANE-

racket 
8. Irradiations of the hybrid semiconductor devices 
9. Development of the 590 MeV beam for PIF 

10. SEU/SEL testing of the ARIANE Telcnavigation Sys
tem 

11. Testing of the ARIANE 5 Incrtial Reference System 
12. Irradiations of the EUVITA electronic components 
13. Optimizing of the low energy beams at PIF 
14. Tests of new dosimeters for the PSI batch: CR39 nu

clear track foils and TLDs 
15. Calibrations of the scintillation Fibres dosimeters 

(BIOPAN flight) 
16. Error-mapping of the Think-Pad mother-board for 

EUROMIR satellite 

Moreover, the PIF 'enlarged' itself and gained several 
modifications like: 

0 Extension of the maximum energy up to 590 MeV 
0 Emplacement of the new PC based data acquisition 

software 
0 Improvement of the on-line beam monitoring system 

with the wire-chamber 

0 Constructing of the barrack for material storage and 
run preparations 

Because it is not possible here to characterize all meas
urements at PIF, two typical ones are selected and shortly 
described below: 

I. Testing of the 16 Mbit DRAMs 
The purpose of this experiment was to determine cross 

sections for single and multi error occurrences (SEU/MEU 
- Single/Multiple Event Upset) in 16Mbit DRAVls. It was 
the very first test of such advanced electronic dîviccs. To 
allow response characterization from threshold to satura
tion cross sections the proton energies covered range be
tween 18 and 300 MeV. A standard experimental setup 
was used during irradiations. Proton beam with initial en
ergy of either 300 or 100 MeV was passing through a wire-
chamber (working as an on-line beam profile monitor) to 
the Aluminum dégrader where its energy was set to the 
desired value. Small plastic scintillator was mounted in 
front of the dégrader to monitor intensity of the primary 
beam. Behind the dégrader, two steel collimators were 
mounted. The first one served to reduce neutron and 
gamma background and the second one, with the round 
aperture of 50 mm diameter, defined the size of the beam. 
Plastic scintillation counter of the area of 1 square cm was 
set on the beam axes behind the collimators. The remotely 
controlled arm with fixed memories was mounted directly 
behind the detector. This allowed for free movements of 
the arm to place memories on the beam and, for the flat 
beam profiles, provided instant information about the flux 
at the sample. The irradiated chip was positioned 1 cm 
from the beam axes not to be shadowed by the detector. 
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Different bit patterns were initially written into the mem
ory. During irradiations, the memory was permanently 
scanned and all bit flips were recorded and stored for fur
ther analyses. Typical results are presented on Fig. l.The 
saturation cross section values are of the same order as in 
the memories with lower density of bits, but they are 
reached already at very low energies. Further measure
ments with energies below 18 MeV are necessary for exact 
determination of the cross section threshold. 

=ï 1.00E-12-V 

Proton energy / MeV 

Figure 1 : SEU cross section in 16 Mbit DRAM. 

n. Proton calibration of the ESTEC/SENSYS scintilla
tion fibre detector 
The ESA developed a nuclear detector suitable for 

miniaturization, low power consumption and wide dy
namic range. The detector is based upon the scintillating 
fibre sensor. It serves for measurement and monitoring in 
space of high energy proton and electron radiation with a 
widely varying flux. Fibre detectors were already applied in 
spacecraft employing principle of transmission loss due to 
radiation or in high energy physics working in the pulse 
mode. The detector reported here operates in a non-pulsed 
mode and is combined with a GaAsP photodiode and a 
logarithmic current amplifier. During the experiment, the 

response of the scintillation fibre was characterized for 
different flux intensities and different proton energies. The 
experimental setup was similar as in the case of 16 Mbits 
DRAMs. The fibre was mounted on the beam axes, per
pendicularly to the beam line behind the steel collimator. 
Beam profiles were set flat (within about 5%) inside the 
circle of 2 cm diameter. Therefore, only last 2 cm of the 
fibre were irradiated. The remaining part was shielded 
against protons with a steel brick. A small plastic monitor 
detector (lxlxl mm3), appropriate to detect proton fluxes 
up to ca. 5»107 per cm2 per sec was mounted close to the 
scintillation fibre. Before irradiations, it was calibrated 
with help of the 1 square cm area plastic counter mounted 
in the place of the fibre. The calibration was done for all 
proton energies used in the experiment. Energies of incom
ing protons were in the range from 30 to 300 MeV. Beam 
intensities varied between 3»103 and 5»107 pro-
tons/cm2/sec. Preliminary data are presented on Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2: Scintillation fibre detector current as a function 
of the proton flux for proton energies 100 MeV - dots, and 
300 MeV - squares. 
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Our erTorts aim towards the fabrication of a useful 
X-ray detector using a superconductor - insulator - su
perconductor (SIS) Giaver tunnel junction. This type 
of detector works by absorbing the incoming X-ray in 
a superconducting film. The number of broken Copper 
pairs depends on the absorbed energy E-, and inversely 
on the energy-gap A(JT) of the absorbing material. Typ
ically, a superconductor has an energy-gap in the meV 
range. Thus, one expects % 106 excess charges to be 
produced for every absorbed keV of energy. The ex
pected energy resolution is 5-10 eV for 10 keV incident 
radiation. The main experimental challenge is to col
lect these charges in form of quasiparticles (qp) before 
losses by diffusion and recombination dominate. Us
ing an SIS-junction, collection occurs through a tunnel 
barrier connecting 2 superconducting electrodes across 
which a constant bias voltage smaller than 2A(T)/e is 
applied. In order to suppress the dc Josephson current, 
a constant weak magnetic field is applied parallel to the 
tunnel barrier. In this way, the device is biased on its 
qp-tunneling branch, and signals due to x-ray induced 
excess charges can be observed as current pulses [1]. 

An energy resolution of 50 eV at 6 keV incident ra
diation was recently obtained with devices fabricated 
using refractory materials by a Livermore-Conductus 
collaboration [2]. In our approach, we use Ta instead 
of Nb as an absorbing electrode. This should enable a 
larger charge collection since the quasi-particle recom
bination time is expected to be longer in Ta than in 
Nb. 

Proximity effects 

Using a mechanical mask technique and a sequence 
of thin film deposition, followed by a single photolitho-
graphical and pattern transfer step, we fabricated 
Nb/Al/AhOs/AI/Nb tunnel devices[3]. Since we plan 
to use the qp-trapping scheme proposed by Booth [4], 
and therefore use composite electrodes with Nb/Al, it is 
important to study the proximity effect [5] of the Al film 
thickness on the effective energy-gap parameter A(T), 
the electronic mean free path / and the qp-density of 
states in the electrodes of the devices. 

We made a thorough investigation on proximity ef
fects in tunnel junctions with fixed Nb thickness of 200 nm 
and Al thicknesses ranging from 1.5 to 120 nm for both 
base and counter electrodes. Both dc Josephson tun
neling and qp tunneling I — V characteristics were mea
sured. For each case systematic changes with varying Al 
thicknesses and temperature are observed. Fig. 1 shows 
the effect of the j4/-film thickness on the qp-tunneling 
branch of the I —V curves measured at 2.2/\. The gap 
voltage 2&(dAi)/e is defined at the onset of the current 

rise and clearly decreases with increasing Al-?i\m thick
ness. The steepness of the current rise is smeared out for 
devices with thicker Al films. This is an indication for 
a significant reduction of the peaking in the BCS-type 
density of states above E ~ A and the disappearance 
of the 'knee' structure [6] observed as a voltage rise at 
V 2A/e suggests a change in the qp-density of states 
in the -4/ layer. 

1 2 3 

Voltage [mV] 

Figure 1: Quasi-particle tunneling IV-curves measured 
(dots) at 2.2 K on Nb/Al/AUOz/Al/Nb junctions with 
different .4/-film thicknesses d^i- The solid lines are 
from a model discussed in the text. 

The data (dots) are compared to a proximity-effect 
model (solid line) proposed by Golubov and Kupriyanov 
[7] which is valid, in a strict sense, only for SN bi-
layers. Our IV-curves were fitted to the model and 
the corresponding values for the density of states at 
various T and dAi were obtained. A self-consistency 
test was performed with the temperature dependence 
of the rfc-Josephson current. The negative resistance re
gion predicted by the model was not observed in these 
experiments because the devices were current-biased. 
The overall agreement between the model and our data 
taken at and above T = 2.2 K is satisfactory. How
ever, the measured amplitude of the sub-gap tunneling 
currents are larger than the calculated values, and are 
mostly temperature independent below 1.3 K. This is 
a strong indication that defects (pin-holes, edges) are 
connected in parallel to the tunnel barrier. 

The evaluation of the model implies that for our 
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devices, there is an order parameter amplitudfe fi at 
the Nb/Al interface such that A,v4(7")>fi(:T) >AAl(T). 
The qp-density of states remains constant across the -4/ 
layer. Starting from the Al/Nb interface, the density of 
states is substantially reduced in A:6 on a scale of a few 
coherence lengths Ç,vt,. 

These findings have important consequences regard
ing the design of X-ray detection devices using trapping. 
X-rays events occuring in the vicinity of such reduced-
gap regions are likely to produce a different number 
of qp than X-rays absorbed in unperturbed Nb and 
thereby affect the energy resolution. In addition, ex
cess qp diffusing out of the Nb film can be trapped in 
the volume of Nb that has a reduced gap parameter and 
are thus lost for tunneling. This volume can extend over 
several coherence lengths starting from the interface. 

Ta-based junctions 

The design of our Ta/AI/AUO3/Al/Nb devices con
siders the following points: 

1) the energy-gap A of the absorbing material should 
be uniform within the electrode 

2) the absorber should have the longest possible elec
tronic m.f.p. in order to minimize recombination losses 

3) the absorber-trap area ratio should be large 

4) narrow contact leads will limit diffusion losses 

5) the tunnel barrier should not be shortened out 
by superconducting pin-hole defects within the barrier 
itself, or by some normal conducting path parallel to 
the barrier 

Our new fabrication technique, started in fall 93, re
lies again on a one-run deposition sequence under UHV 
conditions. First, devices are prepared with a 200 nm 
thick film of Ta or Nb used as absorber. Ta is deposited 
with a e-gun on R-plane oriented AUO3 substrates kept 
at 650 °C. Al and Nb are sputter-deposited. Al is de
posited on samples kept at - 10 °C. The tunnel-barrier 
is produced by thermal oxidation at room temperature. 
The 5 layers are patterned with different lithographi-
cal/etching steps in order to produce 50 microns diam
eter AI/AI2O3/'Al/Nb junctions on top of the 200 by 
700 microns Ta absorber. Ta and Nb are reactively 
ion-etched, and ^4/ is wet etched. The top electrode of 
the devices are contacted by 5 microns wide Nb or Al 
wires. The electric insulation between the contact elec
trode and the bottom absorber is obtained with a dou
ble layer of thermally evaporated SiOx. Current oxide 
deposition techniques from the semiconductor industry 
was not used here since our processing temperature is 
never allowed to be above 120 °C after the formation 
of the tunneling barrier. Developping this step alone 
scavenged a significant part of our time during 1994. 
A window is lithographically patterned on top of the 
junctions, through which we sputter deposit the con
tact electrodes. 

Results are very encouraging. Inspite of problems 
with the insulation layers, the fabrication reproducibil
ity is much better than with our previous technique. 
Using this integrated-circuit process, the sub-gap resis
tance has increased by 2 orders of magnitude and is just 
at the limit required to enable, in principle, to begin 
with X-ray detection. 
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Figure 2: Tunneling IV-curves of 
a Ta/Al/Al203/Al/Nb junctions with 40 nm ,4/-film 
thickness measured at 0.5 K. The curves were shifted 
by 20 fiV and 220 /iV with respect to zero voltage for 
clarity. 

In Fig. 2 we present the dc Josephson and qp tun
neling IV-curve of a Ta-based device. The normal state 
resistance of the tunnel barrier is in the 1 Q, range, the 
sharp feature at 1.1 mV is consistent with the sum of the 
gap voltages (A^o + &Nb)/e. Depending on the mag
nitude of the applied magnetic field, a structure due to 
the gap difference (A^o — &,vb)/e of the two materi
als is also visible on the IV curve, provided the device 
is voltage-biased. The gap-voltage reductions of the Ta 
absorber and of the Nb counter-electrode are due to the 
proximity effect of the *4/-film. 
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A. Wyltenbach, V. Furrer, L. Tobler 
CONCENTRATION AND BIODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF STABLE CS IN SPRUCE NEEDLES 

7th Intern. Symp. on Environmental Radiochemical Analysis, Bournemouth, UK, 21.-23. 9. 1994. 

A. Wyttenbach 
BIODYNAMIK DER ELEMENTE IN FICHTENNADELN. 

Seminar PSI, 16. Dezember 1994. 

L. Tobler 
AEROSOLE AUF FlCHTENNADELN 

Seminar PSI, 20. Mai 1994 

• Aerosol and Analytical Chemistry 

U. Baltensperger 
ATMOSPHÄRISCHE AEROSOLFORSCHUNG 

Institut für Radiochemie, Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, 29 April, 1994. 

U. Baltenspcrger, H.W. Gäggeler, D.T. Jost, M. Schwikowski, P. Seibert 
AEROSOL MEASUREMENTS AT HIGH-ALPINE SITES WITH THE EPIPHANIOMETER 

European Aerosol Conference, Blois, F, 30 May - 4 June, 1994, J. Aerosol Sei. 25, Suppl. 1, S185-S186 (1994). 

U. Baltcnsperger, R. Schlögl, A. Relier 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SOOT PARTICLES FROM VARIOUS COMBUSTION SOURCES 

Fifth International Conference on Carbonaceous Particles in the Atmosphere, Berkeley, CA, 23 - 26 August, 1994. 

U. Baltensperger, H.W. Gäggeler, D.T. Jost, M. Schwikowski, R. Gehrig 
AEROSOL, SULFUR DIOXIDE AND SULFATE MEASUREMENTS AT THE HIGH-ALPINE SITE JUNGFRAUJOCH, SWITZERLAND 

Proc. Fourth International Aerosol Conference, Los Angeles, 29 August - 2 September, 1994, pp. 988-989. 

A. Döscher, M. Schwikowski, H.W. Gäggeler 
ION CHROMATOGRAPHIC CATION TRACE ANALYSIS OF SNOW SAMPLES FROM HIGH-ALPINE SITES 

International Ion Chromatography Symposium 1994, Turin, Italy, 19 - 22 September, 1994. 

KW.Gäggelcr 
UMWELTFORSCHUNG AN HOCHALPINEN STANDORTEN 
ETHZ Atmospheric Sciences Symposium, EAWAG Dübendorf, February 21,1994 

H.W. Gäggeler 
PALEOATMOSPHERIC STUDIES ON ALPINE ICE CORES 

SPPU/NFP31 Workshop, SL Niklausen, 25./2Ô. Mai 1994 

H.W. Gäggeler 
PALAEOATMOSPHÄRISCHE STUDIEN ANHAND VON ElSCORES VOM COLLE GNIFETTI (4450 MÜM) 

Reunion des chercheurs des projet PNR 31 intervenant en Valais, Institut Universitaire Kurt Bosch, Sion, 26./27. Mai 1994 

H.W. Gäggeler 
UMWELTFORSCHUNG AN HOCHALPINEN STANDORTEN 

Vortragstagung Fachgruppe Nuklearchemie, Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker, Berlin, 5. - 7. Sept. 1994 

C. N. Hewitt, B. Davison, R.M. Harrison, M. Schwikowski, U. Baltensperger, C. O'Dowd, M. Smith 
BIOGENIC SULFUR AND AEROSOL COMPOSITION IN THE ATLANTIC AND SOUTHERN OCEANS 
8th CACGP Symposium of the IAMAP Commission on the Atmospheric Chemistry and Global Pollution and 2nd Scientific 
Conference of the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Project (IGAC), Fuji-Yoshida, Japan, 5 -9 September, 1994. 

D.T. Jost 
REDUKTION VON " N O AN V 2 0 / l ï O , KATALYSATOREN 

Vortragstagung Fachgruppe Nuklearchemie, Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker, Berlin, 5. - 7. Sept. 1994 
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D.T. Jost, U. Baltcnspcrgcr, H.W. Gäggclcr, M. Schwikowski, P. Scibert 
RADON, THORON AND

 J10Pb MEASUREMENTS AT JUNGFRAUJOCH, SWITZERLAND 

7th Int. Symposium on Environmental Radiochemical Analysis, Bournemouth UK, 21-23 September 1994 

Y.Parrat 
ANREGUNGSFUNKTION DER REAKTION

 <aAr(p,X)MCl 
Vorlragstagung Fachgruppe Nuklearchcmic, Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker, Berlin, 5. - 7. Sept. 1994 

M. Schwikowski, U. Baltenspcrgcr, H.W. Gäggeler, O. Poulida 
AEROSOL SCAVENGING IN MDCED PHASE CLOUDS AT THE HIGH-ALPINE SITE JUNGFRAUJOCH, SWITZERLAND 

Proc. Fourth International Aerosol Conference, Los Angeles, 29 August - 2 September, 1994, pp. 869-870. 

M. Schwikowski, U. Baltenspergcr, H.W. Gäggclcr 
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN AEROSOL PARTICLES, CLOUD DROPLETS AND ICE CRYSTALS AT THE HIGH-ALPINE SITE JUNGFRAUJOCH 

8th CACGP Symposium of the IAMAP Commission on the Atmospheric Chemistry and Global Pollution and 2nd Scientific 
Conference of the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Project (IGAC), Fuji-Yoshida, Japan, 5 -9 September, 1994. 

P. Scibert, H. Kromp-Kolb, A. Kasper, H. Puxbaum, U. Baltcnspcrgcr, D.T. Jost, M. Schwikowski, 
METEOROLOGICAL INFLUENCES ON AIR AND SNOW POLLUTION IN THE HIGH ALPS - RESULTS OF THE PROJECT ALPTRAC 
22. Int. Tagung für Alpine Meteorologie, Lindau, 5 - 9 September, 1994. 

E. Weingartncr, H. Burtscher, U. Baltcnsperger 
HYGROSCOPIC GROWTH OF COMBUSTION AEROSOLS 

Proc. International Aerosol Conference, Los Angeles, 29 August - 2 September, 1994, p. 658. 

E. Weingartncr, U. Baltcnspcrger, H. Burtscher 
AEROSOL EMISSION IN A ROAD TUNNEL 

Fifth International Conference on Carbonaceous Particles in the Atmosphere, Berkeley, CA, 23 - 26 August, 1994. 

E. Weingartner, H. Burtscher, U. Baltcnsperger 
CONDENSATIONAL GROWTH OF CARBONACEOUS PARTICLES 

Fifth International Conference on Carbonaceous Particles in the Atmosphere, Berkeley, CA, 23 - 26 August, 1994. 

• Heavy Elements 
B. Eichler 
Thcrmochemischc Grundlagen der Freisetzung von Kernreaktionsprodukten aus Metallschmelzen und experimentelle 
Untersuchungen zum Verhalten des Poloniums in Pb-Bi Eutcktikum 
2nd Meeting of the sub-project TARGET, PSI in Villigen, 6/7. June 1994 

B. Eichler 
CHLORIDCHEMIE DER TRANSAKTINIDE 

Vortragstagung Fachgruppe Nuklearchcmic, Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker, Berlin, 5. - 7. Sept. 1994 

A. Türlcr 
GASCHEMIEEXPERIMENTE MIT T R A N S A C T I N I D E N 

Vortragstagung Fachgruppe Nuklearchemie, Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker, Berlin, 5. - 7. Sept. 1994 

LABORATORY FOR NEUTRON SCATTERING 

P. AJlenspach 
MAGNETIC ORDERING IN OXYGEN DEFICIENT AND DOPED NdBa2Cu30x AND DyBa2Cu30x - A NEUTRON AND 
SPECIFIC HEAT STUDY 
Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperphysik, Stuttgart, Deutschland, 4.3.94. 

P. AJlenspach 
PRIMARY INSTRUMENT OF AN INVERTED TIME-OF-FLIGHT MACHINE 
Paul-Scherrcr-Institut, Viiligen, Switzerland, 15.3.94. 

P. AJlenspach 
MAGNETIC ORDERING EFFECTS IN OXYGEN DEFICIENT AND DOPED NdBa2Cu30x AND DyBa2Cu30x 

Labor für Neutronenstreuung ETH Zurich & PSI, Switzerland, 29.3.94. 
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P. Allcnspach 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN DEFICIENT AND DOPED NdBa2Cu30x AND DyBa2Cu30x, AN INTERPRETATION 
OF NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPIC AND HEAT CAPACITY DATA 
Physics Department, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan, 17.10.94. 

P. Allcnspach 
INTRINSIC INHOMOGENEITY IN HIGH-TC MATERIALS 
ISTEC (Int Supercond. Technology Center) Div. VII, Tokyo, Japan, 20.10.94. 

P. Allcnspach 
LONG- AND SHORT-RANGE MAGNETIC INTERACTIONS IN NdBa2Cu30x AND DyBa2Cu30x 

1SSP (Inst, of Solid State Phys.), Tokyo University, Japan, 21.10.94. 

P. Allcnspach 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN DEFICIENT AND DOPED NdBa2Cu30x AND DyBa2Cu30x, AN 
INTERPRETATION OF NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPIC AND HEAT CAPACITY DATA 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Sagamihara, Japan, 24.10.94. 

P. Allcnspach 
INTRINSIC INHOMOGENEITY IN HIGH-TC MATERIALS 
Material Science Dept., Tokyo Institut of Technology, Japan, 25.10.94. 

P. Allcnspach, F. Fauth, A. Funer, M. Guillaume, W. Henggeler, J. Mcsot and S. Rosenkranz 
NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY IN RBa2Cu30x (R=RARE EARTH; 6<x<7) AND R2.xCexCu04 (R=Pr, Nd; 0<x<0.2) 
COMPOUNDS: CHARGE TRANSFER, CLUSTER FORMATION, CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS 
ICNS*94, Sendai, Japan, 11.-14.10.94. 

P. Allcnspach, B.W. Lee, D.A. Gajcwski, M.B. Maple 
A CALORIMETRIC STUDY OF LONG- AND SHORT-RANGE MAGNETIC INTERACTIONS OF THE R3* IONS IN NdBa2Cu3Ûx 

AND DyBa2Cu30x 

H2S-HTSC-IV, Grenoble, France, 5.-9.7.94. 

M. Babateen, F. Fauth, A. Furrer, K.-U. Neumann and K.R.A. Ziebeck 
CRYSTAL HELD INVESTIGATION OF Pd2-RlN (R=RARE EARTH) 
International Conference on Neutron Scattering, Sendai, Japan, 11.-14.10.94. 

E. Bauer, P. Fischer and L. Keller 
MAGNETISCHE STRUKTUR UND SPEZIFISCHE WÄRME HEXAGONALER KONDO-SYSTEME 
Frühjahrstagung des Arbeitskreises Festkörperphysik bei der DPG, Münster, Deutschland, 21.-25.3.94. 

P. Behrens, C. Braunbarth, W. Depmeier, G. Engelhardt, J. Felsche, P. Fischer, K. Fütterer, A. M. Schneider, G. van de Goor 
and M. Wiebcke 
NEAR-PERFECT THREE-DIMENSIONAL MOLECULAR RECOGNITION IN A SOUD-STATE COMPOUND: STRUCTURE AND 
DYNAMICS OF TRIOXANE SILICA SOD ALITE 
8th International Symposium on Molecular Recognition and Inclusion, Ottawa, Canada, 31.7.-5.8.94. 

P. Boni 
DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERMTRRORS FOR NEUTRON OPTICS 
Solid State Physics Seminar, LLB, Saclay, France, 21.1.94. 

P. Boni 
ANWENDUNGEN VON SYNCHROTRONSTRAHLUNG IN DER FESTKÖRPERPHYSIK 
SLS-PSI Users Meeting, Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland, 21.3.94. 

P. Boni 
HERSTELLUNG VON NEUTRONENSUPERSPIEGELN 
Informationstag für ETHZ-Studenten der Abt. LX (7. Sem.), Villigen, Switzerland, 24.10.94. 

P. Boni 
DIPOLARE WECHSELWIRKUNGEN IN ISOTROPEN FERROMAGNETEN 
Festkörperphysik Seminar, ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland, 17.11.94. 

P. Boni 
UNTERSUCHUNG DER STRUKTUR VON MEHRFACHSCHICHTEN FÜR ANWENDUNGEN IN DER NEUTRONEN- UND 
RÖNTGENSTREUUNG 
Oberseminar, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, München, Deutschland, 13.12.94. 

P. Böni, I.S. Anderson, D. Clemens, H.P. Friedli, H.K. Grimmer and H. van Swygenhoven 
GROWTH AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF M/Tii_xVx (M=Co, Fe, Ni) SUPERLATTICES 
7th International Conference on Superlattices, Microstructures and Microdevices (ICSMM-7), Banff, Canada, 22.-26.8.94. 
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P. Boni, J. Archer, D. Clemens, C. Fermon, H.P. Friedli, R. Golub, R. Göttel, H. Grimmer, F. Klose, Th. Krist, F. Mezei, H. 
van Swygenhoven and H. Toews 
POLARIZING Tii_uXu/FexCoyVz SUPERMIRRORS 
ICNS'94, Yamada Conference XXXXI, International Conference on Neutron Scattering, Sendai, Japan, 11.-14.10.94. 

P. Boni, Y. Endoh, H.A. Graf, M. Hennion, J.L. Martfnez and G. Shirane 
DIPOLAR ANISOTROPY OF SPINWAVES IN ISOTROPIC FERROMAGNETS EuS AND Pd2MnSn 
ICNS'94, Yamada Conference XXXXI, International Conference on Neutron Scattering, Sendai, Japan, 11.-14.10.94. 

P. Boni, M. Hennion and JX. Martinez 
FIELD DEPENDENCE OF SPIN WAVES IN EuS 
SPG Meeting, Aarau, Switzerland, 6.10.94. 

G. Böttger 
ZÜCHTUNG UND STRUKTURELLE, CHEMISCHE UND PHYSKAUSCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN VON CA-SUBSTITUIERTEM 
YBa2Cu3C>7.d 

Seminar, Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland, 8.11.94 

W. Bührer 
ELASTIC AND QUASIELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING INVESTIGATION OF SUPERIONIC CONDUCTORS: LÎ2S, CuCl, AND 
CuBr 
Kurchatov Institute, Moskau, Russia, 27.6.94. 

W. Bührer 
HYDROGEN IN SUPERIONIC CONDUCTORS 
School on Neutron Scattering, Zuoz, Switzerland, 14.-20.8.94. 

D. Clemens 
WACHSTUM, STRUKTUR UND MAGNETISCHE EIGENSCHAFTEN VON MULTISCHICHTEN FÜR NEUTRONENOPTISCHE 
ELEMENTE 
Physikalisches Institut der Universität Heidelberg, Deutschland, 23.11.94. 

A. Dönni, Y. Endoh, P. Fischer, H. Kitazawa, M. Kohgi and Y. Morii 
MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITIONS IN CEPTAL STUDIED BY POWDER NEUTRON DIFFRACTION 
International Conference on Neutron Scattering, Sendai, Japan, 11.-14.10.94. 

F. Fauth 
POSTER: COLLECTIVE MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS OF R3+ IONS IN GRAIN-ALIGNED HoBa2Cu30x (x=7,6, 2) AND 
ErBa2Cu3C>7 
M2S-HTSCIV, Grenoble, France, 5.-9.7.94. 

F. Fauth 
ORAL PRESENTATION: COLLECTIVE MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS OF R3* IONS IN GRAIN-ALIGNED RBa2Cu3C>7 
(R=Ho,Er) 
International Conference on Magnetism, Warsaw, Poland, 22.-26.8.94. 

P. Fischer 
TIEFTEMPERATUR-NEUTRONENDIFFRAKTIONS-ANALYSE SYSTEMATISCHER TRENDS BETR.. STRUKTUR UND 
MAGNETISCHEN ORDNUNGS-PHÄNOMENEN TN SUPRALEITENDEN UND NICHT SUPRALEITENDEN OXO-KUPRATEN 
Zürcher Hochschul-Industrie-Seminar 'Materialforschung in der Hochtemperatur-Supraleitung', 25.2.94. 

P. Fischer 
STRUKTURFORSCHUNG UND UNTERSUCHUNG MAGNETISCHER ORDNUNGSPHÄNOMENE MITTELS NEUTRONENPULVER 

DIFFRAKTION AM REAKTOR SAPHIR UND IN ZUKUNFT AN DER KONTINUIERLICHEN SPALLATIONSNEUTRONENQUELLE S I N Q 

Seminar des Instituts für Kristallographie, RWTH Aachen, Deutschland, 22.11.94. 

P. Fischer, A. Dönni, Y. Endoh, H. Kitazawa, M. Kohgi, Y. Morii and J. Tang 
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION INVESTIGATION OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND COMMENSURATE-INCOMMENSURATE 
MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITIONS TN CEPTAL 
Herbsttagung der Schweizerischen Physikalischen Gesellschaft, Aarau, Switzerland, 6.10.94. 

A. Furrer 
SINQ-INSTRUMENTIERUNG 
Allgemeiner Status-Bericht der SINQ, Villigen, Switzerland, 26.1.94. 

A. Furrer 
NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY IN HIGH-Tc SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOUNDS: CHARGE TRANSFER, PHASE SEPARATION, 
SPIN FLUCTUATIONS 
9th Workshop on High Temperature Superconductors, Obertauern, Austria, 28.2.-5.3.94. 
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A. Furrer 
SUMMARY OF LECTURES PRESENTED 
2nd Summer School on Neutron Scattering, Zuoz, Switzerland, 14.-20.8.94. 

A. Furrer 
ACCELERATOR-BASED MATERIALS SCIENCES 
CERN Accelerator School, Baden bei Wien, Austria, 19.-30.9.94. 
A. Furrer 
THE SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE SINQ 
Seminar at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA, 2.11.94. 
A. Furrer 
THE SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE SINQ 
OECD Megascience Forum on Neutron Sources, Knoxvillc, USA, 3.-4.11.94. 

A. Furrcr 
DIE INDUSTRIELLE NUTZUNG VON NEUTRONEN 
Informationsmeeting, Wirtschaftskammer Österreich, Wien, 13.12.94. 

A. Furrer, P. Allenspach, F. Fauth, M. Guillaume, W. Henggeler, J. Mesot and S. Rosenkranz 
NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY IN RBa2Cu30x (R=RARE EARTH; 6<x<7) and R2-xCex04 (R=Pr, Nd; 0<x<0.2) COMPOUNDS: 
CHARGE TRANSFER, CLUSTER FORMATION, PERCOLATXVE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS 
4ih International Conference on Materials and Mechanisms of Superconductivity and High-Temperature Superconductors, 
Grenoble, France, 5.-9.7.94. 

A. Furrcr, P. Allenspach, F. Fauth, M. Guillaume, W. Henggeler, J. Mesot and S. Rosenkranz 
NEUTRON CRYSTAL-FIELD SPECTROSCOPY IN RARE-EARTH BASED HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTORS: A LOCAL 
DYNAMICAL PROBE 
2nd International Conference on f-Elcmcnts, Helsinki, Finland, 1.-6.8.94. 

F. Gingl, P. Fischer, V.A. Yartys, K. Yvon and I. Yu. Zavally 
SYNTHESIS, CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND THERMAL STABILITY OF Zr6FeAl2Hio 
International Symposium on Metal-Hydrogen Systems, Yamanashi, Japan, 6.-11.11.94. 

H. Grimmer 
SYMMETRY RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSPORT PROPERTIES IN MAGNETICALLY ORDERED CRYSTALS 
15th European Crystallographic Meeting, Dresden, Deutschland, 28.8.-2.9.94. 

H. Grimmer, I.S. Anderson, P. Boni, P. Buffat, 0 . Elsenhans, H.P. Friedli and K. Leifer 
GROWTH AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF Ni/Ti SUPERMIRRORS FOR NEUTRONS 
2nd Topical Meeting "Physics of X-Ray Multilayer Structures", Jackson Hole, Wyoming, USA, 14.-17.3.94. 

M. Guillaume, P. Allenspach, P. Fischer, A. Furrcr, W. Henggeler, J. Mcsot, B. Roessli and U. Staub 
A SYSTEMATIC NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF RBa2Cu30x (R=YTTRIUM AND RARE EARTHS) FOR OXYGEN 
CONTENTS X=6 AND X=7 
4th International Conference on Materials & Mechanisms of Superconductivity - High-Temperature Superconductors M2S-
HTSCIV, Grenoble, France, 5.-9.7.94. 

M. Guillaume, P. Fischer, A. Furrcr, B. Roessli and V. Trounov 
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION INVESTIGATION OF ANTIFERROMAGNETIC RARE-EARTH ORDERING IN DyBa2Cu30ö.i AND 
160GdBa2Cu3O6.i 
4th International Conference on Materials & Mechanisms of Superconductivity - High-Temperature Superconductors M2S-
HTSCIV, Grenoble, France, 5.-9.7.94. 

W. Henggeler 
NEUTRONENSPEKTROSKOPISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN AN HOCHTEMPERATUR-SUPRALErTERN 
Seminar zur Supraleitung, Physikalisches Institut der Universität Erlangen, Deutschland, 26.4.94. 

W. Henggeler, P. Allenspach, A. Furrer, M. Guillaume and J. Mesot 
CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS IN HoBa2Cu307 AND Yo.99Hoo.OlBa2Cu307: AN INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDY 
Herbsttagung der Schweiz. Phys. Gesellschaft, Aarau, Switzerland, 6.10.94. 

W. Henggeler, G. Cuntze, A. Furrer, M. Klauda, J. Mcsot and G. Saemann-Ischenko 
NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPIC EVIDENCE FOR CLUSTER FORMATION AND PERCOLATTVE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN 
PT2-xCexCu04 (0<x<0.2) 
4th Int. Conference on Mat & Mech. of Superconductivity, Grenoble, France, 5.-9.7.94. 

W. Henggeler, G. Cuntze, A. Furrer, M. Klauda, J. Mesot and G. Saemann-Ischenko 
NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPIC EVIDENCE FOR CLUSTER FORMATION IN Pr2-xCexCu04 (0<x50.2) 
Int. Workshop on Anharmonic Properties of High-Tc Cuprates, Bled, Slovenia, 1.-6.9.94. 
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W. Hcnggeler, G. Cuntze, A. Furrcr, M. Klauda, J. Mcsot and G. Sacmann-Ischenko 
NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY ON Pr2-xCcxCuC>4 (0<x<0.2) 
2nd Patras University Euroconfcrcnce, Patras, Greece, 23.-28.9.94. 

K. Krämer, P. Allenspach, P. Fischer, A. Furrer, H.-U. Giidel and L. Keller 
MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITIONS IN K2UX5 (X = CI, Br, I) 
Herbsttagung der Schweizerischen Physikalischen Gesellschaft, Aarau, Switzerland, 6.10.94. 

R. K. Kremer, U. Beck, P. Fischer and A. Simon 
AFM ORDERING IN THE FRUSTRATED ONE DIMENSIONAL CHAIN SYSTEM Tt^C^: A POWDER NEUTRON DIFFRACTION 
STUDY 
International Conference on Magnetism, Warsaw, Poland, 22.-26.8.94. 

K. Leifer, P. Buffat, P. Boni, O. Elscnhans, H.P. Friedli, H. Grimmer, I.S. Anderson 
MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF Ni/Ti MULTILAYERS WITH TEM, EDS AND PEELS 
International Congress on Electron Microscopy, Paris, France, July 17-22,1994. 

K. Leifer, P. Buffat, I.S. Anderson, P. Boni, H.P. Friedli, H. Grimmer, O. Elsenhans 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF Ni/Ti MULTILAYERS BY PEELS AND EDS 
EEcS.. 94 Workshop, Leukerbad, July 24-28,1994. 

A. Malik, W. Bührer, G. Kostorz und B. Schönfeld 
DIFFUSE NEUTRONENSTREUUNG AN EINEM Al-1.75at.% Cu-EINKRISTALL 
Frühjahrtstagung der Deutschen Physikalischen Gesellschaft, Münster, Deutschland, 21.-25.3.94. 

W. Marti 
NEUTRON SCATTERING RESULTS OF RGaC>3 (R=La, Pr, Nd) 
Seminar, University of Geneva, Switzerland, 18.3.94. 

W. Marti, P. Fischer, A. Furrer, M. Medarde, S. Rosenkranz and HJ. Scheel 
INVESTIGATION OF THE MAGNETIC ORDERING IN NdGaC>3 BY MEANS OF NEUTRON DIFFRACTION 
14th General Conference of European Physical Society, Madrid, Spain, 28.-31.3.94. 

W. Marti, F. Kubel, J.P. Rivera, H.J. Scheel and H. Schmid 
OPTICAL STUDIES OF FERROELASTIC DOMAIN STRUCTURES OF LaGaOß AND NdGaOß 
3th InL Symposium ISFD-3, Zakopane, Poland, 6.-9.9.94. 

M. Medarde, P. Fischer, K. Gobrecht, P. Lacorrc, J. Mesot, and S. Rosenkranz 
HIGH PRESSURE NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF THE METALLIZATION PROCESS IN PrNiOß 
14th General Conference of the Condensed Matter Division (European Physical Society), Madrid, Spain, 28.-31.3.94. 

M. Medarde, P. Fischer, K. Gobrecht, P. Lacorrc, J. Mesot and S. Rosenkranz 
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE (INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL) OF THE METALLIZATION PROCESS AND THE MAGNETIC 
ORDERING OF PrNiG-3: A NEUTRON POWDER DIFFRACTION STUDY 
International Conference on Neutron Scattering, Sendai, Japan, 11.-14.10.94. 

M. Medarde, P. Fischer, J. Mesot and S. Rosenkranz 
PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE METALLIZATION PROCESS OF PrNiO-3: A NEUTRON POWDER DIFFRACTION STUDY 
Herbsttagung der Schweizerischen Physikalischen Gesellschaft, Aarau, Switzerland, 6.10.94. 

M. Medarde, J. Gonzdlcz-Calbet, J. Rodrigucz-Carvajal, M.J. Sayagués and M. Vallet 
OXYGEN VACANCY ORDERING IN La2-xSrxNi04-5 (0<x<0.5): THE STRUCTURE AND THE MICROSTRUCTURE 
INVESTIGATED BY NEUTRON POWDER DIFFRACTION 
4th International Conference on Materials & Mechanisms of Superconductivity. High-Temperature Superconductors, 
Grenoble, France, 5.-7.9.94. 

J. Mesot, P. Allenspach, F. Fauth, P. Fischer, A. Furrcr, M. Guillaume, W. Henggeler, S. Rosenkranz and U. Staub 
NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY IN CUPRATE SUPRACONDUCTORS 
Workshop NFP30 "Hochtemperatur-Supraleitung", Baden-Dättwil, Switzerland, 17.-18.2.94. 

J. Mesot, P. Allenspach, F. Fauth, A. Furrer, M. Guillaume, E. Kaldis, J. Karpinski, S. Rusiecki and U. Staub 
EVIDENCE FOR CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS IN HoBa2Cu30x (6<x£7) and HoBa2Cu40g AS STUDIED BY INELASTIC 
NEUTRON SCATTERING 
4th International Conference, Materials & Mechanisms of Superconductivity, High-Temperature Superconductors, Grenoble, 
France, 5.-9.7.94. 

J. Mesot, P. Fischer, K. Gobrecht, P. Lacorre, M. Medarde and S. Rosenkranz 
HIGH-PRESSURE NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF THE METAL-INSULATOR TRANSITION AND OF THE Ni-MAGNETIC 
ORDERING IN PrNiC<3 
International Seminar on Neutron Scattering at High Pressure, Dubna, Russia, 5.-7.10.94. 
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